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CHARITY SUFFERETH LONG, AND IS

KIND; CHARITY ENVIETH NOT; CHARITY

VAUNTETH NOT ITSELF, IS NOT PUFFED

UP, DOTH NOT BEHAVE ITSELF UNSEEMLY,

SEEKETH NOT HER OWN, IS NOT EASILY

PROVOKED, THINKETH NO EVIL; RE-

JOICETH NOT IN INIQUITY, BUT RE-

JOICETH IN THE TRUTH; BEARETH ALL

THINGS, BELIEVETH ALL THINGS, HOPETH

ALL THINGS, ENDURETH ALL THINGS.

CHARITY NEVER FAILETH.

St Paul.
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CHAPTER I

THE IDEAL

1. A Parish Priest in the Church of England

enjoys a privilege which is unique, both in its

scope and in its opportunity of influence. For

to him, and to him alone, as a minister of re-

ligion, is given free access to the home of every

one of his parishioners. Whatever be their

creed—whether they are Churchmen or non-

conformists or profess no religion at all,

—

whatever be their station in life—rich or poor,

masters or workmen—it makes no difference

:

all alike have a claim on his ministrations, and

he has entrusted to him a responsibility towards

all. Within the limits of a fixed geographical

area all the inhabitants without distinction are

committed to his spiritual care. The privilege

is unique. The minister of any other religious

body, even of a disestablished or an unestab-

lished Church, can never have, by virtue of his

office, quite the same range of influence. He is

very much in the position of a private prac-
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titioner, or a consulting spiritual physician, who

can only deal with special patients who call him

in, or who come to him for advice. 1 And in

such a congregational system there is always

the danger that the most needy may often be

left without help. But in the Church of Eng-

land the situation is quite different. For it is

the duty and the right of the parochial clergy,

as the authorised spiritual officers of health for

the district, to visit and to be ready to minister

to all, " as need shall require and occasion shall

be given." There is no limitation of the claim-

ants on their services.

2. And this all-comprehending charge is em-

phatically recognised in the Ordinal. Even the

deacon in his degree is admitted to a share in it. In

the summary of his duties which is recited by the

1 "The Nonconformist minister is a true pastor to his

congregation : to those, that is, who listen to him. The
Anglican priest is responsible for a district—a geographical

area—whether the inhabitants come to church or not. Per-

haps the most far-reaching measures undertaken by the
' National Council of Evangelical Free Churches ' have been

to map out Dissenting ' parishes ' and to discourage the

overlapping of rival Dissenting chapels. During the simul-

taneous mission there was systematic house-to-house visita-

tion, though not perceptibly among the poor. Many signs

indicate that the parish will occupy something of that

attention which has hitherto been devoted exclusively to

the pulpit." — ' Some Tendencies of Modern Nonconformity,'

Church Quarterly Review for April 1902, p. 111.
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bishop for his open acceptance before God and

the Church, reference is made to it in no uncer-

tain terms. " Furthermore, it is his office, where

provision is so made, to search for the sick, poor,

and impotent people of the parish, to intimate

their estates, names, and places where they dwell,

unto the Curate, that by his exhortation they

may be relieved with the alms of the parishioners,

or others." His ministrations, it is true, are

confined to the simpler, the more social and

practical, aspects of visitation. He is not en-

trusted with a direct pastoral care of the parish-

ioners ; that does not immediately belong to his

office. But he is distinctly called upon to

visit regularly throughout the parish. So only

can he fulfil the obligation that is bound upon

him. And his service is designed to lead up to

the fuller care of the ' Curate,' or parish priest,

under whom he serves. To him he is to * inti-

mate ' what he learns on his visitation rounds,

in order that he, as the responsible minister, may
deal with the problems which arise.

3. But the commission that is given to " a

Priest in the Church of God " knows no such

restriction. The words both of the exhortation

and of the challenge uttered to those who are

to be ordained cover a range as wide-reachinsr
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and universal as it is possible for language to

express. And it is not superfluous to quote

these words here once again in the fulness of

their message. For they are not words to be

heard and accepted once for all at the hour of

ordination, and then to be treasured as a sacred

memory of a day much to be remembered with

which alone they have to do ; it is not enough even

to ponder over them annually as the anniversary

of ordination comes round, and so to renew their

influence. But they represent an ideal to be im-

pressed upon the heart of every priest as his con-

stant daily inspiration, the motive of all his work,

the pattern and rule of his lifelong service.

" We exhort you, in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ, that you have in remembrance, into

how high a dignity and to how weighty an office

and charge ye are called : that is to say, to be

messengers, watchmen, and stewards of the Lord ;

to teach, and to premonish, to feed and provide

for the Lord's family ; to seek for Christ's sheep

that are dispersed abroad, and for His children

who are in the midst of this naughty world, that

they may be saved through Christ for ever.

"Have always, therefore, printed in your re-

membrance, how great a treasure is committed

to your charge. . . . Consider with yourselves
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the end of your ministry towards the children

of God, towards the spouse and body of Christ

;

and see that you never cease your labour, your

care and diligence, until you have done all that

lieth in you, according to your bounden duty, to

bring all such as are or shall be committed to

your charge, unto that agreement in the faith

and knowledge of God, and to that ripeness and

perfectness of age in Christ, that there be no

place left among you, either for error in religion,

or for viciousness in life."

" Will you be ready, with all faithful diligence,

to banish and drive away all erroneous and strange

doctrines contrary to God's word ; and to use both

publick and private monitions and exhortations,

as well to the sick as to the whole, within your cures,

as need shall require, and occasion shall be given ?"

Here is expressed the true standard of Pastoral

Visitation for a parish priest. Its obligation is

absolutely unlimited within the parish where he is

called to exercise his ministry. Nothing can alter

that fact. It is an integral part of the solemn

covenant a man makes with God when he receives

the Divine commission of the Priesthood.

4. And this universal ministry to all the par-

ishioners alike is not a mere visionary counsel of

perfection, an unpractical theory put as an ideal
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by the Church before her authorised clergy. If

it were so, if it were actually more unattainable in

practice than it is, it would still remain one of the

noblest incentives to earnest work that could be

given. But, in very truth, it is virtually within

the reach of all who are faithful to their trust.

It is what in everyday life English people expect

of their clergy. They look for them to be con-

stantly in and out of their homes in their capacity

as ministers of religion. The people are even

more ready to accept, than the clergy are to

fulfil, this ministry. In what parish is not the

popular proverb known and quoted repeatedly

—

" A house-going parson makes a church-going

people " ? It may be that it seems to misrepresent

the purpose of clerical visitation, and to suggest

as its principal object a semi-selfish aim of secur-

ing large congregations at the Church services

;

but at all events it proclaims with no uncertain

voice the real desire of most Englishmen that

the clergy should visit their homes.

Of course there are houses where the clergy are

not welcomed, some where they are positively

rejected with contumely ; but these are the rare

exceptions. And even where this is the case, it

frequently happens that after a time, when the

parson has proved himself, with patience and
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forbearance, to be a true friend and not the in-

terfering dictator that was dreaded, doors that

were closed against him will be gladly opened to

his visits. Usually, however, and it is hardly too

much to say almost universally, the welcome that

is accorded to the parochial visits of the clergy is

as cordial as it is touching. It is full of encourage-

ment to faith, and full of tacit rebuke for careless

neglect of such an opportunity. Day after day

the priest returns home from his rounds more

gladdened than grieved, only to wonder how he

could ever have shrunk from a work that is so

full of hope and blessing.

It is a token of what English people look for

on the part of the parochial clergy, that it is so

often in connexion with this visitation work that

they idealise a former parish priest. ' He was

just like one of ourselves,' they say ;
' he was

always in and out of the houses ; at any time of

day or night you might meet him going about

the parish."' That is their chosen pattern of a

true clergyman : and tenderly do they cherish

the memory of his visits, forgetting his 'negli-

gences,'' and magnifying the constancy of his

service. The reproach to his successor that is

implied in the contrast is no doubt sometimes

apt to be rather trying, but at least an exagge-
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rated or impossible description may be a stimulus

to endeavour to 6 go and do likewise.'

5. But one thing is instinctively and impera-

tively demanded on all hands, and that is that

the parish priest shall be a gentleman. It is not

necessarily required that he shall be a gentle-

man in the social sense, of one who has had the

incomparable boon of gentle birth and training

;

though the parishioners are by no means oblivious

to that advantage. No matter what the class of

parish may be in which he serves, it is equally

appreciated. There are no more sensitive, no

shrewder judges of manners than the poor. But

it is required always that he shall be a gentleman

in the truest Christian sense of the name ; a man

of unfailing courtesy and sympathy, of truth and

fairness in word and deed ; one who holds control

of himself and knows how to keep his own counsel,

and theirs. Englishmen assume that they can

implicitly trust their clergyman, and woe to the

influence of him who through self-conceit, or sel-

fishness, or rudeness, or byan unbridled tongue, once

betrays this loyal trust ! Men look for 6 the mind

that was in Christ Jesus
1

to be manifested also

in His messenger. They even expect of him a

higher standard than their own of perfect chivalry.

6. The standard of character and bearing de-
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manded is a high one, but it is not impossible.

Nothing, it is true, can ever quite compare with

the natural charm of manner and general tone

that comes of heredity and good breeding. This

is one of the noblest gifts that any man can dedi-

cate to the service of God in the ministry of the

Church, if it be ungrudgingly consecrated with a

whole-hearted devotion. Otherwise it may be-

come an actual barrier, unless it is informed by

grace. And yet a man who has had but few

social advantages, even one who is of no more

than ordinary capacity, may still prove himself

a true gentleman and attain to the pattern of

courtesy through grace. For this quality is of

the very essence of the true priestly character,

and as such it is pledged to every faithful man in

his ordination gift. God does not send out His

workers without full equipment for their work.

When He accepts their self-dedication to His

service, He meets it with a more than answering

endowment of sustaining power. And for this

need too, the need of personal dignity and ease

of manner, of self-forgetfulness in thought for

others and delicacy of tact, He will give the

necessary grace. A life that is really devoted

without reservation to God's service can never

seriously fail in this respect.
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7. It is assumed that the priest must be in his

own life a man of God ; a man of genuine and

ever deepening spirituality. Without that pri-

mary qualification all his work in God's name

would be nothing but a hollow mockery. All his

visiting would be useless, and worse than use-

less,—it would be a cruel wrong to his people,

—

unless he himself is a living witness to the message

he is commissioned to bring. For it is the ' wit-

ness
,

that commends and attests the reality

of the ' message."' l God has willed to use the

ministry of men to draw men to Himself; and

by far the most powerful factor in that ministry

is the personal life and faith of the minister

himself. People look to an ordained minister of

the Church to be their spiritual guide and coun-

sellor : he cannot lead them in matters of which

he is ignorant. "Can the blind lead the blind ?"

No richness of learning, no force of character, no

keen perception of men and things, no business

1 "There are two aspects of the minister's work, which we
are constantly meeting in the New Testament. They are

really embodied in two words, one of which is 'message,'

and the other is ' witness.' ... In these two words together,

I think, we have the fundamental conception of the matter of

all Christian preaching. It is to be a message given to us

for transmission, but yet a message which we cannot trans-

mit until it has entered into our own experience, and we can
give our own testimony of its spiritual power."

—

Lectures on

Preaching, by Phillips Brooks, p. 14.
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capacity, can take the place of vital religion. Of

the pastor men ask for bread, the bread of life

;

will he dare to offer them a stone ? Everything

depends on what he is in himself : he is, whether

he will or no, the visible exponent of religion in

the parish : his life is the inspiration, for weal

or woe, to those among whom he is called to go

as God's messenger. The efficacy of the sacra-

mental means of grace may be ' not hindered by

the unworthiness of the minister'; but to draw

men's hearts to God, to bring them to know the

power of grace, so that they may appreciate, and

desire, and rightly use the means by which it is

conveyed, is given only to those whose own hearts

are consecrated to God, whose own lives are nur-

tured by, and continually growing in, grace. The

ministry of visiting is no mere mechanical routine

:

it is a service wherein the living influence of living

men is brought to bear on the lives of others.

8. Some years ago a young clerical Fellow of

a College was preparing for Priest's Orders. He
had studied carefully, that he might be ' throughly

furnished ' for the teaching work of his office.

He was ready to devote his life to the work that

lay before him, and if need be to sacrifice for it

the prospects of what would commonly be called

a successful career. He feared no toil, no danger,
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which he might have to face. But the one dread

which haunted him day and night, and held him

back, was the realisation of the awful respon-

sibility that would lie upon him for the witness

of his own personal life. In his distress he con-

sulted one of his colleagues about it, a man of

ripe experience. And his answer was :
' The

personal life of the priest is one of the principal

elements in his work as a priest. In your ordina-

tion God will give you the fulness of grace for

all your work in fulfilling His commission ; that,

of necessity, includes the grace to sustain the

example of a devout life. If then you find your-

self falling back, as fall you will, cast yourself

again and again upon God. " Stir up the gift of

God " which will be yours through the laying on

of hands."' And so, without fear, but without

self-sufficiency, he offered himself to God for His

commission.

" Stir up the gift of God which is in thee

through the laying on of hands.
r>

It is a call

that every priest needs to hear perpetually

ringing in his ears. It is a promise that enables

him to witness to others in the name of the

Lord. It is an inspiration that encourages him

to be a true visitor.

9. The ideal of pastoral visitation is one and
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the same for all parishes alike throughout the

land. In town or in country, among the rich

as well as among the poor, in the suburban villas

of the middle class and in streets crowded

with artisans, with permanent or with migratory

populations, the clergy are required to know

all, and to visit all, their parishioners. Their

pastoral ministrations are to be not only available

to all, but actually offered to all, without dis-

tinction. But while the principle is universal,

the mode of its application must necessarily

differ enormously in the various cases ; for no

two parishes are exactly the same. Every parish

has its own distinctive character, just as much

as every individual man or woman. The methods

of work which suit one place can seldom, if ever,

be utilised in another without modification.

The difference between parishes as regards

the conditions which affect plans of visitation is

very great. Some are of wide extent, with sparse

population, where a single visit may absorb a

whole afternoon ; others are so densely crowded

that one tenemented house means more than a

day's work. There are places where all the parish-

ioners are of one class ; and there are country

towns where every class is represented. There are

parishes where every one dines in the evening;
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and there are parishes where there is not a house-

holder who employs a domestic servant. Many
are rapidly increasing, with whole new streets

springing up month after month; elsewhere the

numbers are as steadily diminishing. There is

the village where every one depends directly on

the Hall, as workman or as tenant ; and there are

the great industrial districts in which the all-

controlling Company will do nothing to support

any religious effort for the benefit of its workmen.

And so on, in endless variety, the contrasts might

be traced.

It would obviously be impossible to pretend to

lay down any single scheme of visiting which

could meet all these divergent needs. It would

be equally impossible to deal with each class of

parish in detail. Those who have had long

experience in particular types of work are the

best judges of the methods which are most suit-

able for those types, and to them as the most

competent advisers new beginners in similar

parishes may go for guidance in details. But

whatever the type may be, one and the same

ideal underlies all schemes alike :—that the parson

should be brought into as close and constant a

touch as possible with all his parishioners.

10. The character of a parish, as of an in-
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dividual, has its own possibilities of reformation

and of development. It can only be influenced

for good when the appeal is made with a sym-

pathetic appreciation of what is best and truest

in it. The negative criticism of fault-finding,

or of invidious comparisons, is never really effec-

tive to improvement. It is the realisation and the

encouragement of the elements of good which are

present that best help to overcome evil. 1 A parish

can only progress along its own lines, where its

peculiar bent and capacity can find full play. It

can never be forced into the system of another

place that is moulded by other conditions.

To be able, therefore, to deal with his parish

wisely and sympathetically, to know how to

organise the spiritual work in it, and to regulate

its aims and its growth aright, the parish priest

must know his parishioners intimately, both indi-

vidually and as a community. He must live

among them, and be one with them, until he

understands through and through the surround-

ings of their life ; their temptations and their

1 "I louted low, to thank him for his grace, albeit it seemed

to me he took me for a better and wiser lad than I was. But
good praise takes root and spreads, and there was no great

damage in his giving me a little more credit than I deserved,

inasmuch as we are not born good, but made good."

—

The

Colloquies of Edward Osborne, p. 23.
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ideals ; their limitations and their capabilities.

And this can only be done by constant visiting

in their homes. So only can he hope to learn

what he needs to know before he can pretend to

be a true fellow-helper and religious guide. A
new comer is often met with the somewhat em-

barrassing question :
' And how do you like this

place ?
' Sometimes it is asked with a boastful

confidence, sometimes with a half-nervous anxiety :

but in either case it is a more or less unconscious

feeler put forth to find out whether he is going

cordially to enter into, and help forward, the life

of the parish, or to set himself up as a lofty

superior, or possibly a supercilious disturber of

all its accustomed ways.

11. And no superficial or affected interest in

the peculiarities of a parish is of the slightest

avail. The clergyman must throw himself with

all his heart into the life and interests of his

people if he is ever to win their confidence. The

restlessness which is continually seeking for change

of work destroys the true spirit of the ministerial

life. For the bond which exists between a parish

priest and his parishioners is a singularly close

one. In all the most intimate occasions of joy

and sorrow, of enthusiasm and anxiety, they are

drawn together, where " a stranger intermeddleth
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not." The most sacred confidences are trustingly

committed to the pastor who has proved himself

true to his office ; and thenceforward they form a

tie of much more than friendship between him

and his people. In the very nature of the case

these confidences can never be renewed to another;

for they belong wholly to the circumstances which

called them forth. And thus, when a clergyman

is compelled to leave a parish for other work, he

must sadly relinquish countless opportunities for

real spiritual influence, which are never likely to

be opened to another.

12. Changes of course there must be. Gaps

must be filled by the transfer of workers. It is

right that experience gained in a comparatively

simple parish should find fuller scope in more

influential centres. It is right that men who are

wearied and worn with a long and heavy strain

should pass on to less arduous posts. It is right

that considerations of health, or family, or in-

come, should carry all their due weight. It is

right especially that the younger clergy should

have experience of different kinds of parishes,

so that they may be trained to the full exercise

of their ministry. But every removal of a faith-

ful priest involves certain loss, as well as possible

gain, to the parish he leaves, if not to himself.
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The value of honest visitation deepens in an

increasing ratio as the years go on. And, there-

fore, a spirit of calm, even of enthusiastic, con-

tentment, is of the very essence of an effective

parochial ministry. The man who cannot be

content in the parish where he is appointed

to serve, but is perpetually unsettled by an

expectant ambition for other appointments, loses

the secret of genuine pastoral influence. In-

sensibly his discontent saps his interest in his

parishioners, and they instinctively feel this.

He may be still, professionally, an energetic

visitor : but he does not know the true spirit

of visiting. He does not know the deep satis-

faction of losing his own life that he may find

it in the lives of others. He has not learned the

power of that most true motto of all vigorous and

hopeful work : apKov/Jbevos toZs irapovauv. 1

13. The ideal is the same for all parishes. And
yet in the large towns there are not a few parishes,

and they are increasing in number every year,

which are so enormously overgrown and so miser-

1 Heb. xiii. 5. "What is forbidden [in the tenth com-
mandment] is that eager restless longing, or empty idle

wishing, for a change of circumstance, which quickly breeds

ill-will towards others and wastes time and strength in use-

less dreams and selfish repinings. It is this temper which is

fatal to any right discharge of present duty."

—

The Church

Catechism Explained, by A. W. Kobinson, p. 96.
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ably understaffed as to make it a sheer impossi-

bility for the clergy to know all their parishioners

personally. In a parish of 15,000 or 20,000 in-

habitants, for instance, which is left under the

charge of three priests, it is manifest that the

burden is beyond their strength. And the clergy

are men : the very hopelessness of the task cannot

but tend to weaken their eagerness and energy,

and tempt them to acquiesce despairingly in a

lower standard of pastoral work. They may
bravely struggle to do what they can ; all honour

to them for their courageous efforts to minister

to their people : but they cannot visit them all

effectively; and they soon fall into the way of

limiting their visits to a selected number.

Now it is in this very selection, which they are

compelled to make by the necessity of the case,

that they have their opportunity of keeping

always in view the ideal of normal parish work.

For much may be done by carefully selecting

representative homes of all classes ; and by

thoroughly knowing them the clergy are en-

abled to come into touch with a much wider

range than they could otherwise possibly reach.

They are bound to give their first attention to

their own Church members ; but this is not

enough; nor will it exhaust all their available
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time. Through them, and through the other

selected families whom they visit, they learn of

those who need their ministrations ; occasions

offer themselves in time of sickness or sorrow

;

and as these are followed up the influence of the

clergy gradually spreads outwards, until in every

district of the parish they are well known as true

pastors who can be relied upon in time of need.

They make the homes which they regularly visit

centres through which they receive constant in-

formation, and centres also through which the

spiritual power of the Church radiates out into

all the neighbourhood. It is not the perfect

plan of parochial visitation ; but it is the best

that is open to them under the circumstances.

14. There are, however, some very large parishes

more happily situated, in which it is possible to

maintain a numerous staff of assistant clergy. In

these the different districts are worked with their

own separate organisations ; and for most pur-

poses they are practically in the position of in-

dependent parishes. They form, it is true, good

training grounds for the j unior clergy ; but it is

at the expense of the parishioners. For a con-

tinuous pastoral care is impossible. It is inevit-

able that there should be frequent changes in the

clerical staff. Men are taken away from such
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subordinate posts to be placed in charge of

parishes of their own. And while they are

coming and going the parishioners are subjected

to constant unsettlement of personal relations

with their clergy. The responsible head of the

whole parish cannot pretend himself to be ac-

quainted with the many thousands nominally

under his charge ; still less to come into close

spiritual relations with them. And so they lose

the most stable element of all the influence that

is fostered by parochial visitation. No doubt it

may be argued theoretically that the subdivision

of parishes can be carried too far. But experience

proves that the living personal interest, and the

mutual trust of priest and people, are encouraged

and developed by autonomy. Subdivision into

areas of manageable size brings within the range

of practical application the true ideal, of the

parson knowing his people through regular visit-

ation.

15. Nothing can relieve the parish priest of

this responsibility. The incumbent of a large

and busy parish is, by virtue of his position,

oppressed with multitudinous duties that absorb

his time and leave him little opportunity for

systematic visiting. The general organisation

of the many different branches of work rests with
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him as the head. Thus he is ultimately respon-

sible for the financial management of the parish,

and this is usually a complicated matter that

demands careful thought and constant attention.

Meetings of various kinds crowd in upon him

to waste his ill-spared hours. He is the one

to whom all points are referred, and he has

hardly any time to call his own. It depends

upon him whether the whole Church life of the

parish is to move forward on well-ordered lines.

The proverbial saying of commerce is doubly

applicable to the direction of a modern town

parish, that ' it is a bad case when the business

pushes on the head of the firm, arid not the

head the business."' So there seems to be no

room in the already over-full day for any regu-

lar visiting. And yet, in spite of all difficulties,

it is essential that the head of the parish should

know his parishioners personally, and grow in

knowledge of them by continual contact with

them in their homes. Without this, he may be

an organising manager, but he can never be a

spiritual leader. He must be a visitor if he is

to fulfil his duty as a pastor. Other things are

matters of great importance; this lies at the

very heart of his ministry, and time simply must

be found for it. Much of the regular visiting
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will devolve upon his junior colleagues, but he

can never afford to dissever himself altogether

from it, and leave it entirely to them. He is

permanent, they are more or less transitory, in

the parish. They break up new ground, he

must hold what has been cultivated in the past.

They bring fresh enthusiasm to bear upon their

several districts, he must keep up his connexion

with all.

16. It is his visiting work which brings a

parish priest into the closest personal touch

with his parishioners. It is often an arduous,

and not seldom actually an irksome task, but

it is the true work of his office. No other part

of his duties is so full of varied interest. Nothing

else yields the same satisfaction. If he is called

away from a parochial cure to fulfil some other

ministry in the Church, he may be willing enough

to devote his powers and his energies to the

service for which he is required ; he may even

find a certain sense of relief in the relaxation

of strain ; but at the same time he cannot but

be conscious of being withdrawn from the exer-

cise of what is the most spiritual as well as the

most potent influence of his ministry,1
if it be

1 " A regimental officer should be able, and in spite of his
c stupidity ' usually is able, to play upon the complex instru-

ment of his men's emotions like Nachez upon his fiddle-
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rightly used ; a service which more than any

other gives him a living share in the Master's

own redemptive work of ' seeking and saving

that which was lost.'

This then is the ideal which is set before every

parish priest in the Church of England. This

is the standard by which his parochial work is

judged more than by anything else. He may

be an eloquent preacher, he may be possessed of

eminent musical gifts, he may be a strong ad-

ministrator, he may have remarkable powers of

managing clubs for men or boys, he may be a

born leader of men ; in a word, he may be en-

dowed in an exceptional degree with all the

qualities which find their best field of action in

clerical work : but it is by his intercourse with

his parishioners in their homes that he proves

himself a true pastor. There it is that he reaches

the hearts of his people.

17. A true pastor ! What a picture the

phrase calls up before the mind ! He is an

earnest, sympathetic priest, of deep personal

strings. The big generals are mere organ players compared
to him—they pull the stops and things happen, that is all

;

but the colonel and his centurions are the artists, and many
a successful man, caught up to Olympus in the shape of the

staff, has had his cup of joy embittered by the thought that

the most interesting part of his profession lay behind him."
— Words by an Eye-witness, by ' Linesman.'
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spirituality, with a yearning love of men for

Christ's sake in his heart : one who cultivates

a delicate tact, and practises a stern self-sacrifice
;

" abhorring that which is evil, cleaving to that

which is good " ; a chivalrous friend, ever watching

to help and ready to serve; seeking out God's

erring children
;
patient and strong to draw out

and develop the highest and best life of his par-

ishioners according to their capacities ;
" seeking

not theirs but them" ; a witness in all his life

and actions for the Lord whose commission he

bears. It is a picture which no one can hope

to realise in his own life, but to which he ever

must strive to conform himself more and more

by the grace that is given to him. " Who is suffi-

cient for these things ? . . . Our sufficiency is of

God."



CHAPTER II

HOUSE TO HOUSE VISITING

1. A new incumbent is appointed to the cure of

a parish. The most momentous interests depend

upon his policy and his actions. Yet he is a

stranger to the people ; he knows nothing about

the character and the life of the place, except

vaguely in regard to its outward conditions.

How can he form aright his judgment of what

is required ? A general idea of his aims and

methods he must have. Without that he would

be quite unfit to be entrusted with so weighty a

charge. He must know his own mind, and the

main lines on which he intends to work. But

the practical application of his scheme of adminis-

tration can only be guided safely by the possi-

bilities of the case. To enter on his new duties

with a ready-formed plan, elaborated in all its

details, and with a fixed determination to carry

it out at all costs, is simply to court disaster.

His commission is to lead men, not to drive

them.
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At once on his arrival he comes into contact

with the officials and the workers of the parish

;

and they are representative of the whole com-

munity. From them he can gather valuable

information, and he finds them generously will-

ing and eager to help and advise him. Indeed,

without their aid at the outset he would be at a

serious disadvantage. But this is not enough.

He cannot fulfil his personal responsibility, or

exercise his personal influence, through others,

nor on knowledge gained at second hand. There

is only one way in which he can learn to judge

rightly what is required and what is attainable;

and that is by visiting all his parishioners himself

as soon as possible. By this alone can he secure

a sure insight into the character of the people.

This alone forms a solid basis for the close and

intimate knowledge of the parish which he needs.

It cannot be grasped by intuition, nor by a mere

cursory survey of the parish. It only comes by

patient perseverance in systematic visiting from

house to house.

Nor is it enough to make the acquaintance of

a few people here and there. His responsibility

extends to all ; therefore he must set himself to

know all—all classes, and all in each class. He
is not the pastor of any one section exclusively

;
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of the rich or of the poor ; of the farmers or of

the labourers; of the tradesmen or of the arti-

sans. Just as for the sake of his spiritual office

he eschews all connexion with party politics, so

he strenuously avoids all suspicion of any social

favouritism. He is the friend of all, without dis-

tinction. He cannot afford to leave any houses

unvisited.

% This obligation lies in the forefront of the

duties of a newly-appointed incumbent ; but the

need for it does not cease when once he has com-

pleted his first round of the parish. Valuable as

that beginning is, it is after all barely more than

an introduction to his parishioners : and it re-

quires to be followed up, in one form or another,

by a constant renewal of intercourse with them.

In subsequent visits impressions are confirmed

or rectified ; new comers are discovered, and met

with a greeting which goes far to help them to

feel at home in their strange surroundings ; and

fresh openings continually present themselves.

But more than all is the strengthening of the

bond between priest and people.

In a comparatively small parish the incumbent

is well able to make the whole round himself

from time to time, if he is resolute to keep in

view the necessity for it. But in large parishes,
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apart from the numbers which render it out of

the question for one man to go over and over the

whole, there are other duties which absorb his

time and strength in an increasing ratio as his

parochial and other work develops; and it be-

comes year by year more difficult for him to find

time for any house to house visitation. The con-

stant visits of various kinds which the head of

the parish must undertake himself to a great

extent take its place. For they bring him into

contact with all kinds of homes, and keep him

in touch with the parish at large. Generally he

makes himself responsible for the larger share of

the sick visiting; but the house to house rounds

he is compelled to delegate to his assistant clergy

in their several districts.

3. So it is on the junior clergy that this duty

commonly devolves in the larger parishes. And
they have no serious difficulty in finding time for

it. In fact it may be said to be their principal

duty. They are quite free, for the most part,

from the many other calls which press upon the

head. The power of their own ministry in the

parish depends, no less than his, upon a sym-

pathetic knowledge of the people. It is their

privilege, no less than his, to minister to the

parishioners in their homes. But over and
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beyond their own relation to this duty, they

have it in their power, in fulfilling it, to render

inestimable service also to the incumbent. Act-

ing as his coadjutors, they not only relieve him

of a work which he cannot overtake for himself,

but they keep him informed concerning the con-

dition of things in the parish. Through them

he maintains a close association with his people

;

and they in return have always the counsel and

direction of their chief to fall back on.

4. It must not be forgotten that the relation

between an incumbent and his assistant curates

is a very sacred bond. He is responsible for their

training in all the work of the ministry, and he

is bound to find them opportunities of exercising

their office in all its various functions. Nothing

can be more selfish or wrong than for the head

to keep all the more spiritual and interesting

branches of work entirely in his own hands, and

to leave to his juniors only the minor and less

attractive duties of the parish. He has no right

to starve their ministerial life in this way. It is

due to them as priests that he should afford

them some occasion of gaining experience in

every department of clerical work. At the same

time it is no less his duty, for the work's sake,

to assign them their respective parts in it in
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proportion to the experience they have already

gained, and the powers they have manifested.

It is also his duty to keep a considerate watch

over their efforts, and to be ever ready to help

them with wise advice. On him must ultimately

fall the burden of their mistakes ; it is his own

fault if mistakes are continually repeated. When
they do occur (as must happen), it is his privi-

lege quietly and tenderly to point out to his

colleague where his fault lies, and out of his

own more mature experience to advise him how

to avoid a similar lapse in the future. But none

the less will he chivalrously associate himself

with him in the consequences of it, and refuse to

publish to the world at large more than can be

helped the error that has been committed. In

so doing he has before him the pattern of our

Lord's training of His fellow-workers :
" Notwith-

standing, lest we should offend them, go thou,

&C." (St. Matt. xvii. 27).

Where the head behaves rightly to his juniors,

and is considerate and sensible in his oversight,

he justly looks in return, and rarely looks in vain,

for loyal co-operation on their part. The head

alone is responsible for the policy of the whole

work, and for the general lines of teaching and

administration. A younger man may fancy that
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he knows better what ought to be taught or

done ; but as a true fellow-worker he defers to

the judgment of his senior. If the assistant

curate has a claim on the advice of the older

priest under whom he serves, it is his duty as

well as his privilege constantly to seek that

advice, and not to trust implicitly to his own

ideas.

It is altogether a very delicate relation, which

calls for patient forbearance on both sides ; and

for deliberate care on the part of those in

authority in licensing newly-ordained men to

their first cures, so that they may be trained

in their ministry under satisfactory guidance.

5. The need of definite training under the

guidance of an experienced teacher extends to

every part of the priest's office, but in nothing

is it more exigent than in house to house visiting.

For that is in many respects the most arduous

part of all clerical work. It is often quite

bewildering to a beginner. For it not only

demands sustained self-denial and determined

perseverance to carry it out at all; to carry it

out efficiently requires an abundant and ready

resourcefulness of the highest order. And this

is not gained in a day. The needs which have

to be met are manifold : every day fresh pro-
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blems confront the parson on his visiting rounds

:

and to one with little or no experience of his

own to draw upon, it is an invaluable boon to

be able to turn for counsel to an older man

who has himself passed through the discipline

of a practical exercise of his sacred profession.

Indeed, the mastery of systematic visiting can

only be acquired in youth, while enthusiasm

is still fresh and capacities are adaptable. It

is extremely rare to find a man over thirty years

of age who can make anything of it, if he takes

it up for the first time so comparatively late in

life without any previous training. If anything

ever required a full apprenticeship it is parish

work. It can never be learned properly except

by persistent application in the school of actual

practice. For a beginner, then, the help of one

who knows well what it means makes all the

difference. It directs him at once along the

right lines ; and it may often serve to save

him from ignorant blunders. But it is not

everything. Each worker has after all to make

his own way : and all his life through he must

be striving ever to " wax riper and stronger

"

in this ministry. It makes large demands on

him no doubt ; but it is worth them all, for it is

rich in spiritual opportunities, and it never fails
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to bring its own abundant reward to the parish

priest, in the removal of barriers, in a growing

intimacy, and finally in a firm friendship with

the parishioners to whose service he has devoted

his life.

6. In speaking of ' house to house ' visiting

it is customary to assume that every home alike

is open to the visits of the clergy. As a rule

this is happily the case, but there are instances

where the clergy are firmly rejected, or only

admitted to be treated with sarcasm or with

marked rudeness. It need hardly be said that

where this occurs it is impossible for the time

being to insist on obtaining an entrance or to

repeat the offer of a visit. A man of dogged

persistence may sometimes succeed in pushing

himself into the house in spite of all opposition,

and occasionally his determination is rewarded

by his overcoming the prejudice which existed.

But there are few men who are capable of

carrying through strong action of this kind

with any good result. Far more often an

emphatic persistence only aggravates resent-

ment.

To some extent the instructions which our

Lord gave both to the Apostles and to the

Seventy on their first ministerial circuits may
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be taken as a guide to the course which the

clergy of the Church also are to pursue under

similar circumstances. " Whosoever shall not

receive you, nor hear your words, when ye depart

out of that house or city, shake off the dust of

your feet " (St. Matt. x. 14). " But into what-

soever city ye enter, and they receive you not,

go your ways out into the streets of the same,

and say, Even the very dust of your city, which

cleaveth on us, we do wipe off against you " (St.

Luke x. 11). But the conditions of a settled

local ministry are different from those of an

itinerant mission. In this case, as in the other,

those who reject the messengers of the Gospel are

to be left alone ; but only so long as they con-

tinue to reject them. For the first offered visit

is not the only opportunity that comes within

their reach. It frequently happens in a parish

that an occasion will arise for generously ignoring

a former rejection, and for finding a ready

admittance, under the softening influence of

some act of friendship on the part of the clergy,

or of some special sorrow or anxiety in the

home. Then those who once strenuously ob-

jected to the 'intrusion' of the clergy come

round to welcome them cordially as their true

friends. They who can t in patience possess
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their souls,' and carefully watch for an oppor-

tunity of winning over ' those who oppose them-

selves,"* find many a door that was closed against

them willingly thrown open to receive them as

honoured visitors ' in the name of the Lord.
1

One such victory far more than outweighs the

slight sacrifice of a little wounded pride.

7. Much more difficult cases to deal with than

those of ordinary prejudiced rejection, are those

where men readily invite a young clergyman to

come in, but only that, when they have him more

or less at their mercy in their own homes, they

may ply him with anti-Christian or anti-Church

arguments. It is pitiful to notice the shallowness

and utter want of logic or proportion that are

commonly manifested by these disputants. If

their desire were to find the truth, it would not

be so hard to meet them. Any real seeking

after the light will always be welcomed with

earnest sympathy, in a spirit of prayer and

watchful faith. " Be ready always to give an

answer to every man that asketh you a reason of

the hope that is in you, [but] with meekness

and fear " (1 Pet. iii. 15). It is the deepest of

joys to make known to honest inquirers the Lord

whom they cannot recognise ' because their eyes

are holden.
1
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But it cannot be ignored that in the majority

of such cases the wish is not to attain to the

truth, but to prove a fancied triumph against the

Faith. The arguments put forward are usually

either a flat denial of the existence of God, or a

challenge of His goodness, or a scouting of the

idea of a future life, especially as pictured in

the popular notion of rewards and punishments,

or else they take the form of cheap criticisms of

Biblical difficulties. It is very doubtful if any

good can ever come of disputations with such

opponents. " Foolish and unlearned questions

avoid, knowing that they do gender strifes " (£

Tim. ii. 23). However well equipped a priest

may be (and very few are) for discussion of

abstruse points of Evidences or of Biblical Criti-

cism and Interpretation, he is not accepted as

an authority whose word carries weight : nor is it

wise to take any part in dragging such sacred

matters into vulgar debate.

The one standard by which to act is : Can re-

verence be safeguarded ? Will it be for spiritual

advantage ? If not, then it is as prudent as it is

courageous to decline positively to degrade holy

things to an idle controversy. And the same

rule holds good also when virulent attacks on the

Church are thrust upon the visiting clergyman.
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8. But in ordinary homes, where the parson

is cordially welcomed, as the representative of

religion, and of all that religion teaches in un-

selfish care for others, the constant dilemma

arises as to what he is to make the subject of

his conversation ? What is to be the aim and pur-

pose of his visit ? And how is he to attempt to

reach it ? He feels that it is an occasion of serious

moment, which he dare not waste. He has some-

thing to learn, as he studies the people he is visiting;

that is not the difficult point. He has also an in-

fluence to exert, a message to give ; that is where

he feels himself at a loss, as he asks himself how this

can be done naturally, and therefore helpfully.

To force religious conversation is most repug-

nant to all the finest instincts of a true man. He
simply cannot do it. For that is to debase what

is noblest and holiest and best into a mere pro-

fessional jargon. And yet he is there as a

minister of religion, and to avoid the subject

altogether would be to convict himself of un-

reality. Where then is he to find the golden mean

whereby he may avoid the two extreme dangers

of a canting formality and an idle gossip ?

9. In the first place, everything depends on

the tone of his own life and bearing. As he

keeps this in mind he is braced to a constant
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( recollectedness.
,> He never allows himself (or

others) to forget the true dignity of his sacred

office. It is by virtue of that office, much more

than for any sake of his own, that he receives the

hearty greeting which brightens all his work. He
does not come among the people as an ordinary

friend, merely to make himself at home on a

chance call ; but he comes to bring with him

—

officially and personally—an atmosphere of re-

ligion, to touch and hallow every interest of

common life. He does not indeed assert his

position : true dignity never needs to assert

itself: but he is ever on his guard lest he lose

the quiet consciousness of his high and holy

calling. In his presence, so long as he is true

to his commission and to himself, all that is

base and unworthy fades out or is suppressed.

The better side of the people struggles to ex-

press itself, in the certainty of being met by his

sympathy and encouragement. Coarse words are

instinctively hushed into silence before a priest,

as a matter of etiquette : before one who manifests

in all his bearing the true priestly character, even

coarse ideas are hidden away in shame. It is the

witness of his life which carries the most power-

ful message wherever he goes. This is the con-

stant influence he ever strives, by God's grace, to
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maintain. This regulates the matter as well as

the manner of all his conversations.

10. The parson is the representative of the

Church to the people, its living embodiment.

They expect him when he comes to their homes

to tell them of the doings of the Church, to be

full of its interests, to offer them some share in

its varied life. There is no lack here of matter

of conversation. There is much that may be

quietly ascertained in each house, and that with-

out any formal (and rather impertinent) cate-

chism. Are the opportunities of worship or

instruction, which the Church provides, valued ?

Are they made use of ? And if not, where does

the hindrance lie ? Sometimes—perhaps gener-

ally—it is found to be due to sheer indifFerentism,

and lax habits : sometimes to a real or fancied

grievance : sometimes to misunderstanding of the

Church and its method of worship. Then the

clue is found which points to a definite object

in the visit. Or again, sometimes the fault is

proved to lie with the existing arrangement of

services or classes, which is not well adapted to

the actual needs of many of the parishioners. A
discovery of this kind not only affords a topic of

discussion at the time, but leads to serious recon-

sideration afterwards of all the circumstances,
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and all the various interests involved, with a view

to making any reasonable readjustment of the

general scheme which may be feasible.

There is much that may be suggested in each

house. The whole Church system may by degrees

be translated and interpreted for simple under-

standings. There are the services, regular or

additional, to announce : there are classes, at

which attendance may be invited : there are

clubs which provide special advantages or at-

tractions : there are Sunday Schools for the chil-

dren : and so forth. The parson has so many

opportunities of religious help or social improve-

ment to offer : so many explanations to give

concerning their use. As the ' messenger, watch-

man, and steward ' of the Church, he need never

be at a loss for matter of conversation in his

visits. Nor is there the slightest occasion for

him to be ashamed of putting the Church he

serves in the forefront of all he has to say. On

the contrary, it would be a severe reproach to

him if he did not do so. For he is appointed

to fulfil that very duty. He is not thereby

seeking to advance his own reputation, or to

serve his own ends. His position makes him

quite independent of the people ; and, so far,

it makes no personal difference to him whether
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he can rally them round him or not. But he

has devoted his life to their service for Christ's

sake, and it cannot be a matter of indifference

to him, as their minister, whether they respond

to, or neglect, the cultivation of their religious

life. The true aim of all parochial visiting is to

bring personal influence and help to bear on the

lives of the parishioners ; not to foster the per-

sonal ambition, or to achieve a glowing adver-

tisement, of the parson. ' Seeking not theirs,

but them '—not to gain, but to give—he knows

no hesitation in putting before them enthusiasti-

cally all the opportunities the Church can offer.

11. It is the special privilege of a true pastor

to be a genuine friend to all his people. This is

literally true ; it is not an empty conventional

claim. If his life be wholly given to his ministry,

there is no reservation about his deep interest in

all that can affect the life and happiness of his

parishioners. Without effort or affectation he

makes all their joys and all their sorrows his own.

Nothing is too insignificant for his earnest atten-

tion. Nothing that tells upon the comfort of the

home can be too trivial for him to discuss seri-

ously. On natural, easy terms, he is ready to talk

over all the small details, which seem utterly trifling

to a stranger, but are full of real importance to
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the family concerned. A man who assumes the

role of a self-satisfied haughty mentor, entering

into affairs of family life with an air of lofty

superiority, at once succeeds in drying up all

responsive confidences. But he who in a spirit

of unaffected friendship and sincere sympathy

throws himself into all the simple interests of

those whom he is visiting, soon finds that the

very secrets of the home are poured out to him

unreservedly. He is touched to the quick by the

generous confidence reposed in him ; and he is

spurred on to make himself more worthy of so

great a trust, more helpful to those who thus

turn to him for help. Here again there is no

lack of matter for conversation in visiting.

For instance, the children of a family are a

constant bond between the clergyman and their

parents. He knows them, it may be, already in

his schools ; or he makes friends with them when

he comes to their homes. Their bright and trust-

ful greeting is always attractive, and cannot fail

to win the heart of any true man. In a very real

sense he feels they are his children. So he cordi-

ally shares in their pleasures, and tenderly helps

them to strive against their faults. A man who

cannot love children is altogether out of place

in a parochial charge. And parents invariably
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appreciate a kindly and affectionate interest in

their children. The children's friend is welcomed

as the friend of the home. No one who knows the

children—no one who cares for them, and desires

to know them—can ever be lost for matter of

conversation in his visits.

12. In parochial visiting it is essential to cul-

tivate a sensitive courtesy ; and to set an example

of quiet self-control and unfailing regard for the

feelings of others. It is not so easy to maintain

this attitude in practice, as theoretically it would

appear to be. Rebuffs are unexpectedly en-

countered ; even insults may have to be faced

;

a blank stupidity is of itself extremely trying

to a temper that is already fretted by physical

weariness. But no roughness can excuse any

retaliation in kind. The power of an unshaken

self-mastery is the most effective rebuke that can

be administered. The priest owes it to himself,

as well as to his people, to manifest always, and

under all circumstances, the bearing of a gentle-

man.

Some men—men, too, who are otherwise ex-

cellent in their devotion—allow themselves to sink

into the intolerable rudeness of walking into a

poor man's house without waiting to be invited

to enter ; sometimes even without knocking at
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the door. Nothing can justify this. The poor

may acquiesce in it, chiefly because they do not

know how to stop it ; but they naturally do not

like it. If their neighbours take upon themselves

to come in uninvited, that cannot excuse the like

conduct in one who ought to know better what is

due from man to man. It is hardly less boorish

for a visitor to keep his hat on his head in another

man's house ; yet this too is sometimes thought-

lessly done. But the slightest consideration of

courtesy makes any such action impossible.

Courtesy also leads the visitor to avoid care-

fully any intrusion at inconvenient times. To
say the least of it, it is very inconsiderate to insist

upon calling when meals are going on, especially

in the dinner hour. That is the one occasion

above all others when people wish to have their

houses to themselves. It betrays a want of tact

to make a visit when there is a special family

gathering in the home. No one likes to receive

a visitor when the house is ' upset ' for cleaning,

or on a washing-day : and the instinct is a true

and honourable one, and deserves to be scrupu-

lously regarded, which is anxious to welcome

visitors only when the home is at its best.

Courtesy again teaches the parson to study

closely the recognised etiquette of a district, or
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of a particular class, and chivalrously to respect

it in his visits. Of course it would be a fatal

mistake for him to try to imitate it, in word or

conduct, if that involves the setting aside of a

gentleman's own natural manners; but without

doing this he can accommodate himself to the

current standard of politeness. For example,

in the poorest districts he hears every woman

spoken of as a "lady.
1
' There is no need for

him to adopt this use; but there is still less

occasion for him to resent it or to ridicule it.

All that tends, however lamely, towards chivalry

to women is worthy of warm encouragement.

So he gravely and courteously accepts the use

of the title, though he does not conform to it

himself.

A tactful courtesy in all things is the hall-

mark of a true parish priest.

13. And this carries with it one emphatic rule,

—never to gossip about the neighbours. The

clergyman on his visiting rounds cannot avoid

hearing constant complaints and accusations.

But 'one story is good enough till the other is

told."' It is possible to sympathise with the

grievance, and yet to put in a plea for charity

by making the best of it. It is possible to ' hear

much and say little."* But it is never right to
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carry the story to the person implicated, unless

on a special request from the aggrieved party

that the parson should act as a mediator. The

other side will, sooner or later, be heard also

:

it too may be quietly listened to, without

betraying the former confidence.

But whatever course may be followed in the

case of quarrels, there can be no doubt with

respect to ordinary gossip. That has no place

at all in a pastor's conversation. He must firmly

refuse to be made a receptacle for gossip, even

on the specious pretext that he ought to know

all about his parishioners. He must still more

sternly check himself from ever retailing it.

The charity that " rejoiceth not in iniquity, but

rejoiceth in the truth," is the pastor's guiding

standard. There is no greater power of winning

trust than a dignified reticence. People are very

shrewd to know if they can implicitly rely on

their clergyman to preserve their confidences

inviolate. They recognise the real peace-maker

in the man who can keep counsel. It is of the

first importance for a parish priest to be above

all suspicion in this respect. He must not even

divulge in his own home the things which are

freely made known to him as the priest of the

parish. No little harm is frequently done by a
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thoughtless reference in the parsonage to matters

which ought to be preserved in discreet silence.

They eke out again, and it causes infinite mis-

chief. No one would think of betraying his trust

in the sacred details of the spiritual life of a

parishioner, which are revealed to him under the

implied pledge of absolute secrecy. A similar

guardedness is imperatively demanded also with

regard to all matters affecting the reputation of

any one which may come under his cognisance.

Neither at home, nor abroad, may the seal be

broken with impunity.

But the caution must be extended yet a step

further. It is a temptation at times to discuss

with more freedom than charity the doings of

other clergy ; whether predecessors in the same

parish, or neighbours. The slightest reflection

will show how unbecoming and pernicious it is to

allow any such thing. No good can come of it.

It is degrading as much to him who admits it

as to the unconscious victim. It can only weaken

the whole influence of the Church. Even the sad

cases of actual reproach which exist here and

there are never mitigated by unrestrained dis-

cussion. And generally there is no excuse of the

kind for criticism. More is done by example than

by precept to encourage respect for the clergy.
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Instead of finding fault it is better to " esteem

them very highly in love for their work's sake,"

emphasising what is good in their ministry, and

refusing to acquiesce in irresponsible gossip.

14. A wise man will be very careful indeed

about committing to writing anything which he

may learn concerning the lives of the people he

visits. The object of parochial visitation is to

know the people themselves, not so much to

know about them, still less to write down their

story. A visiting note-book the parson must

of course have, in which he enters the names of

the families in the several houses, and a few per-

fectly general and harmless facts about them

;

such as whether they are Church people or not,

the names of special workers for the Church, if

the children go to Sunday School, and so forth.

It forms his own private directory of the parish,

and is invaluable for reference. But to record

more than this is perilous, if not actually mis-

chievous. It is perilous ; for it is impossible to

foresee into whose hands the book may inadvert-

ently fall. A definite instance in point will serve

to make this clear. The vicar of a large mining

parish, on leaving to enter on another charge,

wrote out a fairly full account of all the in-

dividual communicants, some five hundred in

D
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number, for the guidance of his successor. He
described briefly the character, capacities, and

(in some cases) the special temptations of each

of them. This book he passed on to the new

vicar as a strictly confidential communication.

But within three weeks of his coming to the

parish his successor lost the book while out visit-

ing, and never recovered it ! This is, it is true,

a somewhat extreme case ; but the like danger

is never absent from any written statement which

includes information that ought to be kept pri-

vate. Moreover, the practice is mischievous ; for

it destroys the freshness of memory, if too much

dependence is placed on written notes. The

parson, if any one, needs the royal gift of a

prompt memory of faces and names, and of the

points of special interest in the lives of those

with whom he has to do. If he has not this gift

by nature, he can cultivate it by conscientious

practice : but he will never attain to it by trust-

ing to a note-book. Moreover, the visiting-book

should be kept out of sight altogether, and only

written up at home when the work of the day is

over. People become sensitive and restless when

they see statistics about themselves being care-

fully compiled during a visit. They are never

partial to filling up a census return. Any notes
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which must be jotted down at the time as re-

minders should be entered merely in a pocket-

book. The visiting-book has its particular use

in ensuring regularity of visiting, and as a safe-

guard against the strangely easy forgetfulness of

even urgent cases. But it has no place as a 6 vade

mecum ,

on the parochial rounds.

15. Much of the regular visiting of the clergy

is in connexion with classes, schools, clubs, and all

the various institutions of a well-organised parish.

There are irregular attenders to look up; there

are new adherents to invite ; there are many

points to be discussed personally with individual

members. The distinct object of such visits

makes them comparatively easy. But it is

necessary in these visits too to bear in mind the

general purpose of all clerical visiting. The

clergyman loses his true influence if he fulfils

this duty as no more than a Club Secretary or

a School Attendance Officer. His status in the

home is an entirely different one. He does

come to encourage regularity and good behaviour,

but not by carrying complaints. He comes in

the power of personal interest rather than of

official authority. His aim is to gain influence

by friendly sympathy ; to come into touch with

the members of the several institutions in their
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own homes ; to understand the conditions of

their lives, and to enter into and foster all

their aspirations for self-improvement. By
degrees, as he visits them and their families,

their characters open out to him more and

more, and his power of helping them increases.

And the effect does not cease there. His in-

fluence radiates out through all the district.

Even in the roughest slums of large towns the

clergy who are known to the people through

their constant care of the children, or of the

boys and young men, and who are familiar

visitors on their account, are assured of a ready

recognition. They are safe from misunder-

standing and insult, and they receive a welcome

that is accorded to no one else. And in ordinary

districts the result is no less striking. But

everything depends on the spirit in which the

work is taken up. The priceless power of raising

the lives of others, young or old, is gained only

by an earnest enthusiasm, a wise patience, and

a thoughtful consideration. It is never accorded

to fussy interference, or to autocratic demands.

Neither classes nor clubs can prosper without

visiting; but it must be visiting of the right

sort.

16. Regular visiting is bound up with all the
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activities of a priest's work. In nothing is this

more emphatically the case than in its relation

to the ministry of preaching. Experience teaches

that the preparation of a sermon—the choice of

a subject, the intuitive sense of its suitability

for the particular congregation, and its applica-

tion to their real needs—depends upon living

contact with the people addressed. A stranger

may have exceptional power as a preacher, he

may be eloquent and forcible ; he may arrest

attention, and press home an earnest appeal that

is never forgotten : but it is as of one 6 drawing a

bow at a venture.' It can never have the same

directness that informs the preaching of the

parish priest himself. It is not that he makes

any direct allusion to the case of any individual

person or persons in the congregation ; far from

it ; for that might easily become a flagrant

breach of a sacred privilege : but his intercourse

with the people during the week places him en

rapport with their spiritual position. He at

once and instinctively feels what the required

message on the Sunday must be ; and as surely

also realises whether any given way of expressing

it that suggests itself is appropriate. The sub-

jects he has been taking with the sick; the

difficulties and griefs that have been opened
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to him ; the answers to prayer that have come

under his notice ; all the infinitely varied details

that have constituted the interest of his visita-

tion work ;—these all combine together to indicate

the special message which will speak most directly

to the hearts of the people. A steady visitor

need never suffer from lack of subjects to preach

about any more than from lack of subjects for

conversation. And this is manifested in another

way. For it is always found, after returning

from any protracted absence from the parish, for

holiday or other cause, that in spite of the

freshness of brain and renewed zeal which come

of change and rest, the first Sunday's sermon

is a far more difficult task than at other times

;

just because the sense of being in regular touch

with the parishioners is wanting.

Conversely, it is a mistaken modesty which

makes a preacher reluctant to talk over his

sermons in his visits. People hang upon sermons

for help far more than many of the clergy allow

themselves to realise. Sermons are for very

many the only religious instruction they receive,

and sermons that are prepared with care, and

preached in earnest faith, and ' are begun, con-

tinued, and ended
,

in prayer, cease to be a

routine task, wearisome alike to preacher and
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audience : they become a great spiritual power.

" From heart to heart the message speaks
:

"

and it bears repetition and discussion when

preacher and hearer meet face to face during

the week. What is delivered from the pulpit

is, or should be, worth enforcing in the home.

Thus visiting affords at once the inspiration

and the ratification of sound preaching: and it

is an excellent corrective of the carelessness

which is content to give vapid and valueless

sermons.

17. Some men are apt to be disappointed in

their house to house visiting because, as a rule,

they meet only the women and children. But

there is no occasion for any disheartenment in

this. It is true that there is more immediate

satisfaction in systematic visiting in those parishes

where the men and boys are frequently to be

found at home in the afternoons ; as is the case,

for example, in mining districts. But where,

as generally happens, most of them are usually

at work at the only time when the parson can

call, visiting still has its undiminished value in

making friendly acquaintance with the homes of

the people. It is the wives and mothers after all

who make the homes. The wife of a working-man

has a hard life, of continual work from morning
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till night. On her presses most heavily the

burden of anxiety about provision for the family

and management of resources. She has no relief

from it in change of scene or work, but it is

always weighing on her, week in and week out.

There is no finer example of a life of ungrudging

self-sacrifice to be found than the brave home

work of women of the working classes. To be

privileged to visit them in their homes as a

trusted friend ; to be able to cheer them with

encouragement and sympathy ; above all, to win

them to consecrate all their work as a service to

our Lord, and to find in Him the strength of

their life,—this is a ministry which appeals to

every true instinct of chivalry. And more than

that, it affords an opportunity of influence on

the very heart of the home life of the people, of

which no man can gauge the power. How can

it ever be thought disappointing, if once its true

meaning is realised ?

In some parishes it is possible to secure one

or two evenings in the week for visiting. Then

the priest is able, in the houses where he is

already known, to make the acquaintance of the

men as well. But in many places the multitude

of parochial organisations and meetings leaves

little or no time for this course. And it is
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doubtful if evening visiting is generally accept-

able. Nor is it really necessary. For where the

foundation has been honestly laid in systematic

house to house visiting, constant occasions offer

themselves in other incidents of parish work for

completing the plan by making friends with the

men. He who knows the family soon comes to

know the head of the family too.

18. When the parson goes out on his visiting

rounds he finds a long street sufficiently depress-

ing: a long line of houses built on one monotonous

pattern is positively discouraging. Perhaps this

multiplied sameness ought not to affect him, but

as a matter of fact it undoubtedly does. For it

is difficult to shake off the impression that where

the houses are identical, the people who live in

them must also be all of one type. Of course

those who live under exactly similar outward

conditions usually belong to one and the same

class ; and the general characteristics of that class

will be met with in most of the homes. But

nothing could be more untrue, or indeed more

unjust, than to imagine that men and women

are themselves as monotonous as the unlovely

houses they find themselves compelled to live in.

From the outside there is nothing to be seen but

dull uniformity ; but once pass through the door
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and every family manifests its own character,

every individual has his own marked personality.

There is never a want of variety of interest in

dealing with men and women. Every human

being stands apart from all the rest of the world

in his joys and sorrows, in his ambitions and

hobbies, in his capacities and temptations. And
it is exactly to find out these one by one, and to

minister to them that the parson sets himself to

visit all. This is, it may be, a very obvious and

commonplace point to urge ; but there is no one

who has worked in a large town of rapid modern

growth who will not at once recognise its serious

importance. Many a man breaks down in de-

spair before the task of visiting steadily through

the apparently interminable lines of houses that

are all cast in the same mould. The irksome

sameness of it all appals him ; and if he ever

allows the impression to master him that the

like sameness belongs to the people who live

there, he will never overcome the shrinking ; but

it will grow and grow upon him until it enervates

all his work. In reality, however, the similar out-

ward conditions only serve to mask the endlessly

dissimilar characters within. And he who braces

himself sternly to fulfil his duty meets with

abundant refreshment of diversified interests.
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19. The priest who is faithful to his commission

will not fail to visit the rich as well as the poor

in his parish. The complaint is often heard

—

and not without some justification—that the

more energetic clergy devote themselves exclu-

sively to the poor and neglect the rich. And

yet the rich need the personal counsel and in-

fluence of the clergy certainly not less than their

poorer neighbours. Where temptations abound,

and are all the more seductive by their wide

variety and as being veiled by luxury or aestheti-

cism, there the need is all the greater for a firm

and kindly upholding of a spiritual ideal of life.

There are few of the wealthy classes who will not

thankfully welcome the visits of the parochial

clergy, provided they are pastoral visits and not

mere society calls. These last may be paid by

the ladies of the parsonage ; but the parson him-

self treats all his parishioners alike ; and when

he calls at any house it is primarily to gain an

intimate knowledge of those who are committed

to his charge, and not to fulfil a social formality.

This knowledge enables him at all times to be a

spiritual counsellor, and, if sickness or sorrow

should come to the family, it gives him a special

power of sympathetic ministry. Of course a

gentleman finds no social difficulty in this duty;
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nor yet can any man of God be at a loss for wise

and tactful intercourse with those who are far

more wealthy than himself.

No more fatal mistake can be made than to

allow the impression to gain ground that the

parish priest visits the rich only when he has

need of their monetary assistance for his parochial

schemes. Any such association with his visits

cuts at the root of all true influence and help.

It puts the whole connexion of priest and people

on an utterly false basis. Mean men who pride

themselves on their riches may be only too ready

to flatter themselves with the thought that they

are sought after for the sake of what they have,

and to think that they can easily purchase to

themselves a good standing in the Church of God.

But true men bitterly resent being approached

only for their prospective gifts. They, no less

than the poor, hunger after righteousness ; and

shall they not be filled by the ministry of Christ's

messengers ? It is well to put aside with a

courteous firmness all allusion to subscription

lists when visiting the wealthy, so as to avoid

the danger of misunderstanding. Matters of

that kind will adjust themselves in other ways.

The position of a parish priest in the Church

of England—let it be repeated—places him far
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above the thraldom of any such sordid considera-

tions. He comes into the house as Christ's

representative, and as such is assured of an

honourable welcome so long as he is natural

and unaffected, and fearlessly true to himself

and to his office.

20. The question is often asked, especially by

newly-ordained men, What number of visits, on

a fair average, should be made in a week ? It is

not quite easy to meet this enquiry with any

universal rule ; for the circumstances vary infinitely

in different parishes. There are some general prin-

ciples however, which apply equally in every case.

Thus, a primary condition to be always kept in

view in coming to-any decision on this point is,

that the standard to aim at is not the minimum

number that will satisfy the bare requirements,

but the maximum amount of visiting that can be

arranged with due regard to the claims of other

parochial duties. A conscientious man, bent on

knowing and helping his parishioners, does not

stop to count out this service grudgingly. An
incumbent, as has been already pointed out, must

necessarily, for the sake of the co-ordination and

progress of the whole work of the parish, be

drawn aside to a large extent from house to

house visiting : yet even he will refuse to let any
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single day go by, unless he is imperatively com-

pelled to do so, without some visitation. But the

younger assistant clergy have their undisturbed

opportunity for this work. Their afternoons

—

even allowing for the interruption of funerals

—

are practically free for it : and five afternoons

a week honestly given up to it will afford ample

scope for a real exercise of their ministry in this

respect. ' Recreations '—tennis, golf, shooting,

cricket, cycling, and the like—are admirable for

their legitimate purpose of maintenance of health

and renewal of vigour : but they are worse than

no excuse for a neglect of spiritual duties.

On the whole, it will probably be found that

a real average of six visits a day, on five days

in the week, will in most cases serve to fulfil what

is required, or at least what is feasible. It is

not an excessive standard to aim at ! Fifteen

hours a week devoted to what is perhaps the

most important part—at an early stage in his

ministry—of a man's life work ! But this esti-

mate assumes that the visits calculated are

genuine visits. It does not include mere passing

calls to leave messages: it takes no account of

hasty greetings of a few brief minutes each, in

a restless rush from house to house : it has no

room for the idling away (for such it is) of an
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hour or two with congenial people, to the neglect

of less attractive visits. It means real solid

work, faithfully carried out in all earnestness for

Christ's sake, and for the good of His people.

With less than this standard none can be content

;

unless the size of the parish is so small that it

would involve an unnecessary and troublesome

frequency of visits to the same houses over and

over again. In larger parishes more than this

standard is not often attainable, amid all the

thronging duties which crowd in upon the clergy.

21. Five afternoons a week are reckoned as

regularly to be devoted to visiting. For ex-

perience proves that it is not advisable, except

in urgent cases of sickness, ever to visit on a

Sunday. This is not only on account of the

spiritual strain of the day on the clergy them-

selves; but it is also a very inconvenient day for

the people visited. And further, it is well worth

while, where it can be so arranged, for one

afternoon during the week to be reserved intact,

that the clergy—particularly the younger clergy

—may have it to themselves to enjoy as a time

of leisure and relaxation. The priest requires

a 'Sabbath'' rest at least as much as any other

man ; and if he does not secure it in this way,

he is robbed of it almost entirely. Sunday is
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very far from being a day of 'rest
1

to him.

The clergy are not indeed allowed by their

parishioners to forget that they have a longer

consecutive holiday break in the year than most

other people ; but it is conveniently forgotten

that all the days of their hard-earned month

in the summer, added together, do not total up

to anything approaching the number of ' off'

days— counting Sundays, and Wednesday or

Saturday afternoons— which almost all their

neighbours are able to secure in the course of the

year. Moreover, being condensed together into

one month out of the twelve, they are not so

effective a rest as if they were spread over the

whole year. One afternoon in the week with-

drawn from the usual routine is by no means a

wasted time.

%%. So the parish priest, living constantly

among his people, knows them thoroughly, and

they know him. He is the representative of the

Master to them, ' seeking and saving,"* comforting

and encouraging ; ever at hand to help in distress,

or to share in happiness. He is the messenger

of the Church to them, its living voice ; offering

always privileges of grace, and interpreting, by

word and example, the things of God. He is

the trusted friend and counsellor of all ; the
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peace-maker, who draws men together; the

prophet who sets forth high ideals of life and

conduct. It is a great responsibility: who, that

knows his own weakness, will not shrink from

incurring it ? It is a great opportunity : who

that relies on the grace of God, will not gladly

claim the privilege ?



CHAPTER III

VISITATION OF THE SICK

1. When sickness comes into a home it is the

opportunity of all opportunities for the faithful

parish priest to give real sympathetic spiritual

help. A great door and effectual is opened unto

him indeed.

Those who know nothing of practical Church

work, especially those who live in the seclusion

of a little world of their own, are much given

to criticising the practice of visiting the sick.

Judging by theory alone, they argue that the

true time for bringing influence to bear is when

all the powers of body and mind are at their best

;

that to ' force ' religion on those who are weak

and suffering is an unwarrantable intrusion,—an

advantage taken of helplessness that verges on

the mean and the unworthy; and that it is a

mere unreasoning obedience to custom.

But experience tells a very different tale. For

there is no time when the parish priest is so eagerly

and confidently expected as when there is sick-
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ness in the house : there is no part of his work

by which he is so instinctively tested as by his

attention to the sick. Those who are face to

face with the stern realities of life know better

than any secluded theorist whether visits are

welcome and helpful at such a time or not.

And even if it be a matter of custom for the

clergy to visit the sick, after all custom—English

custom—and English Church custom—is apt to

be based on common sense and proved utility.

The keen appreciation of the visits of the clergy

by the sick, and by their friends, could never

have grown to its actual intensity unless they

were felt to answer to a recognised need.

And, as a matter of fact, when sickness comes

and lays a man aside for a time from the interests

and the anxieties of his ordinary life, it turns

him in upon himself ; it reveals the relative pro-

portion of things in a new light ; it opens his

heart, as at no other time to spiritual influences

;

and it makes him very responsive to true sym-

pathy. Indeed it causes a craving for a sympathy

and help that go deeper than any superficial

expression, for something that is stronger even

than friendship : the instinctive yearning is there

for a helper who comes in the name and in the

power of the Christ ; who can bring an inspira-
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tion of calmness and strength and peace on

which the sufferer can confidently rest. No one

who has not witnessed it can understand—he

could hardly believe—how great an opportunity,

how cordial a welcome, awaits the visiting Priest

in a sick room.

%. When our Lord was upon earth as the Son

of Man, His first care was ever given to the sick.

Whatever the urgency of other matters might be

—of organisation, or preaching, or discussion—He
was always ready to respond to any appeal for

ministration to them. Nor was His ministry to

them one of bodily healing only. He was care-

ful to make it clear that this was but the outward

and sacramental sign of the real purport of His

grace. No cure was possible where there was

no faith in Him. The gift of the great deliver-

ance—" Son, thy sins be forgiven thee "—took

the first place, and was assured by the visible

proof of the physical healing which followed

and was linked with it ;—" that ye may know

that the Son of Man hath power on earth to

forgive sins . . . Arise, take up thy bed." He
had absolute power over all sicknesses ; but He
did not inflict them on the sufferers ; He did not

' send ' them, only that he might afterwards heal

them. His whole action showed that sickness
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was repugnant to Him, as a blot on God's fair

creation, a heritage of the sin of fallen man. He
came with relief of pain as a witness of His

Father's care and sympathy to l draw all men

unto Him, 1

that they ' might have life.'

And His own care, ministered now through

His commissioned priests, as of old through His

Apostles in Galilee, is still manifested to all who

suffer. He does not always heal them in answer

to the prayer of faith : but that is not necessary.

For the revelation of His will and His love stands

in the Gospel record : and the deeper, truer help

never fails for those who will receive Him. The

preparatory ministry of healing has passed into

the permanent ' ministry of reconciliation.'' And
so His pattern and His commission alike bid the

clergy to devote themselves unreservedly, in faith

and self-sacrifice, to the sick.

3. As Christ's representatives they take up this

glad duty. Their one aim is always, from first

to last, to draw men nearer to Him in the full

self-surrender of faith and devotion, and to make

known His power and His love. Nothing else

can satisfy. Their service is based on no lower

motives. They do not come to the sick on any

mere professional errand ; still less to acquire a

personal influence for their own sakes, or to win
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any personal reputation. Christ, and Christ

only, is the one message of their commission.

It is pitiable to think it should ever be possible

for those who have been entrusted with so great

a charge to degrade it by sordid ambitions of

self, or to find themselves helpless when called

upon to exercise this ministry. What of those

who waste their opportunity in nothing more

than a friendly chat ' to pass the time ' ? What
of those who falter and are dumb, because they

are unprepared, and know not what to say ? " If

it shall happen . . . any member [of the Church]

to take any hurt or hindrance by reason of your

negligence, ye know the greatness of the fault."

In reality there is no room for hesitation as to

the message which has to be given. For those

who know not the Christ, or for those who turn

away from Him ; or, on the other hand, for the

devout and faithful who do know Him and serve

Him as their Lord, there can be but one theme

of intercourse and instruction. The grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ is the one renewing and sus-

taining power for every need : for spiritual fear or

for dull indifference ; for ignorance or for ripe ex-

perience ; for cultured refinement or for coarse de-

pravity. He is the Healer and the Saviour Whom
the clergy are sent to proclaim to all sufferers.
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4. But if it is clear what the message itself

must be, it is far from easy to know how best

to give it. It is too sacred to be thrust hastily

and inconsiderately before those who are not yet

prepared to receive it : and yet it is so essential

that it may not be withheld from any. The

opportunity is a great one, but the responsibility

is almost overwhelming. If it were not for the

grace given with the commission of Ordination,

it would be absolutely appalling.

Nothing tries the nerve and the faith of a

young priest like this ministry to the sick.

What is he to say ? What is he to do ? How
can he adapt his message to the particular case

in hand ? How can he train a soul unto life

eternal ? How can he, especially when but a

short time is available, reach and influence and

guide the inmost life of a dying man ?

Take a typical case. He is called in suddenly

to visit a man who, in the midst of his careless

strength, has been cut down in a moment by an

accident, and who apparently has only a few

hours to live. The patient is racked with pain,

and craves for rest : the relations and friends

stand round anxiously waiting to see what God's

messenger can do for him. He knows little or

nothing of the wounded man's spiritual condi-
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tion ; and he dare not formulate—not even to

himself, still less to others—any judgment as to

how he really stands towards God. Nor can he

begin to inquire and probe; for it is impossible

for the patient to bear physical and spiritual

probing at the same time : he cannot even endure

more than a few moments at a time of spiritual

help. Whatever has to be said and done must

be without delay, and yet without hurry. What
is he to attempt to do in such a case ? He begins

with a quiet word or two to tell simply and un-

affectedly of the Christ Who ever comes to the

suffering, waiting to help if they will but welcome

Him : adding, on his own part, an expression of

manly, straightforward, personal sympathy : then

reverently offers a few plain words of simplest

prayer, asking our Lord to come as the Healer

to bless all that is done for the relief of pain,

and to make His own presence clear: and so,

committing the sick man to His keeping, he

attempts no more for that visit. For a sick

person is soon wearied by a strange face and

voice. Next time he will be readier to bear

more.

At the same time any small and unobtrusive

ministrations of thoughtful sympathy will be

greatly appreciated :—the tact that realises what
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will be a comfort, and quietly goes about to

provide it : the tender care, as of brother to

brother, to do any service that can help to allev-

iate pain : and kindly words of comfort to the

anxious watchers. These attentions cannot be

scheduled ; nor would they be of the least value

if they were ; they can only be effective as the

spontaneous expressions of a real and tactful

sympathy.

5. Subsequent visits to such a case will not be

so difficult as the first. When once an introduc-

tion has been made, and the patient realises the

spirit in which the priest comes to him, he will

look to him to be led on step by step, according

to his special need.

Possibly the teaching may be given somewhat

in this way :

—

(a) 6 Christ comes to the sick, and He comes

in readiness to help them. That is God's will,

Who is 'always more ready to hear than we

to pray.' It is wronging Him to say that 'it

is the Lord's will ' that we should suffer, and be

tortured with pain ; to ascribe to Him what-

ever is hard and bitter. But He cannot help

us if we will not let Him do so. He does not

force His blessing on any one. So He requires

of us that we should trust Him utterly, and that
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we should face the giving up of sin by His help

and for His sake.

(b) Christ is waiting to help you. But you

must be perfectly candid in acknowledging where

you need His help. Tell Him everything, just as

you are quite open about yourself to the doctor.

We prayed to our Lord to bless all that is done

to relieve your sickness ; and you can trust Him
in that. But that is not all. What He offers you

is more than this : the cleansing and renewing of

your whole life. But He only does this for those

who ask Him. Do not be afraid then to admit

the selfishness and sin that your conscience tells

you are there as a cloud between you and the

Lord you have forgotten. It is of no use to

plead 'you have never done any harm to any

one."* Have you done any good, for Christ's sake ?

Have you tried to serve God ? Let us ask Him to

take away all that is bad or unworthy in your life.

There is no comfort like the rest of forgiveness.

(c) This time is an opportunity for learning

what Christ's love and help really mean. He
comes to you now to help you ; but His help is

not for the time of sickness only ; it is for all our

life. If God gives you back your health, then

will come the test of the reality of your repent-

ance, and of your surrender to Him. You have
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begun to trust Him : trust Him entirely, and be

sure that He will never fail you, if you hold fast

to Him.

(d) Sickness is not a wasted bye-time in a man's

life. Not an hour of it is thrown away for those

who will use the time to draw near to the Saviour.

They, like the Master Himself, may be in their

degree made " perfect through sufferings." More-

over, patience in suffering is itself as true a service

to God as active work, if it is borne for His sake,

and offered to Him. 1

And so forth, step by step, the sick man is led

on. Each time some one definite point is urged

:

and each point is designed to draw him nearer to

our Lord.

6. The Order for the Visitation of the Sick in

the Prayer Book is not now suitable for general

use : and any attempt to read the office as it stands

would in most cases place a stern barrier between

the priest and the patient. But the general

principles on which it is framed, and the outline

of procedure which it sets forth, are an invaluable

guide in visiting true members of the Church in

time of illness. Prayer and exhortation, with

special reference to the comfort of our Lord's

own example as a sufferer, are the foundation of

all. This is followed by examination as to true
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faith and hearty repentance, with particular

stress on charity, as exemplified in forgiveness of

wrongs, in restitution, and in thought for the

needs of others. Then the priest is to move the

sick person " to make a special confession of his

sins, if he feel his conscience troubled with any

weighty matter. After which confession the priest

shall absolve him (if he humbly and heartily

desire it)." Finally the sufferer is commended
" unto God's gracious mercy and protection

"

with the authoritative blessing of God's minister.

This is, however, peculiarly a ministration for

those who have been trained beforehand in the

fulness of Church life and privileges, and is not

adapted for indiscriminate use.

7. The principal obstacle to free, unfettered

ministry to the sick commonly lies not with the

patients themselves, however irresponsive they

may seem to be, but with their relations and

friends and neighbours ; who will crowd into

the sick room when the priest arrives. Some-

times this is due to real, if awkward, sympathy ;

sometimes to a rough sense of politeness to the

priest ; sometimes to a nervous apprehension lest

he should excite and alarm the sufferer : or some-

times again to a mere idle curiosity to know what

he will say and do.
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Now, with the poor especially, who have so

little real privacy in their lives, the patients

themselves are not nearly so sensitive to the

presence of others as the ministering clergy are.

In some cases it is a positive comfort to them, at

first, not to be left alone face to face with the

priest. There are times when, for the patient's

sake, all must be banished from the room ; but

this is rarely necessary on the first visit ; and it

needs considerable delicacy to remove them with-

out giving dire offence. Generally speaking, the

clue as to when this action becomes imperative

lies in the decision whether it is really required

for the sick person's sake, and not simply for the

comfort and freedom of the clergyman.

Where the friends present are reverent, and

ready to enter in a true spirit into the ministra-

tion, they may be allowed to remain. It is

nearly always possible to speak quietly to the

sick man alone, and practically to ignore the

others ; and then to call on them to join in

the prayer.

8. For prayer will as a rule be offered in sick

visiting. It is always expected, and almost in-

variably welcomed. The cases are very rare

where it is resented : and when this does occur,

the priest will still pray for the patient at home,
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or before he leaves the house, with the friends

of the sick man in another room ; taking care

to tell him beforehand that he intends to do so.

But prayer with the sick must not be from

a book. No manual of prayers, however excellent,

can ever be as helpful as a few direct and earnest

words, gathering up and laying before the Lord

the lessons and the hopes to which reference

has been made in the instruction given. The

man who is accustomed to pray at home for

the sick whom he visits, finds it natural enough

to pray with them. And a sick person has no

difficulty in following a short extempore prayer,

if it has been duly prepared for, and led up to,

by what has just been said to him. There are

few who do not resent prayers 6 out of a book,
1

nor do men believe in the real spirituality of a

minister of God who has no power of prayer.

Sometimes, especially with members of the

Church, a familiar prayer from the Prayer Book

may be added ; such as the daily confession, or

the third collect for Evening Prayer ; and always

the Lord's Prayer should be said. Most people

love to join in this, however weak they may be.

By so doing they feel that they have been not

only prayed for, but prayed with.

Prayer with the sick is the best way of begin-
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ning to train them to pray for themselves ; and

this is often the greatest practical lesson that

can be taught during an illness, and the one

which carries with it the most abiding power.

9. But, it is asked, is it right to pray for the

recovery of one who is ill ? How should it not

be right, if only it be done in the true spirit of

unwavering trust in the Divine love for the best

issue? Was it wrong in those who came to

Christ on earth, to ask for healing for their

friends ? May not we, with fuller experience

than they had, trust Him more utterly? and

pray with all our hearts, ' Thou, Lord, art the

Healer still : bless all that is done for this Thy

son's ease and recovery : guide the skill that

watches over him : and, if it be Thy will, raise

him up again, to serve Thee in newness of

lhV?

There are few parish priests of long experience

who could not tell of instance after instance of

lives given back in answer to the prayer of faith

;

especially where they have had the support of a

band of trained intercessors.

The invincible instinct of clinging to life,

physical life, is God's gift ; and it must be re-

spected and cherished. It is the one irrefragable

safeguard of the medical profession. The least
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spark of life is always, at whatever cost of pain,

fostered and preserved. Once let this law be

open to exception, and there is no halting-place

left : the physician would become the autocratic

arbiter of his patient's life. The absolute sacred-

ness of life in itself must be kept inviolate. This

being so, we too may rest assured that it is right

for the clergy to plead for its preservation.

The priest ranges himself with the physician

;

both under the pattern of the Christ. Only

the prayer for recovery must not be self-willed

:

and even earnest, passionate, as it may be, it

must still be framed in the spirit of His pleading,

Who prayed even thus for Himself,—" neverthe-

less not My will, but Thine, be done."

10. A question which greatly exercises the mind

of many, especially among the younger, clergy is,

How far is it advisable to make a rule of reading

the Bible to the sick ? We have to deal with a

generation that does not, as a rule, know the

Bible in the way that old-fashioned people did.

The actual words of Holy Scripture are not

familiar; they are not fraught with associations

of personal reading in the past. There is per-

haps not quite the same reverence for the Bible

in itself that there used to be ; though this need

not imply any falling off of faith in our Lord.
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At the same time no teaching is acceptable, none

satisfying in spiritual need but that which is drawn

from the Bible: just as, in England, sermons

would not be acceptable unless based on the

Bible, and introduced by a Biblical text.

It is not, therefore, a question of substituting

anything else for the Bible : but as to how the

Bible is to be used. Very much must depend

in every case both on the priest himself, and on

the circumstances of the particular patient he is

visiting.

(a) No man, whatever his training in practical

experience may be, can ever teach effectively and

helpfully from the Bible, unless he is steeped in

it, through and through, himself. No reading

about it can ever enable him to convey its spirit

to another. He must know it increasingly as the

guide of his own life, by constant reading and

meditation, if he is ever to hope to make it a

source of light and strength to others. He must

be familiar with it, if he is to bring forth from it

c treasures, new and old."*

(b) But assuming that the Bible is to the priest

himself the 'lantern unto his feet, and the light

unto his paths,' is he to carry it in his hand for

reference by the sick bed ? Is he to read pas-

sages from it ? or is he to tell its message,

—
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quoting phrases from memory, and repeating

narratives ?

In cases of grievous sickness it is best merely to

repeat a text as a motto of guidance, and then to

speak about it, as applied to the case of the sick

person : or to refer to some Biblical story, as an

illustration of the special teaching that is given.

But in cases of long illness, and therefore of long-

continued instruction, it is a different matter.

Then of course the Bible is the great hand-book 5

and reading it becomes an integral part of the

visit.

But in this, as with prayer, ordinary people are

very irresponsive to anything that is read, until

they have been educated up to it ; just as they

find it harder to listen to, and to profit by, written

sermons. It is the living voice of the living

teacher which really appeals to the heart. The

Apostles themselves in their preaching, when they

had occasion to refer to the Scriptures, did not

turn aside to read extracts from the rolls, but

quoted from a well-stored memory (and ap-

parently not always with verbal accuracy).

11. With regard to the special portions of the

Bible which are most appropriate for the instruc-

tion of the sick, two points should be borne in

mind :

—
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(a) Above all, those passages should be used

which will bring the Person—the living Person-

ality—of our Lord out into clear relief: inci-

dents of the Gospel story : His own words : or

some of the inimitable, terse sketches of particular

features of His work of redemption, which may

be found in the Epistles, perhaps especially in

the Epistle to the Hebrews : and the like.

(b) And where longer passages are desired, to

be left to sink into the heart as they linger in

the memory, let those be chosen which are most

familiar : e.g. the Psalms (from the Prayer Book

version, as a link with the association of worship) :

or some of our Lord's words to which all sufferers

instinctively turn, such as the last discourse in

the Upper Room : or one of the best remembered

Sunday lessons ; for example, those which are

taken from Isaiah.

There are also, it need hardly be said, many

short, clear aphorisms in the Bible which are

most helpful, as giving in brief compass, and in

easily remembered words, lessons of comfort and

faith and hope. Every clergyman will probably

make his own list of these in his note-book, as

they strike him in his private daily devotional

reading. Indeed, it may be again repeated, each

man's own personal study of the Bible must be
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his chief guide in teaching others from it. He

will best know how to make helpful to others

that which appeals most closely to himself.

12. In cases of protracted or chronic illness an

opportunity is afforded for continuous systematic

instruction. This may take very various forms

according to the capacities and the needs of the

several patients. Sometimes a regular course of

direct Bible teaching is followed : it may be an

outline of the life of our Lord ; or the Gospel of

the Kingdom of God ; or the study of some par-

ticular book. Or again, it may be found useful

to take some portion of the Prayer Book ; the

Daily Services or the Office for Holy Com-

munion ; and while carefully explaining its struc-

ture and its meaning, to point out how the

services may be used for private devotion. To

most Church people it is a revelation that the

Prayer Book can be used in this way ; and they

are thankful indeed to have it explained to them.

Another form of instruction is to go through the

Creed, clause by clause ; or through the Cate-

chism.

But, be the subject what it may, it is necessary

to remember always that sick people cannot bear

much at a time : still less can they follow ramb-

ling, ill-digested, badly arranged disquisitions.
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What they need is one clear truth on each occa-

sion, simply explained, which provides them with

something to think about between the visits,

and which both ' builds them up ' in the Faith,

and gives more definite point to their prayers.

13. When people are deprived by sickness of

the help of public worship, it is a real comfort to

them to go over with them some portion of the

regular Sunday services. Those who are accus-

tomed to attend Church when they are well and

strong, value very much a link of this kind, when

they are ill, with the common worship from which

they are for the time debarred. And it is all the

greater help to them if it can be arranged for a

fixed day in the early part of the week, as near as

possible to the Sunday. A short study of the

current collect, or a postil on the Gospel, may

serve this purpose. But perhaps more than any-

thing else a resume of one or both of the Sunday

sermons is appreciated. In the same way when a

member of a Bible class is laid by, it is of special

interest to him to repeat the heads of the subject

taken at the weekly meeting.

14. A most important matter to bear in mind

is that, apart from their actual service of ' faith

and patience,' God often has definite spiritual

work for the sick to do for Him. When the
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heart is softened and gladdened by realisation of

the nearness of the Christ, and by truest human

sympathy ;—when it has been drawn out of itself

to recognise the higher aspect of life ;—there

comes a corresponding sympathy for other suf-

ferers, and a clear appreciation of their needs.

Then it is that a wise priest dares to tell his

patient in trustful confidence about the cases

of others who are sick or sad ; never as mere

gossip, but as claiming a ministry of interces-

sion for them. For when people really pray for

others they find grace to escape the temptation

of impertinent curiosity.

And it is a wonderful ministry in a parish when

the sick are mutually praying for each other.

The whole service of the priest is borne up day

by day, and spiritualised ; and the bonds of unity

are tightly drawn, seldom or never to break again.

Only most people need some guidance and train-

ing in intercession. The priest at first tells quite

simply the present need of some other sufferer;

then, in his prayer before leaving, he includes an

intercession about it, and asks his patient to re-

peat more or less the same prayer until his next

visit. Then he has more to tell, of prayer

answered, or of further need ; so he may repeat

the former pleading, or add a thanksgiving, or
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pass on to further requests. And so on, until at

last there is no necessity for more than mention

of requirements for intercession, the expression

of which may be left to his now trained * fellow-

helper in the Lord.'

15. But one caution is necessary with regard to

the prayers of sick people, whether for themselves

or for others. It is not well to put any great

strain upon them. For in extreme weakness, as

in bitter sorrow, it commonly happens that the

sufferer is physically incapable of the effort that

is involved in continued prayer : and all who

really pray know that it does demand sustained

effort. At such times, when there is a yearning

for the help of prayer, and yet no power of ex-

pressing it fully, the prayers of the priest, and

the knowledge of the intercessions of others, are

a genuine support and comfort. And when the

Lord's Prayer is said, the weakest can thankfully

join in the familiar words. It may be pointed

out to one in great weakness, that long wrestling

in prayer is not required. While he rests in the

knowledge that the prayers of others are being

offered for him, he may for himself simply repeat

the Lord's Prayer from time to time (and that

covers all needs) ; or, like some of whom the

Gospels tell, whose short sharp ejaculations
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brought them instant help from the Lord, he

may, in pressure of pain or anxiety, gasp out the

barest cry for aid,
—

' Lord, help me ;
'

c Lord, save

me ;
' ' Lord, give me ease.

1 Then as strength

returns, and peace and confidence deepen, the

opportunity comes to teach in fuller measure how

to pray :—by pattern of prayer by the bedside
;

by explanation of what prayer means, and how it

may most naturally be expressed ; and by sugges-

tion of points and subjects for prayer.

16. It is often a real help in a chronic case,

which may linger on without much material

change for months, for the priest to call in as

regularly as he can late in the evening, on his

way home from Church or from class, to say an

evening prayer with the invalid. This is espe-

cially grateful to simple people who are earnest

and devout, but who have not much capacity for

growth in knowledge. Nor is it impossible by

any means even in a busy town parish, where the

patient lives within easy reach of the Church.

Where, however, the house is at some distance,

it is obviously not practicable. But in towns and

villages it can be done as a rule at the cost of a

little extra self-sacrifice. And those who have

practised it know how it serves to sustain and to

deepen the spiritual life. It may be that an
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educated, or an imaginative, person would not

find help in this plan, but would rather be

wearied by it. But there are instances where it

is the truest help that can be given.

17. One of the happiest ministries to the sick

is the preparation for Holy Communion. When
it is for a first Communion, the instruction will

be as simple as possible; not nearly so full or

elaborate as the teaching that is given to a class,

or in addresses in Church. This is not the place

for any outline of instruction on this subject;

nor will any priest be at a loss in this respect.

With regular communicants the preparation

follows much the same line as an ordinary per-

sonal private preparation, only simplified, and

directed mainly to a clear readiness to answer

our Lord's own question :
" What wilt thou that

I shall do unto thee ?
w

At the time of the actual administration every-

thing should be arranged with scrupulous care

for reverence, and the whole service conducted

'decently and in order.'' As it is a service—and

the greatest of all services—the priest will always

be robed
;
just as he always takes a surplice and

stole with him for the administration of private

Baptism. And besides the special vessels, he will

also take special linen cloths for a seemly celebra-
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tion. After the service is over, when all the

vessels, &c, have been cleansed and put away,

the priest returns to the bedside to say a thanks-

giving for Communion with the sick person.

It is well, where it is possible, to prepare the

elements, the vessels, and all that is required for

the service in another room, and to carry them

when ready into the sick room ; and in the same

way to carry them out again after the service

is over, before packing them up to take away.

Even in the poorest attic or cellar it is almost

always possible to celebrate with due reverence, if

a little thought and care are devoted beforehand

to preparing simple, but adequate, accessories.

If the sick person can receive the Communion

reverently, the service can also be celebrated

reverently : it only requires reverence (which

implies sympathetic tact and an absence of all

fussiness) on the part of the priest.

18. It not infrequently happens that a long

sickness affords an opportunity of preparation for

Confirmation. This should not be deferred for

the sake of including the candidate in a pre-

paration class after recovery. For what is lost

by missing the sympathetic support of fellowship

with other candidates, is more than compensated

for by the directness of the personal preparation.
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Occasionally also it will be found that the sick

person is unbaptized. No time should be lost

in teaching and training him for Baptism : and

if the illness continues indefinitely it is not right

to defer the actual Baptism until his recovery.

The Prayer Book does not provide for the private

Baptism of an adult : but none the less cases do

occur where an adult must be baptized on his

sick bed. Then the Bishop, as acting Ordinary,

should be consulted about the combination and

adaptation of the Baptismal Offices to be used

on such an occasion.

19. It is no part of the priest's duty to interfere

with, it is certainly not his function to undertake,

the nursing of a patient. In times of emergency

he may volunteer to render assistance from which

others shrink : but as a rule, a rule too that rarely

admits of exceptions, he should not attempt to

complicate his work and his influence by anything

of the kind. It is essentially a woman's work,

not a man's. And kindly as the motive may be

which prompts some clergy to offer this help, it

is almost always a mistake.

So, too, it is mistaken heroism, if it be heroism

at all, for the parish priest to ' sit up ' all night

with a sick man. It is out of the question for

him— for the patient's sake—to maintain his
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spiritual ministrations throughout a night : and

his influence, even more than his strength, is

frittered away by the attempt. In the rare

cases of spiritual terror, where constant religious

ministrations are really necessary, it is better

by far for him to go in to speak to, or pray

with, the patient at intervals during the night;

perhaps every two or three hours, and then to

disappear for the meantime from the sick room,

rather than to oppress the sick person with his

continual presence. As a matter of fact the

strain of doing this is harder than to remain in

close attendance all night : but the sacrifice is

well worth while for the good of the sufferer,

both physically and spiritually.

20. Is it ever necessary, or advisable, to tell a

sick man that there is no hope of his recovery ?

and that he must anticipate death ?

The visiting priest is not infrequently asked

to 6 break ' this news to the patient, when a case

is pronounced to be hopeless. But it is very

doubtful if it is ever wise to consent to do it.

It may be just possible that there are cases in

which the terror of approaching death, when re-

cognised as inevitable, may arouse to some kind

of attention to neglected spiritual duties ; but

they are very rare indeed ; and the argument
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from terror is a dangerous weapon to use : it is

more apt to harden than to soften.

Where for family reasons it is well for the

patient to know of his hopeless physical condi-

tion, generally the doctor is the best person to

explain it to him. It is not by any means neces-

sary to speak of impending death in order to urge

the making of a will. 1

And as far as spiritual influences are concerned,

there seems to be nothing to be gained in any way

by warning of the near approach of death. And
on physical grounds it is altogether inadvisable

;

for many, perhaps most, diseases are largely affected

by the nervous condition of the sufferer ; so that

a notice of certain fatal issue only relaxes the

physical tenacity of life, and hastens the end.

21. There is no occasion on which the visits of

the clergy are more gratefully welcomed than in

cases of infectious disease,—scarlet fever, small-pox,

and the like : and no faithful priest will ever

hesitate for a moment about going to such cases.

1 " And if he hath not before disposed of his goods, let him
then be admonished to make his Will, and to declare his

Debts, what he oweth, and what is owing unto him ; for the
better discharging of his conscience, and the quietness of his

Executors. But men should often be put in remembrance to

take order for the settling of their temporal estates, whilst

they are in health."—"The Order for the Visitation of the
Sick."
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On the lowest ground, it is a golden oppor-

tunity ; for it opens homes and hearts to him

that in all other circumstances may be obstinately

closed against him. Not many years ago a pit

village of some three thousand people had less

than a dozen members of the Church in it ; and

they were looked down upon, and often quietly

persecuted. The clergy were refused admission

to many of the houses, and were sometimes

actually insulted as they passed up and down

the rows. The Church was generally hated.

But one year there broke out a severe epidemic

of fever of a rather virulent type: and before

three months had passed the parish priest was

cordially received and welcomed from end to end

of the village. A few months later a large

mission church was built in the heart of the

district, and within a short time it had to be

twice enlarged. A practical proof of sympathy

and help in time of need had broken down the

barriers of prejudice. And this is but an ordi-

nary illustration of what is continually taking

place, especially in districts which have been

neglected in the past.

Moreover, a similar result is produced in in-

dividual homes and individual lives. The one

friend who comes— not infrequently the only
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one who is allowed to come in from the outside

world—during the long weeks of lonely isolation,

is doubly welcome.

Yet there is a temptation to accept this wel-

come as an expression of personal regard and

gratitude, instead of consistently treating the

attention paid to the case simply as a matter

of course for a minister of the Church, who is

only fulfilling the ordinary duty laid on him by

his commission. And so the real opportunity

may be lost; and the influence largely squan-

dered, or degraded to a poor personal ambition,

instead of becoming a power of the Church of

God. The paramount satisfaction to a true man

is when people begin to say, not c What a good

man Mr. So-and-So is,
1
but, * After all, it is the

Church that cares for us in our troubles.'

22. It goes almost without saying that the

priest, while he gives no second thought to the

chance of his catching the infection himself when

he encounters it in the course of his duty, takes

every reasonable precaution against any possibility

of carrying it to others. He cannot be too care-

ful about this. All his people must have a sure

confidence that he thinks for them, and will run

no risk of bringing infection to'their families.

The observance of a few simple rules, aided by
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a little common sense, will generally ensure this.

Thus—
(a) A light waterproof overcoat, with a smooth

surface, is some protection against carrying germs.

(6) It is well to wash the hands after the visit.

(c) Also to spray the clothes with a suitable

disinfectant.

(d) Indeed in case of visiting aggravated dis-

ease, such as small-pox, it is wiser to keep a special

suit of clothes for that duty only.

(e) Never go direct from a fever case to any

other house, unless it be to visit another case of

the same fever.

(f) Always work in consonance with the doc-

tor, and follow any directions he may give*

(g) Except when an epidemic is prevalent, so

that there are many cases on hand at the same

time, of varying degrees of severity; and also

except there is an urgent case of special anxiety

;

it is best to set apart some particular day, or

days, in the week for these visits, and to keep

the rest of the week free from them.

(h) For his own sake the priest goes to infec-

tious cases after he has had a meal, and not when

he has been for some hours without food. This

rule applies also to visiting any cases of disease

of a peculiarly offensive nature, such as open cancer.
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To take such obvious precautions as these in-

volves no appreciable trouble : to neglect them

would be culpable carelessness, and might entail

a cruel injustice to other parishioners.

23. As to the frequency of visits to the sick,

no definite rule could possibly be laid down. So

much must depend on the varying circumstances.

But, whatever the pressure of other work may

be, no sick person should be left, at the outside,

longer than a week without a visit. Twice, or

possibly three times, a week may be as much as

can be managed in a busy parish, or where there

are long distances to cover (though this difficulty

is commonly overcome by the use of a bicycle)

;

but there are not a few cases which, for a short

time at least, really require a daily visit. It is a

question, not of the minimum attention that must

be given, but of what is best for the spiritual

advantage of the sick. It is sometimes argued

that there is a danger of weakening influence by

too frequent visits : the danger is much more real

of dissipating influence by irregularity and neglect.

At all events it is essential to be regular ; and

never to leave any sick person in fretful uncer-

tainty, or in anxious expectation of a virtually

promised visit, without keeping the engagement.

If anything unforeseen occurs which makes it
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impossible to go on the day arranged, at all

costs let a message of explanation be sent to the

patient in question. Any man who has passed

through a serious illness himself, and who re-

collects what it was to look for his doctor at a

particular time, and how it worried him if he

did not come when he was expected, will have a

sympathetic understanding of what such waiting

means to a sick man, and will take all possible

pains to avoid causing disappointment.

24. In visiting the sick the results of syste-

matic house to house visiting make themselves

felt, to a remarkable degree ; and this in more

ways than one.

First, there is the standing difficulty of know-

ing when a parishioner falls sick. The friends of

any one who is taken ill at once communicate

with the medical man, as a matter of course ; but

they seldom think of sending to let the clergy-

man know. And yet they are righteously indig-

nant if he fails to call within a very short time.

They seem to expect him to know by instinct of

every case of illness that happens in the parish.

It is of no use to publish notices asking the

parishioners to send word to the clergy at once

in case of sickness ; they hardly ever think of

doing so ; nor (oddly enough) do they consider
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it necessary. In some mysterious way it is the

priest's prerogative to know without being told

!

It is of even less avail to reproach them after-

wards with not having sent any message. But

when a priest is constantly moving about among

his people, he seldom fails to hear almost at once

that this one or that one is ill ; and he hastens to

the house without waiting to be invited.

But of greater moment than this is the know-

ledge of the home, and of the individual, which

he has gained beforehand in his pastoral visita-

tion. No time is lost in learning about the sick

man, and about his general circumstances : and

time may be of infinite value, especially in a

sharp illness of short duration.

Moreover the regular visitor comes into the

home not as a stranger, but as a tried friend. The

visit of a clergyman who lives among his people,

and for them, carries with it a complete confi-

dence from the first, which no stranger can com-

mand. Close friendship begun in time of health,

and proved in ordinary life, is cemented strongly

in the days of sickness. Men may crowd to listen

to a gifted and eloquent preacher : in sickness

they desire to be visited by the faithful pastor.

Here, too, is felt the supreme value of a long

ministry in one place. What it may lose in
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freshness of teaching, it gains in permanent know-

ledge of the people, and in the closer bonds of

tried friendship.

25. The temptation often suggests itself, and

most of all at times of physical or mental weari-

ness, to wonder what is the eventual outcome of

all the visitation of the sick ? Is the promise,

sometimes the glowing promise, of the sick room

carried out after restoration to health ? Do the

recognisable results justify the hopes that were

entertained ? Is such spiritual progress, as there

seemed just reason to look for, actually maintained

afterwards ?

Now first of all, it is not the part of a worker

for God to claim to see the exact issue of all that

he does. If his work were undertaken for his own

sake, as a matter of personal interest or advance-

ment, then he might, as in any secular profession

or trade, gauge its worth by casting a balance

from time to time of what had been gained by

it. But it is not so with Church work. The very

essence of it is that it should be ' begun, continued,

and ended ' in Christ, and for His sake alone, with

absolute self-surrender. " Shew Thy servants Thy

work,
1
' is its motto. Those who are privileged to

be His £ fellow-workers ' can in all calm con-

fidence leave the results to Him, as they lay at His
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feet each day's poor tale of ; five barley loaves and

two small fishes.' It is theirs to do and to offer

;

it is His to bless.

It is true that the outward visible results are

at times disappointing. With the return to

health, there seems to be too often only a falling

back into the old ways of carelessness and neglect.

But even if this seems to be the case, it is not

always possible to judge fairly of the impression

that has been absorbed into the life. No man

can penetrate into the deep under - currents of

another's character : no man can estimate the

force of environment, or of temptations, that

surround another's life. "Judge not that ye be

not judged." There is need rather for serious

searchings of heart whether the apparent failure

be not really due to something lacking on the

priest's part, in courage, or in thoroughness, or in

sympathy, or in prayer. So the anxious pastor

takes the case again with redoubled earnestness to

the Master. He knows better than any of his

workers what such disappointment means. Did

the Son of Man on earth always see satisfactory

results of His own work ? " Where are the nine ?
"

" Will ye also go away ? " Indeed " the disciple

is not above his Master."

26. But over against the inevitable dishearten-
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ments must be set the overwhelming, humbling,

deep joy of seeing lives purified, and strengthened,

and consecrated, growing in grace, and bearing

open witness to the redeeming power of our Lord.

When the worker is depressed, then, over and

over again, the veil is lifted for a moment, and he

is allowed to see proofs of blessing that has

rested on his work ; and often where he had

least looked for any such result. The wonder is

that God works so mightily as He does through

the ministrations of His clergy ; not that there

are some, or even many, failures. And every life

brought nearer to God is a noble incentive to greater

faithfulness, and to redoubled energy and trust.

Moreover, it argues impatience, if not an undue

self-satisfaction, to expect definite and obvious

spiritual victory in each individual case. The

temperaments of the people visited are so in-

finitely various, that there must be equally vary-

ing degrees of response ; even assuming that

exactly the right method has been unerringly

adopted in each case ; and that is an assumption

which no one, however gifted or experienced, is

justified in making with regard to his own work.

The real value of sick visiting is tested over an

extended period, on the average of a large number

of cases. And viewed in this light, a faithful
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ministry, in spite of all its shortcomings, receives

its rich reward.

27. The parish priest is above all things a

minister, a representative of the Church. And
therefore, while he sets himself to instruct the

sick in the doctrines and methods of the Church,

as being ' the pillar and ground of the truth,
1

he

is also watchful, without any false hesitancy, to

continue his efforts and his influence with the

convalescent to draw them on to participation in

the corporate life and worship of the Church. It

can never be a matter of no moment to him where

those, whom he has striven to draw to Christ,

worship, or whether they worship at all. It is

the fault of a spurious, almost a disloyal, modesty

on the part of the clergy that many who have

leaned on the spiritual guidance of the Church and

its ministers in sickness, afterwards consider them-

selves free to hold aloof from any approach to

Church membership ; and are fully contented with

one or two attendances at the parish Church,

as a kind of return courtesy to the priest who has

visited them.

But a really faithful and thorough exercise of

a Pastoral ministry must result in the gradual

building up of a loyal, and devoted, and ever-

increasing band of Church members. It need
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hardly be said that sick visiting is not undertaken

in a spirit of what ignorant and supercilious on-

lookers might characterise as an aggressive pro-

selytism ; but an ordained priest of the Church

knows by his own personal conviction and is

pledged by his commission to make known to

others,the Divine authority and the Divine grace of

the Church of God. He knows, and declares, the

Church to be the way of truth, holding the Faith

in due proportion, and charged with the adminis-

tration of the means of grace. He can only

teach the truth as he has received it, and in

devoted loyalty to the Body of which he is an

officer. The undeserved blame of enemies is

a lighter burden for a straightforward man to

bear, than the merited blame of friends. So

without misgiving, and without suppression, he
6 expounds the way of God more perfectly ' to all

to whom he is privileged to minister in spiritual

things. His vow of service, in respect of this

very ministry of visiting, is " to be ready, with all

faithful diligence, to banish and drive away all

erroneous and strange doctrines contrary to God^

word ;

" and as he is honest in his endeavours, he

must continually find it his privilege to enrol new

members in the Church.

28. But sickness does not always end in re-
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covery of bodily health. A solemn thing it is

indeed to watch by a death-bed, and to see the

dread passing through death into life. Then,

after committing the passing soul into God's

' hands, as into the hands of a faithful Creator,

and most merciful Saviour,
1

the trying duty re-

mains of ministering comfort to the mourners.

Some deeply sympathetic natures have the in-

stinctive power of so entering into the sorrows

of others, as to be able to realise exactly what

they need, and always to say and do the right

thing, neither too much nor too little. Where

it is not a natural gift, this inestimable faculty

of delicate and accurate judgment, is to some

extent capable of acquisition and development

by the power of the grace that is given for every

ministerial service. But it is doubtful whether

comfort offered to mourners is ever so effective

or so welcome as when it comes from one who

has himself passed through some great personal

grief of a similar kind. Then heart stands open

to heart ; and the sufferers feel that they are

being given not words of consolation merely, but

the real power of a proved experience ; thev feel

that they can turn to one who knows from his

own past what will really help and support them

in that awful crisis of bruised love and desperate
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loneliness, when all the colour and brightness of

life has been blotted out for them. So God gives

to those whose own lives have been consecrated

by sorrow, a very special ministry to the sorrow

-

stricken : a ministry that is full of blessing to

those who give as well as to those who receive.

" Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the God of

all comfort ; Who comforteth us in all our tribula-

tion, that we may be able to comfort them which

are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we

ourselves are comforted of God." (2 Cor. i. 3, 4).

29. There are certain stock commonplaces

which are constantly dragged out to serve as

expressions of comfort in times of sorrow. There

are few houses of mourning where they are not

heard ; but they are miserably inadequate, they

are not even true, and all they can do is to

accentuate the pain they profess to calm. Thus,

for example, broken-hearted mourners, in the first

rush of their grief, are greeted with the cool bid-

ding, ' Now, don't fret
!

' as if it were not the best

possible thing for them to accept the boon of

nature's own relief, and let the tears flow freely

!

It would almost seem as if the advice were prompted

by a cold-hearted selfishness which cannot bear the

sight of others weeping. But true sympathy knows
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how to speak very quietly and soothingly, and so

to encourage the tears to come naturally and

softly instead of in violent paroxysms.

Or again, the exasperating prophecy is com-

placently uttered, ' Time will heal.' But * time 1

does no such thing, and a wounded heart in

the very loyalty of its love bitterly resents the

suggestion. No lapse of time can heal the pain

of loss by death. What does happen is, that,

as the months and years pass on, the sorrow be-

comes so interwoven with the whole life, that

the first poignancy of its freshness wears off,

but it is never forgotten.

Set phrases at times of grief are the worst

of all platitudes : they actually wound by their

patent evidence of unreality. It is better far to

be silent, with nothing but a hand-grip of fellow-

ship, than to vapour out unmeaning, unreal words.

30. If it be difficult for any one who is in

great pain or weakness to pray, for a mourner

it is at first simply impossible. A husband or

wife left alone, parents who have the very light

of their eyes taken from them, a devoted daughter

who loses her mother,—such sorrowing hearts as

these cannot pray in the first whirl of their grief.

Sometimes they cannot bear even the prayers of

others with them ; but they are always comforted
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by the assurance of sympathetic intercessions for

them. And in this again the parish priest learns

to count on the support of his regular intercessors.

And for what shall prayer be made in such

crises ? Once more for the Presence and comfort

of our Lord Himself- for the vision, and clear

realisation, of the unbroken bond of unity of life

with those who have already passed on to the

true home beyond for grace to trust the Master

still, and to believe in His love : as well as for

the more special needs of the particular mourners.

But no manual could ever give even the barest

outline of these most sacred intercessions. Only

those who have sorrowed themselves, and who

have lived to see their sorrow transfigured, can

ever with full heart and understanding pray these

prayers. Only a deep and yearning sympathy,

apart from such actual experience, can tenderly

touch with soothing power these racked souls.

Blessed, thrice blessed, is this ministry ; for it

moves on very holy ground.

Let the priest learn to know and love his

people ; let him learn to pray simply and earnestly

;

let him cultivate a sympathy that is all unselfish,

all uncalculating : then let him ask for the great

grace to support and comfort the mourners ; and

to him that asketh this too shall be given.



CHAPTER IV

RELIEF OF THE POOR

1. The expectation of receiving relief from the

parochial clergy looms very largely in the minds

of the poor. It always has been, and it always will

be, looked for as a matter of course from the

clergy, or the representatives, of the Church.

And it is very natural that it should be so.

* Put yourself in their place.
1 They are oppressed

with clamant cares of bodily necessity ; with

small means, and large families. If they are not

in actual hunger or want of clothing (and these

elementary needs are sadly prevalent, especially in

the slum districts of large towns, where as a rule

the Church is the only present witness for religion),

at all events they have many an urgent need for

the comfort of life unfulfilled ; with few honest

pleasures, and little or no recreation, to lighten

the dull monotony of their lives. To them comes

one whose mission above all things is to declare

the gospel of hope and gladness ; who, according

to their inveterate conviction, has command, if
109
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not personally at least officially, of large resources,

to be used for the benefit of the poor and needy.

Is it any wonder that they should look to him

naturally and confidently for some tangible token

of his real care for, and interest in, themselves

and their children ? Instinctively they fix their

own simple standard, which they can understand,

of 4 knowing him by his fruits."*

At any rate it is a situation with which the

clergy have to deal perpetually in the course of

their pastoral visitation. They cannot avoid it.

They can only make their best endeavours to use

it aright.

2. But while this expectation may be readily

condoned in the poor themselves, instances are

not infrequently met with where it is quite

shamelessly exploited by others to suit their

own ends. Poor people ask for help in their

extremity from those with whom they have been

closely associated in their better days, and they

are callously referred back to the clergy of the

Church. They are even told that it is the duty

of the clergy to help them, and that they have

ample means for doing so. The generosity of the

Church is used as a convenient excuse for escaping

responsibility for almsgiving. The attempt is

even sometimes made to utilise it for relief not so
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much of the poor as of the rates, in the matter of

providing necessaries for the sick.

To extraneous and unwarrantable demands of

this kind no resistance can be too determined

;

provided always that no word of counter-dis-

courtesy be uttered. The more dignified the

remonstrance, the more effective will it be. At

the same time it would be hard to allow those

who are in need to suffer because of the selfishness

of others. If it proves to be impossible to secure

relief for them from those at whose hands they

have a just right to expect it, then help may

eventually be given to them in the name of the

Church, but never as acquiescing in a preposterous

claim.

3. But is it not degrading to the poor them-

selves to fall into this pauper spirit ? It may or

may not be, according as the clergy have wisdom

to deal with the expectation. So long as the

Church is regarded merely or mainly as an in-

stitution for the relief of the poor, which is not

hampered by the disagreeable formalities of the

ordinary Poor Law of the State, there is nothing

but harm. Some even who take from the Church

as a matter of course whatever may be given,

would refuse with pride and independence any

offer of help from others, even from their own
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relations. From the Church they affect to accept

it as their right, with only so much show of

gratitude as may seem likely to promote a con-

tinuance of the help. In such cases the sooner

the relief is stopped the better. The Church

cannot be made an agency for relieving the Poor

Law or responsible relations.

But where the anticipation of assistance arises

from a sense of the generosity of the Church, and

a trust in the clergy as true and practical friends

who have it in their power to 'do a good turn,
1

then help may be given with the best results, and

without involving any loss of self-respect on the

part of the recipient.

Nor is it so difficult as it might seem to be

theoretically, to distinguish between these two

classes of clients. The clergy who regularly

visit their parishes or districts soon learn the

characters of the people with whom they have

to deal. They cannot be imposed upon as

strangers, but they know full well those who are

grasping and those who are self-helpful.

4. That almsgiving, in the elementary form

of giving help to the needy, is an integral part

of the Christian life, and that as such it is an

obligation resting on every member of the

Church, may here be assumed without argument.
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It is too obvious a truth to need any demon-

stration.

But the point is how the clergy should deal

with the administration of such gifts. Should

they encourage their comparatively well-to-do

parishioners to visit the poor and to give their

alms personally to them ? Or should they act

as almoners for the Church themselves ? Or

should they select certain workers in the parish

to attend to this ' daily ministration
,

?

It will be noticed that one alternative is left

out of account here ; and that is the far too com-

mon practice of the parish priest himself giving

what assistance is required, without reference

to any of his fellow-Churchmen in the parish.

He may be a man of large private means, he

may hold what is commonly described as a rich

living, he may be the only man of any social

position in the whole parish ; but none of these

conditions can justify him in absorbing to him-

self all the privilege of ministering to the wants

of the poor. He can always encourage the co-

operation of the parishioners through the offer-

tory at the celebrations of Holy Communion, and

in other ways. So even the poorest have their

opportunity; and no class is more generous to

the poor than the poor themselves. Moreover,
H
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in this way he can add his own contributions,

in proportion to his means, without drawing

undue attention to his own personal liberality.

Again, he has a deep responsibility not only

to those who should receive help, but to those

as well who should give it—to train them in the

principles of giving, and to foster their realisa-

tion of the profound joy and solid satisfaction

that are to be found in this service to others.

5. The most difficult form of administering

relief is by bringing the donors into direct relation

with the recipients, and encouraging them to

visit them in their homes. Where this is wisely

done, it is a real influence for good on both sides

;

but it needs a delicate and watchful care, and

continual supplementary visiting by the priest,

to prevent abuse, and sometimes to obviate actual

mischief.

For it is hard for those who are not trained

to visiting to avoid mistakes. They naturally

look for expressions of gratitude which the un-

educated are often unable to express, and they

are apt to overlook the real gratitude which

may underlie an awkward manner. Instead of

drawing classes together, their efforts may quite

unwittingly widen the breach by an unconscious,

but deeply resented, assumption of superiority,
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or, even worse, a direct claim for deference.

There is a danger even of their importing into

their visits references to quite irrelevant matters

on which they may feel strongly themselves, but

which are wholly out of place on these occasions,

such as political questions. And however clear it

may be in theory that lapses of this kind must

prove fatal to any spiritual fellowship, it needs

training as well as natural disposition, and grace,

to keep them resolutely in the background.

And yet, if the parish priest watches for his

opportunities, it is worth all his anxiety and all

the extra trouble to bring together rich and poor

in sympathetic intercourse. Here he may break

down barriers that pride on both sides would

otherwise build higher and higher. Only he must

be ready to hear the reports of both sides, and

courteously to draw them both on gradually to a

true appreciation of the position. Nothing, how-

ever, requires more patience or more tact ; nothing

demands more rigorous self-suppression and, it

should be added, more prayer. It cannot be

lightly done.

6. But in most cases the parish priest must

himself act as trustee for the Alms Fund of the

Church. And generally it is by far the best

thing for all concerned that he should be the
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direct administrator of the Poor Fund. He
knows the people, through his regular visiting, as

no one else can ; and, what is more, they know

him. Coming to them, as he does, as the ex-

ponent of religion, he proves by this ministry that

true religion has care for every real need of life

;

and that the petition, ' Give us this day our daily

bread,
1

in the Lord's pattern prayer is an appeal

to His constant interest in the common anxieties

of the bodily life of His people.

Help thus given is offered, and accepted, in

mutual trust and sympathy, without wounding

any sense of independence. It is usually those

who suffer silently who suffer most : widows, who

make a brave struggle to maintain their families

;

those who can generally pay their way, but who,

through sickness or some other exceptional cause,

are temporarily reduced to real straits ; the thrifty

wife of a drunken or a lazy husband, who nobly

strives to hide his failings from others ; the lonely

ones who have no relations to help them ; and the

like. These are the true sufferers from whose

weary lives one whom they entirely trust may

lift a heavy burden of anxiety by a little timely

assistance. But it can only be done by one who

has a close acquaintance with them, and who is

in their confidence: and this is given most of all
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to the clergyman who visits them. And when

the source from which the relief is derived is the

common fund of the whole brotherhood of the

Church, it is doubly grateful to the honest souls

who receive it.

In such cases the administration of relief in no

way interferes with the spiritual ministrations of

the clergy ; it is rather part and parcel of them.

And in the more frequent instances, where no

little discrimination is required to prevent the

relief being degraded into a mere pauper dole,

the parish priest again stands on a different foot-

ing to any one else : for his restrictions are based

not on economical grounds only, but on deeper

principles which bear directly on the lives of the

people with whom he is in constant contact in

his visiting.

7. Of course what has been said about the

parish priest also applies generally to the Assis-

tant clergy of a parish, though they are not

directly responsible to the contributors to the

Poor Fund in the same way as the incumbent.

But they are responsible to him for their ad-

ministration of this, as of any other parish

fund which passes through their hands. And in

turn the incumbent is responsible to them for a

general control over their administration. While
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he allows them full and independent discretion,

it is only due to them that he should aid them

with counsel from his wider experience. Indeed

he must not be afraid to place a kindly check on

them, if he sees them falling into the temptation

of extravagance ; though, as a matter of fact, this

is seldom necessary. For it is remarkable how

shrewd and self-restrained the younger clergy are

in this feature of their ministry. And a wise

Head will jealously give them their true position

as clergy of the Church. They are not 'his'

curates, in the sense of being his spiritual ser-

vants, but they are his subordinate officers and

colleagues. They do not come under the same

category as district visitors, and other lay workers ;

they are the commissioned officers of the Church,

who should direct the work of others, and not be

placed on a level with them.

8. It must be the case, however, that the parish

priest frequently entrusts much of the distribu-

tion of relief to his lay fellow-workers, so that

he himself may be set as free as possible from

' the serving of tables ' to devote himself to his

spiritual cure of souls. Where there is an orga-

nised band of District Visitors, it would be both

unfair to them, and an unwise neglect of a valu-

able body of administrators ready to hand for
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this service, not to trust them with this work gene-

rally in their several districts. What the oppor-

tunity is on a wider scale to the clergy, so it is

to each visitor in her own district. Moreover,

in addition to her knowledge of the people gained

by experience, she brings to the work what no

priest can pretend to have—a woman's intuitive

tact and judgment.

Or again, in the same way, where a Parish

Nurse is employed, supplies and comforts for the

sick should, as a rule, if not always, be sent

through her. She is the adviser as to what is

required, and it is due to her position that she

should be entrusted with the administration

of it.

There are also special cases where particular

Church workers are naturally asked to undertake

this work, such as Sunday School Teachers visit-

ing their own scholars, &c. But these are excep-

tional, and no general rule can be formulated for

them.

9. As regards the form in which relief may

best be administered, experience proves that it

is wise to give it as far as possible by orders on

tradesmen for supplies of groceries, milk, meat,

or what not, as the case may be. The simplest

plan is to have printed tickets—in small books,
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with counterfoils to record the amount of each

order, with a view to checking the accounts after-

wards. On these tickets are entered the name of

the tradesman, the name of the recipient, the date,

the nature and money value of the supplies to be

issued, and the signature of the person by whom
the order is given. To give money, as an ordi-

nary rule, is to place undue temptation in the

way of the weak or the ignorant. It may so

easily be squandered in drink, or even in gam-

bling. Of course a theorist will at once object

that in such cases no relief at all is deserved, or

should be given ; but practical experience of the

life of the poor soon modifies the rigour of this

view. Who is to judge of the influence of sur-

roundings ? Who can estimate the force of

temptation—of the attraction of readily pro-

cured stimulant to a wearied and hungry body,

depressed in squalor ? And those who know the

poor of our towns the best know how gambling

is frequently regarded by them as a normal

feature of their daily life, without any suspicion

of wrong.1 Against any such abuse of relief

1 Here is an instance in point. In a town in the North

of England a district visitor one day found a poor and re-

spectable widow, with a young family, on the verge of

actual starvation. To meet the emergency, and save the

time that would be spent on going for an order for groceries,
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given—for an abuse it is, however innocently

indulged in—the ticket system is a safeguard, to

the recipient as well as to the donor.

10. A well-ordered Charity Organisation

Society would probably allow no exception to

the rule of giving by written or printed order

only, and would not under any circumstances

sanction the direct handing over of money. But

in the course of his visitation the parish priest

at times comes across peculiar cases which could not

be met by the ordinary ticket system, but only by

a gift of money : and if he really knows the people

well, and is satisfied as to their need, he is free to

use his judgment in the matter, and to give such

help as is required in the way he thinks best. It

might, for instance, be a distinct hardship on

respectable people, when suffering under the

pressure of a temporary distress, which is unknown

to any but themselves and the clergyman whom

they trust as a close friend, to be offered no way

out of it but a relief order which they must carry

she at once gave the poor woman two shillings in cash.

The next day she called again, and asked what she had
done with the money ; and quite straightforwardly and
innocently the answer came back at once :

' I spent a

shilling on flour to make bread for the children ; and then

I went out and put the other shilling on a likely horse, and
came home and prayed that it might win.' To her it was
a natural investment for her children's sake.
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to a neighbouring tradesman, with whom they

may be accustomed to deal as ordinary customers.

It can never be right to make th*> relief given

by the Church a cause of humiliation. If they

are not to be trusted with the management of

money, even in small amounts, then the only way

is for the visitor to purchase supplies for them

;

but this is rarely necessary, and still more rarely

satisfactory.

The giving of help in kind, in parcels of

groceries and the like, may be suitable enough in

its way for special occasions, such as Christmas

gifts, but it can scarcely be regarded as a

regular system for the distribution of alms in a

parish. Nor is there any need to discuss here the

various forms of administration of public relief

funds in times of special distress in a district.

They are altogether exceptional, and usually lie

outside the general routine of parochial work.

11. One danger to be strenuously avoided is that

of falling into a habit of giving fixed doles. It may

save some trouble to the visitor, and even some

annoyance from persistent expectancy, to fix de-

finite periods—as, once a month, or once a fort-

night—for giving an order for relief. But such

assistance very soon comes to be looked upon

as a right by those who receive it, and the whole
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influence of what ought to be a moral as well as

a financial help is vitiated. Where sustained

support is necessary, it is well to give it for a

definite period, stated beforehand, and strictly

adhered to, and if it is still necessary when that

time has passed to continue to render assistance

the mode of giving may be varied. But it is

seldom, if ever, good for the recipient to be made

a permanent pensioner of the Church Poor Fund,

and equally seldom is it just to the maintainers

of that fund.

12. Akin to this mistake is the practice of

helping people with their rent. At first sight it

seems plausible enough to consider that no harm

can be done by enabling a tenant in arrears to

clear his rent-book, or even to undertake, in

whole or in part, to provide a house for him. But

experience teaches emphatically that there are

few things which tend more certainly to enfeeble

or destroy the spirit of independence and self-

help than for a third party to undertake a ten-

ant's responsibilities to his landlord. It is not

quite easy to define why this should be so, but the

fact remains as a practical experience. If it is

ever done at all, it should only be under the stress

of some very special need, and then for a certain

fixed period, and no more. But even so, it is
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wiser to give collateral help in some other form

instead, if possible.

13. There is one absolutely imperative rule for

all parochial clergy, which admits of no exception

whatever, and the need of which is continually

present with them in the course of their visiting

work : and that is, never under any possible cir-

cumstances to lend any money to any parishioner.

This advice is probably repudiated by every

young clergyman at an early stage of his paro-

chial work. An appeal is made to him for

temporary assistance of this kind that is so

pathetic, so obviously urgent, and, as it seems,

so reasonable, that he is convinced that it is the

right thing for him to accede to it, and to lend

money, 'just for this once."* He persuades him-

self that it is only 8 doing as he would be done

by.
1 But is it? Would he degrade himself to

borrowing money ? For it is a degradation.

There is nothing that eats out the whole moral

fibre of a man so surely as the contemptible

meanness of borrowing from some one else to

obtain relief from another debt already incurred.

Moreover, this evil influence is only aggravated

when the borrowing is from the parish priest.

For in the vast majority of instances no attempt

is ever made, probably the intention is never
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present, to repay the loan to him. And so the

debt, while it lasts—and it is apt to last inter-

minably—becomes a hard barrier, instead of a

friendly bond, between the clergyman and the

man whom he has helped.

If the circumstances seem to demand some

immediate relief, a gift may be offered of part

of the sum required; but let it be a gift, and

never even nominally a loan. It is difficult to

persuade generous natures that this advice is

just, but experience never fails to prove that it is

right. The only possible safeguard against im-

position—and against worse than imposition,

actual moral injury to the borrower—is to make

an invariable rule of resolutely refusing to have

anything to do with lending money, whether in

large or in small amounts.

14. And it is necessary to add one further

caution. The parish priest (whatever other

people may choose to do) should never give even

the smallest fraction of money to tramps. It is

obvious that it would be grossly wrong for him

to expend any part of the parochial fund for the

poor on such unworthy strangers. It is probably

not less wrong for him, with all his responsi-

bilities for the poor of his own parish, to give

from his own pocket to vagrants. The utmost
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that he can rightly undertake to do for them is

to offer an order for a meal at an eating-house.

Who does not know the constant plea, ' I have

j ust come into the place, and have work to go to

to-morrow, but I have nothing for my night's

lodging,' &c. ? They seem to regard the paro-

chial clergy as informal relieving officers, of no

great discrimination, on whom they have a right-

ful claim. If any one doubts this, let him try

a simple experiment. When he is away from

home let him reply to the first beggar who appeals

to him for help, that he is a stranger there and

that it is not his parish, and the postulant will at

once desist from his demands and slink away. It

cannot be too emphatically insisted upon by the

parochial clergy that they cannot,and certainly will

not, assist casual strangers. It may seem hard at

times, but it is the only just course to pursue. It

is not safe even to give the money for. a night's lodg-

ing. If the gift is used for its ostensible purpose,

the only result is to bring up other applicants in

quick succession from the same lodging-house.

15. Where any public societies or funds exist

for the relief of the poor, it is well for the

clergy to utilise the resources they afford as

much as possible. It is true that they are fre-

quently c undenominational ' ; but nothing will
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tend more surely to allay or obviate the feeling

of hostility to the Church, which so often unfor-

tunately underlies the adoption of this title, than

a cordial and ungrudging recognition of good

work done. The argument is urged that * the

Church must do her own work ; she cannot be

beholden to, or associated with, other organisa-

tions.' But in this matter there need be no

timidity as to loss of influence or prestige, where

the clergy are faithful visitors. They still may

be actively connected with the administration of

the relief. For it very seldom happens that their

advice is not cordially appreciated, if it is given

with a simple courtesy. And such help is a

sensible relaxation of the anxious burden which

ordinarily rests upon them ; and not merely of the

strain upon the parochial funds, though that in

itself is not to be despised. For they are set free

by it for their more directly spiritual ministra-

tions, without the haunting fear that they may be

welcomed not so much for their message as for

what they may bring with them. Their sympathy

is none the less realised because they are less

immediately the authors of relief.

Moreover, by working in harmony with organ-

isations of this kind, they are able to avoid the

pernicious influence of overlapping, or sometimes
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even of an actual outbidding rivalry, in the dis-

tribution of relief, than which nothing can be

worse for all concerned. Nothing is to be gained

by a proud exclusiveness.

But where use is made of such funds, it is clear

that there is no room for suspicion or jealousy of

them. Those who wisely turn an opportunity of

this kind to advantage, will be ready generously to

support their fellow-helpers in their efforts in

every way. Some details may not be what they

would ideally wish to see ; but there is ample

room for free co-operation in general principles.

A little patience is generally effective in correcting

abuses ; and the mutual trust engendered by

common charitable work for others is a nobler

aim than a personal autocracy.

16. The most satisfactory of all forms of relief

of the poor is the provision of comforts for the

sick. A gift of some general supplies for the

home goes far to assuage the bitter anxiety that

adds so much to the burden of sickness in a poor

man's home. But that is not all. It is an occasion

also for the fullest play of a tender and thoughtful

perception. The man whose heart really goes

out to sufferers soon learns to know intuitively

what will bring: them comfort in their distress.

No perfunctory visitor can ever hope to under-
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stand what is needed; and all the more needed

because the patient does not look for it, and

often is himself quite unconscious of what he

wants to ease his weariness. A bunch of bright

sweet-smelling flowers, a little selected fruit, some

small delicacy well cooked, an appliance to make

the bed or the chair more comfortable—these,

and such trifles as these, are what help to brighten

the gloom of a sick room. Only the pleasure

they may bring with them is discounted if much

is made of them by the donor, or if they are

talked about beforehand. Let any one judge by

his own experience in illness: the things which

are brought in unexpectedly are the most re-

freshing ; and more than all is the sense of the true

sympathy and careful thought which prompted

the gift. So in ministering to others let the

single aim be always to find out quietly what

will be best for the sick person, and to provide it

as unostentatiously as possible. So many a really

kind thought and gift are marred by obtruding the

generosity of the giver. It is not wilfully done

of course ; but there is a great need to guard

jealously against any unconscious selfishness, and

gladly to cultivate

( A heart at leisure from itself,

To soothe and sympathise.'
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And in ministrations to the sick of this practical

kind, the priest is comforted to feel that he is

endeavouring to follow in the steps of our Lord's

own earthly ministry. His readiness, at what-

ever inconvenience, to go to the sick, His sym-

pathy with their sufferings, His prompt appre-

ciation of their needs, His patience with their

forgetfulness of His blessings and their apparent

ingratitude, and His anxiety to relieve pain,

constitute the example for His commissioned

workers. This nerves them to unflagging zeal

and perseverance in a watchful care to do all that

can be done to alleviate the actual sufferings of

the sick.

17. It was stated above (§ 4) that almsgiving

is an integral part of a Christian's life, and that

it finds its most natural and elementary expres-

sion in the relief of the poor. But there are

parishes in which there are no poor, or none

who are not provided for in other ways. In such

parishes the clergy are exempt in their visitation

work from this ministration ; but they are not

exempt from a correlative duty, which is harder

to fulfil. For on them rests continually the diffi-

cult task of constantly inculcating the obligation

of almsgiving. For the sake of their people it

must be urged, and urged insistently, as they go
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in and out among them : and that, not only in

the fashionable suburbs of towns, where self-

centred parochialism is apt to reign supreme

;

but also in communities of regularly employed

workmen, or in comfortable ' estate ' villages,

where all the inhabitants are direct dependants

of the Hall : in fact, wherever the general con-

ditions of the parish are universally comfortable,

and liable to produce an enervating sense of

freedom from all responsibility for self-denial or

altruism.

And yet this lesson is never effectively taught

by barely insisting on the duty. Such a method

too often tends only to harden a selfish resistance

to all claims of others. Nor can it be encouraged

by the priest continually begging for different

objects. With the most earnest intention of

doing his plain duty, however disagreeable it is

to himself, many a faithful parish priest has

attempted to place in this way the needs of

Church work of various kinds in other places

before his own parishioners ; only to find that,

so far from extending their interest to other

parishes, he merely succeeds in weakening his own

influence. For the ordinary Englishman, and even

the average English Churchman, is intensely paro-

chial in his estimate of claims that appeal to him.
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Here then is a double barrier of natural selfish-

ness, and of prevalent exclusiveness, which stands

in the way of teaching the duty and the privilege

of almsgiving. Direct insistence upon it is not

tolerated ; and yet it simply must be taught.

But how ? Almost invariably this can only be

done by example ; not necessarily in the standard

of giving, but in a personal enthusiasm and eager

interest in Church work of wider range than the

immediate associations of the particular parish.

A self-centred, narrowly parochial parish priest

simply starves the spiritual life of his people, as

well as his own. But one who is zealous and

sympathetic about the larger and more varied

life and work of the Church, generally succeeds in

firing his people to some appreciation of the deep

satisfaction that is to be found in ministering to

the wants of others. Pattern in this, as in all

else, is more powerful than precept ; for English-

men are willingly led where they will stubbornly

refuse to be driven.

18. The spirit of almsgiving, when it is once

aroused, no longer allows the conscience to con-

tent itself with a small contribution to the annual

collection for the local hospital : still less does it

find any satisfaction in an occasional bazaar. In

some parishes it may find an adequate outlet in a
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really earnest and sustained support of Foreign

Missions, which is kept alive by a closely-follow-

ing interest in the details of some particular work,

and by opportunities of meeting from time to

time actual workers from the mission field. In

other places, again, the Home Missions of the

Church seem to appeal more directly to the sym-

pathies of the priest, and therefore of the people.

The urgent need of Church extension in new dis-

tricts, and the support of additional clergy ; the

provision of trained lay workers ; the care of

orphans and of ' waifs and strays ' ; organised

help for sufferers of various kinds ; and the like

;

—these are claims that must appeal to any

heart that makes leisure for itself to attend to

the burdens of others.

But besides and beyond all this commendable

interest in institutions and agencies on a large

scale, room may also be found for a tenderly

sympathetic and very practical work, which is

seldom thought of, but is always instinct with

blessing wherever it is tried. The head of a

certain Preparatory School for boys some years

ago started a School ' Club," to which every boy

who has passed through the school may contri-

bute : and each year the money so collected is

assigned to different features of Church work in
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various parishes all over the country, especially

those in which old members of the school are

working. No one who has not witnessed the

actual results of this scheme could imagine how

real an encouragement it gives to many an

anxious parish priest. The practical sympathy

of a ten-pound note makes all the difference in

a poor parish between tension and comfort. In

some degree, but only spasmodically, and far too

rarely, something of the same kind has been

attempted in a few well-to-do parishes. But

might not a similar plan be extended more

generally, so that all Churchmen might regu-

larly take their share in ministering directly

to the necessities of the poor ? Might not the

wealthier parishes pass on their alms to the

poorest districts, where there is none to help ?

19. Where there is none to help! Where all

the parishioners are miserably poor and squalid,

with no one to bring a ray of brightness into

their sad and sordid lives but the parish priest

!

And for the clergy who work in such districts

it is heartbreaking to see day by day direst needs

which they have no means to satisfy ; to minister

continually to wretched starving sufferers whom

they are powerless to nourish. It is true that

these brave men learn a pathetic economy which
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ekes out their inadequate resources over a mar-

vellously wide area ; but ' the iron enters into

their soul. For their people's sake they are

willing themselves to 'become poor'; but they

must suffer inexpressibly from the squalor and

hopelessness of their surroundings. The instinc-

tive yearnings of heredity and education are not

silent within them, though they are sternly held

in check. But would their wealthier neighbours

only realise a wider brotherhood than that of

their own parishes, and help them from their

abundance, how might their load be eased ! The

very sympathy of so practical an interest would

encourage them in their arduous task, as they

hold the hardest stations in all the wide mission

field of the Church. They are sorely beleaguered

indeed, as they bravely hold on to their posts,

with none of the stimulus of a watching enthusi-

astic world to mark their endurance. What little

they have of supplies must go to the sick and

the suffering. All seems well-nigh desperate.

For it is not one supreme struggle to hold out

for a time in the hope of relief : it is an intermin-

able, dreary, sustained effort, to which there is

no respite, and on which there dawns no day of

release. Before them stretches an unbroken life-

long vista of want and hunger and suffering.
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Cannot those for whom the lines are fallen in

pleasanter places, organise for them a system of

relief to cheer them on, and relieve them of their

most urgent anxiety ?

And if such assistance does not reach them,

their cry goes up to God ; not in despair, but in

unwavering faith; and help does come to them

when all is darkest. Verily they have their reward

in the confidence and love of their people, in the

living harvest they gather in for their Lord.

20. And from the pattern set by such men, in

their noble work amongst the very poor— the

pattern of courage and faith and patience—all

parish priests may learn the lesson of a similar

tenacity in well-doing. It needs a constant watch-

fulness over self, a constant renewal of ideals in

prayer and resolve, a constant coming back to our

Lord Himself, before they can go forward resolutely

year after year in sympathetic ministering to the

poor. So many are the influences which combine

to turn aside the clergy from this work. The

recurring disappointment at ingratitude : the con-

sciousness of a degree of truth in the plea urged

by thoughtless and prosperous people, that the

poverty of the poor is ' their own fault
,

: the

difficulty of helping those who are dependent on

incorrigibly lazy or dissolute parents without
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pandering to the vices of their natural providers :

and so forth.

But faith rises superior to all such heartless

excuses. There lies the need. The Church has

a message for all the lives of all men, and her

officers cannot ' pass by on the other side.' Their

ministrations may be abused by the unworthy

;

then they have to work out new and more effective

methods of trying to remedy the suffering, with-

out aggravating the evil. Because of occasional,

or even frequent failures, they dare not desist

from care of the needy. Their ministry is one

of love that through all disappointments still

" beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth

all things."

An obvious danger to the true influence of

visiting lies in a careless, lavish giving of relief.

But a greater peril is involved in the hardening

of heart which can learn to see suffering and

want, and yet be content to make little or no

effort to relieve it. It is often a disagreeable

duty to take in hand, but it is a duty after all

:

and a duty honestly fulfilled is the truest service

that a man can render : while a sacred duty

carried through for God's sake, and in His name,

is never allowed to fail altogether in attaining

its end.



CHAPTER V

VISITING IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

1. The pastoral care of the inmates of Public

Institutions should ideally be entrusted to speci-

ally trained clergy, who could give their whole

time to this work. But as a matter of fact this

is very seldom done. It is left to devolve upon

the parochial clergy, if it is to be provided for

at all.

A few leading Hospitals, in large centres of

population, have resident chaplains, but no

spiritual provision is made by the management

for the smaller local Hospitals or Infirmaries, nor

for Convalescent Homes.

In the case of Workhouses there is legal autho-

rity for the appointment of chaplains. But

where this is carried out, it is only in the form

of securing the services of one of the neighbour-

ing clergy : and if a stipend is allotted to the

chaplain, it is so small that it does not of itself

maintain an additional member of the clerical

staff for this purpose. But the tendency of
138
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Boards of Guardians is more and more to refuse

to appoint any special chaplain at all, and to

leave the spiritual care of the indoor paupers to

such chance ministrations as may be offered

;

whether by the Church or by nonconformists is

regarded as a matter of indifference. The legal

requirement is clear; but it is well understood

that the powers of the law will not be enforced

on behalf of the Church.

The Governing Committees of Orphanages

usually appoint chaplains to minister to the

children ; but they are drawn from the paro-

chial clergy. Indeed in the case of the excellent

Homes of the 6 Church of England Society for

providing Homes for Waifs and Strays ' it is a

fundamental rule that they should be placed

under the charge of the incumbents of the

parishes in which they are situated.

Even in the smaller military Barracks, as a

rule, there is no resident army chaplain.

In fact H.M. Prisons are almost the only

Public Institutions in which special chaplains

are regularly maintained.

One exception, however, deserves to be noted

—not indeed in an ' Institution,
1 but in an extra-

parochial community—in the admirable fidelity

with which the Navvy Mission endeavours to
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make provision for the religious needs of the

navvies employed on large works. But even so,

a colony of workmen is often imported into a

parish, in the prosecution of some comparatively

minor work, for which the central Mission can-

not supply either a chaplain or a reader.

% Thus it happens that in not a few parishes

all over the country an extraneous duty, either

permanently or temporarily, is thrust upon the

parochial clergy. And it is a duty of a pecu-

liarly difficult, and often of an actually technical,

character. There is a very natural temptation

to regard these gratuitous additions to a hard-

pressed parish priest's burdens with some resent-

ment and disfavour. They are all conveniently

classified as extra-parochial
,

; and it may be

plausibly argued that they carry with them no

inherent claim for regular ministrations on the

part of the parochial clergy.

It is true that, to the honour of the clergy,

a weekly service is generally arranged for the

inmates. But, invaluable as they are, services

are not all that is required. Here, not less

than anywhere else, possibly in some respects

even more, there is need for personal and indi-

vidual contact with the special classes concerned.

Far the very attendance at the services is more or
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less compulsory : and individuality is apt to be

merged and lost to sight in the outwardly homo-

geneous crowd.

It undoubtedly is a burden on the parson of

the parish, and a heavy one : but at the same

time it is a golden opportunity for true clerical

work, that is rich in openings for influence and

spiritual help. And it is all the more noble

and chivalrous a ministry in that it is purely

unselfish, and unremunerative, in the parochial

sense. It has no direct bearing on the progress

and development of the parish. A priest's first

duty is to his own parish; it cannot be justifi-

able to neglect that in any degree for outside

work. Still, it is possible by a careful and con-

scientious apportionment of time to secure some

occasions for attending to these additional claims.

There they are; and being there they become

part of the parochial duty. " These ought ye to

have done, and not to leave the other undone."'
1

The actual details, as to the allocation of time,

and the proportion of different calls upon it, can-

not be even tentatively outlined here. They can

only be decided according to the circumstances

of each case. But it may be worth while to offer

a few general suggestions concerning this most

difficult form of visiting.
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3. And first, as to visiting in a Hospital.

To most men, after the unfettered private in-

tercourse of sick visiting in the homes of parish-

ioners, it is no light ordeal to be called upon to

visit in the ward of a Hospital. There the clergy-

man is oppressed by the publicity in which he is

obliged as a rule to minister to a patient ; with

so many other sufferers all round, waiting for him

to pass on to them in turn, and curiously watch-

ing how he deals with the one with whom he is

engaged. He is uneasily conscious of the num-

ber of patients who are expecting sympathy and

help from him ; and yet no uniform treatment is

appropriate for all alike. Moreover, he realises

that much of his work here has no link with the

past or the future for him : strangers to him for

the most part, the inmates come out of an un-

known past, only to pass away again in a few days

or weeks once more out of his cognisance. There

is no wonder that many a man shrinks intensely

from this work.

But the earnest priest resolutely faces it ; and

as he does so the difficulties begin to vanish, and

are soon forgotten. He finds so warm and glad

a welcome that he forgets his timidity, and is

soon able to throw himself heart and soul into

ministering to the patients. He realises too that
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here there is no anxiety about ways and means,

no thought required for providing necessary com-

forts or nursing ; but he is entirely free to devote

himself unreservedly to spiritual needs.

4. It scarcely needs to be said that it is essen-

tial that the clerical visitor should work in

complete harmony with the medical staff and

the nurses of the Hospital. Even if a common

courtesy did not demand this, on mere grounds

of policy he would be led to keep this aim before

him. For he must depend on them continually

for help in various ways. And so he sets himself

to consult their convenience and wishes on his

part. Thus, it is only right scrupulously to avoid

calling at the hour when the doctors are making

their rounds of the wards, however inconvenient

to the priest's own engagements this may happen

to be. Or again, if a desire is expressed that he

should not see a particular patient for medical

reasons, he will readily acquiesce in the restriction.

Above all, he will be strictly loyal to the manage-

ment of the Hospital, and take all possible care

not to encourage or foment any discontent ex-

pressed by the patients. Any complaint that may

seem to be justified should be discussed privately

with the responsible staff, and not with any of

the inmates.
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5. It may be that the priest has called to visit

one of his own parishioners. Then his course is

simple : for he devotes himself exclusively to his

special patient ; and after ministering to him he

gives a kindly greeting to the other inmates of

the ward— either generally, or with a passing

word of sympathy and encouragement to each in

turn—and so withdraws.

But when he has come to visit the whole ward,

it is much more difficult to know how best to

proceed. Probably he will go round at first to

each one in turn, to quietly introduce himself as

a friend who comes * in the name of the Lord '

;

and then will judge for himself which cases are

most in need of, and most ready to respond

to, spiritual ministrations ; and afterwards return

to them for closer dealing, either before he leaves

the ward, or on his next visit. Or he will consult

the nurse in charge beforehand, and so be guided

to those who require special attention. The nurses,

by their constant attendance, know better than he

can on a casual round what the different patients

are like ; and no counsellors are more trustworthy

or more helpful than trained nurses.

In very serious cases, where death seems to be

imminent, or after a severe operation, when the

screens are placed round the bed, the privacy of
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an ordinary sick-room is in some sort secured

;

and words of counsel or comfort and prayers are

alike safeguarded from distraction. Only the

caution is needed that the visitor on his part

should keep guard over his voice, and keep it

low and gentle, so that it be audible to the

sick man. Nothing is more disturbing in a

ward—or indeed in the presence of any sick

person—than the unnecessary thoughtlessness of

a raucous tone.

Perhaps the greatest of all opportunities for

timely comfort is before an operation, when the

patient is low and naturally nervous. Then the

cheering message of the Lord as the Healer and

the ever-present Help is a gospel indeed ; and one

that not only sustains at the crisis, but is never

forgotten in after-life.

But, be the physical conditions of a case what

they may, it rarely indeed happens that a sufferer

in a Hospital does not respond with cordial grati-

tude to the parson who visits him. His whole

life is brought into touch with a truer ideal of

religion; prejudices are removed; and he never

forgets the ministry that waited upon him in his

time of trouble.

6. In many respects the conditions of visiting

in Fever Hospitals are much the same as in
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ordinary Hospitals. But in them it is especially

imperative to follow implicitly all directions of

the responsible officers. For example, it is not

courage, but folly— and worse than folly, it is

actual discourtesy—to refuse to wear overalls if

requested to do so. Again, on no account ought

fruit, or other supplies, to be carried in to any

patient, without the express sanction and con-

currence of the matron. Or again, although an

impression may be conceived that the medical

officer does not seem himself to follow out the

elaborate precautions against carrying away in-

fection which he prescribes for a clerical visitor,

that cannot in the least degree justify the latter

in abating any detail of the safeguards he is

requested to observe. In this regard he is an

amateur, a layman ; and he cannot pretend to be

a competent judge in the matter.

The Scarlet Fever ward is usually almost en-

tirely occupied by children. With them there is

as a rule no occasion for much spiritual instruction

;

but the parson comes to them rather as a joyously

welcomed friend, and as a link with their homes.

The comfort of his visits to the Hospital, and of

his subsequent reports, is very real to the anxious

parents at home, when they are necessarily de-

barred from access to their children. And yet he
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is by no means a mere nursery visitor, nor simply

a messenger from home, when he enters the ward.

He represents to the children the following care

of the Church, which does not forget them in

their isolation ; and were that all, it would be

more than an ample reason for his visits. But it

is not all ; for many an opportunity is given to

him for simple counsel about the children's

prayers ; or for teaching them about our Lord,

and how He both watches over them, and looks

for them to prove their loyalty to Him. And in

anxious cases he is at hand to pray for them, and

to bring them new courage and simple faith, as no

one else can. For the man who loves children

there are few happier hours in his ministry than

those which he spends in the Scarlet Fever ward.

In an Enteric Fever ward, on the other hand,

everything is wholly different. The patients are

generally older, and there is no brightness of

demeanour. It is almost a rarity to see an

enteric patient even smile, for the disease itself

induces a constant and most wearisome depression

of spirit. It is owing to this that there is often

little or no outward token of welcome to the visit-

ing priest, but none the less is the gratitude for

his timely help deep and real ; especially when

he comes with a refreshing buoyancy of quiet
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encouragement and hope, resting on sure faith,

and tempered always by a watchful self-repression.

Anything approaching to light jocularity, or

boisterous merriment, is no help ; rather it cruelly

jars on the prevailing gloom. How often is there

a need for stern resolution of loyalty to duty,

before a man can bring himself to face this

service ! And then, again and again, he is

shamed by the dauntless devotion of the nurses,

who never seem to tire, or to lose their freshness

and enthusiasm.

7. In a Small-pox Hospital the conditions are

again dissimilar. While revaccination is a prac-

tically complete prophylactic for any one in ordi-

nary health,1
it does not obviate the necessity

of reasonable precaution. For the disease in a

severe form is intensely offensive and nauseating,

particularly when it is at its height ; so much so,

in fact, that with an aggravated confluent case it

is sometimes virtually impossible to remain in the

room for more than a few moments at a time. The

i Whenever an outbreak of small-pox occurs, it is wiser

for the clergy to be at once revaccinated, and not to rely

even on many preceding inoculations ; unless the last has

been made within a very short time—say, not more than

six months previously. No one who has watched closely in

a large number of cases the actual effects of vaccination

will have a shadow of doubt as to the wisdom of this

course.
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visitor must, therefore, make it a stringent rule

with himself to take food before going to the

Hospital, and if possible to spend some time in

the fresh air after leaving. But, apart from the

physical conditions, which may be at times ex-

tremely disagreeable, this duty brings with it an

almost unmixed satisfaction. For the patients,

who feel themselves to be not only keen sufferers,

but actual pariahs for the time being, are wont to

open their hearts without reserve to the clergy

who come to them in their misery. And a faith-

ful ministry to them in the earlier stages of

anxiety and pain, gives an influence for intimate

spiritual help and training during the long weeks

of convalescence, which is almost unique. Indeed

when there is a long-continued epidemic, a regular

Bible Class may be conducted with great advan-

tage for the convalescents in the isolation Hospital.

Of course there must be disappointments, and

some who were full of promise will relapse again

into carelessness or sin on recovering ; but as a

rule the issue of this work is full of encouraging

and solid spiritual results.

8. Visiting in a Workhouse is apt to be very

monotonous, and somewhat depressing. There is

a subtle influence in pauperdom which seems to

eliminate all manliness and independence, and to
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destroy all enterprise of mind and spirit. The

virtue which the inmates need to be taught is

certainly not submission ! And any other ideal

of life falls woefully flat. The fact is that those

who have settled down into acquiescence in a

pauper's life have no ideals. Work amongst them

must be not unlike what the pastoral care of

a slave population was before the Emancipation,

when the slaves were destitute of any experience

or appreciation of freedom.

Is it then impossible to inspire regular Work-

house inmates with nobler aims? With the

average indoor pauper, who is content to remain

in s The House,1 no human influence alone can

hope to rouse him out of his torpid self. But

the grace of God * is not bound
'

; and a bold

faith may dare to hope for a complete reformation

of character, even in these apparently hopeless

cases. True faith refuses to despair of any

man or woman, or to suffer its enthusiasm to die

down in the face of a listless immobility. And
yet it needs an almost infinite patience to be ' not

weary in well-doing ' to this class. But here too

' faith and patience
1 may ' inherit the promises

1

assured to all true workers.

9. But the more hopeful sides of Work-

house visiting lie (a) amongst the aged, (b)
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in the Infirmary, and especially (c) with the

children.

(a) The aged poor, who have utterly succumbed

in the struggle of life, and who are passing their

last fading days on earth in this sad refuge,

appeal by the very pathos of their condition, and

not infrequently by the nobility of their courage,

to all that is chivalrous and sympathetic in any

true man. Their lot indeed is often softened

for them by what scanty consideration the Guar-

dians are empowered to show to them. But it is

the priest alone who can bring real brightness

into their lives, as he carries to them the message

of the Christ. It is his ministry alone that in-

spires them with the genuine comfort of restored

self-respect, as they learn to realise the glorious

promise of the life to come, and in that light to

rejoice in the dignity of service done for Christ's

sake here and now in their present humiliation.

' Out of their stony griefs Bethel they raise.'

10. (b) In the Workhouse Infirmary there are

present the opportunities that sickness always

brings with it for spiritual influence. And if the

surroundings are depressing, and in some places

appallingly bare ; if the patients are, many of

them, miserably depraved ; if there is nothing

outwardly to attract, but much to repel ; then
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the call is only the more emphatic to the true

minister of Christ to be at his post there, in his

Master's name, 6 to seek and to save that which

was lost."'

In the larger Unions the trained nurses are the

best of advisers and fellow-helpers. They know

and understand intimately the different characters

in the wards ; and their hopeful courage and

persevering devotion to their sad duties are

beyond all praise. The ministry of the priest is

often found to be but supplementary to that of

the trained nurse ; he comes to reap where

she has sown. But whether their assistance is

available or not, the very desolation and homeless-

ness and degradation of the sick in a Workhouse

cry aloud for religious ministrations.

11. In all these institutions— Hospitals or

Workhouses—the clergy have a direct respon-

sibility towards the permanent staff, and not

towards the inmates only. The nurses and the

other officials are many of them members of the

Church, and in any case they are parishioners

;

and the conditions of their work isolate them,

and deprive them of many of the privileges which

ordinary people enjoy. They may be, and they

often are, the truest Church workers that can be

found anywhere. And, whether this be so or not
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to begin with, they have a very special claim on

the sympathy and friendship and help of the

clergy. This may seem to be too obvious a fact

to call for any reminder, but experience shows

how sadly it may be lost sight of. The true

parish priest, however, who once realises the

position with regard to them, not only promptly

responds to the call of duty, but in so doing finds

his own opportunities of influence immeasurably

widened.

12. (c) With Workhouse children there is more

hope. On first acquaintance they appear to be

quite unlike other children. Always living in a

mass, without home influences (for good or evil)

;

provided for wholesale ; and drilled into unifor-

mity of manner as well as of dress ;—they seem

to lose their individuality of character, and the

attractive freshness and naturalness of ordinary

childhood. But once penetrate beneath their

constrained and unnatural manner, once gain

their confidence and affection, and they soon begin

to expand. They open out to the clergy, when

they find themselves really loved and trusted, as

to no one else. For in them they come to recog-

nise friends who are not officials.

It is a most difficult task to train them at all

adequately, so that they may be able to stand
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firm, and maintain their integrity, when they go

out into the outside world. It is all so utterly

strange to them when they emerge from the

shelter of ' The House ' ; and the sense of per-

sonal responsibility and independence is all too

new. Moreover, the world that is willing to

receive them is none of the choicest. They are

taken for the work they are expected to do, not for

their own sakes. Then it is that the Priest who

has won their confidence in the Workhouse can

do most to help them. They may be induced by

evil advisers to try to break away from his influ-

ence ; they may, from a natural reaction, them-

selves grow wild and headstrong ; they frequently

fall into trouble through petty dishonesty—for

they have never had any poor treasures of their

own like other children ; and the instinct of

acquisitiveness is very strong in child nature;

so that the temptation to them to pilfer is all

but irresistible ;—in many ways they may dis-

appoint the hopes that have been formed of

them—and yet, in spite of all, even because of

all, such drawbacks, trust them and love them

still, and be very patient with them, and sooner

or later they will be won for God, and grow up

into true-hearted men and women. Nothing, how-

ever, can redeem them but the love of Christ ; and
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none will, in a general way, bring them under this

power but the faithful parish priest. They are

his charge emphatically, and he can afford to be

very patient and tender with them, as few of

their employers will ; and they have no one else

to care for them.

Happily much of the evil of a Workhouse up-

bringing has been avoided of late years in many

Unions by the adoption of the systems of Board-

ing-out, or of Cottage Homes. But where this

is the case, the children pass within the range of

ordinary parochial ministrations, and so do not

come under the head of Workhouse visiting.

13. In Orphanages, and the like institutions,

the conditions are essentially different from those

which prevail in Workhouses. It is true that in

them also, as in the Workhouses, the children

are necessarily massed together, and provided

for in bulk, and kept under strict discipline.

But the whole tone of their life and its sur-

roundings is another thing altogether. They

are brought there from motives of love and com-

passion, not as the residuum of a public obli-

gation. The primary object is to cherish and

brighten their lives in every possible way, and

to train them to be useful and self-supporting

citizens. No doubt in many a Workhouse those
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who have charge of the children nobly do all

that is in their power to follow these same ideals.

All honour to them for their efforts . but the in-

evitable conditions of their work are sadly against

them ; and these they cannot change. Moreover,

the children of Orphanages in most cases have

the inestimable advantage of annual, or more

frequent, holidays, spent with relations or friends

in all the freedom of real home life.

There is no clerical work more attractive and

refreshing than the regular visiting of Homes for

children of this kind. And Homes they are, in

the best sense of the word, so far as 'home' is

possible without the real parents' loving care.

In them the religious training of the children is

thoroughly well cared for ; and the special privi-

lege of the visiting clergy is to encourage and

concentrate the spiritual influence of the resi-

dent workers, and to accustom the children to

turn naturally to the clergyman as their true

friend and spiritual guide. An orphan passes

out from a Home into his life in the outer world.

The parish priest of the place where he comes to

settle at once sees the proof of what the work of

the clerical visitor of the Home has been, as he

notices how his help and sympathy are received.

A faithful and loving care of the children by the
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clergy, while they are in the Home, bears fruit

of confidence in, and loyalty to, the Church in all

their after-life. They grow up as children of the

Kingdom.

14. Where work amongst soldiers in Barracks

falls to the duty of the parochial clergy, the

simplest principles of action are all that require

to be observed. Only a straightforward manli-

ness will ever gain any influence with the men.

They respect and trust a true man, whose whole

heart is in his faith; who meets them as man
with man ; who understands their peculiar temp-

tations, and yet makes no compromise with them

;

and who never forgets his spiritual commission.

But they utterly despise one who allows the im-

pression to gain ground that his religion is only

professional, and not deeply personal and real.

And it is unfortunately necessary to add, that

it is a fatal mistake for an acting chaplain to mix

with the officers only.1 That is not a chaplain's

work. The clergy have free access to all ranks;

their privilege is to be equally the friends of all.

15. In large towns there are Police Barracks to

be visited; and whether the men live there, or

1 In a letter received not long ago from a private in the

army, the following significant sentence occurs :
" We have

no chaplain here, but we go to Church. The minister visits

the officers, but he never talks to the men."
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outside in their own homes, they constitute in

some respects almost a separate community of

their own. The police are, as a rule, a body of

men who are second to none in the country. But

very often the clergy are strangely shy of minis-

tering to them. Yet nowhere will they find a

more cordial welcome than from them, if they

but visit them in a spirit of cordiality and appre-

ciation, and (in a sense) of comradeship. Only

those who know them intimately can realise how

constant and intense are the temptations which

are deliberately placed in the way of policemen

on duty. And they, standing apart, as they

must do, from much of the ordinary life of their

fellow-townsmen, and debarred to a large extent

from the religious support of the services of the

Church, need more than most men the quiet

brotherly help of personal influence and sym-

pathy. A parish priest himself is trained to

become a truer man through the Pastoral care

of such a picked body of men ; and in mutual

respect, and in the warm welcome which is un-

grudgingly given, when once he has proved him-

self a friend of the right sort, he finds a stimulus

and encouragement that refreshes and nerves him

for all his parish work. " He that watereth shall

be watered also himself."



CHAPTER VI

SELF-DISCIPLINE

1. Varied indeed are the opportunities, the

responsibilities, and the interests which come

within the range of Pastoral Visitation. Even

the brief review given in this handbook may

serve to emphasise something of the wideness

of its scope. But no written summary can pre-

tend to convey any adequate impression of what

it really means in practice, to come into intimate

touch day by day with the inmost lives of men

and women ; to be privileged to minister to them

in their manifold needs—and that, not merely

as a trusted friend, but in the power of a com-

mission of grace from the Saviour Himself; to

watch them growing out of ignorance or lethargy

or despair, into faith and hope and courage ; to

see the bands of sin unloosed ; to enter into the

anxieties and the joys of others, in all their

infinite variety. The happiness of it all is be-

yond description. It is a life work of ever

deepening interest, ever growing experience, ever
159
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more complete satisfaction. Only a dull and

altogether unappreciative soul could count such

a service nothing but a dreary monotony, or

look upon parochial visitation as a wearisome

routine.

2. And yet, in spite of all this, in spite of all

that helps to make this ministry at once the

noblest and the most attractive of all callings

to an earnest-hearted man, there is a strangely

constant temptation to neglect it. Day after

day the parish priest finds it necessary to rouse

himself sternly out of sheer reluctance to start out

on his visiting rounds. It is true that when he

has once thrown himself into the work, he hardly

ever fails to realise anew its true glamour and

joy ; and he returns home again from it, wonder-

ing at himself for ever having shrunk from facing

such a duty, and full of resolve to follow it out

ardently for the future to the utmost limit of its

demands. And then the next day there is the

same struggle to go through more or less over

again. It is certainly humiliating ; and some-

times it is very disheartening. Many a young

man is tempted, when he finds himself a prey to

this strong disinclination to visiting, to think

that it is peculiarly a trouble of his own, and

that he has mistaken his vocation. And if it
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is out of the question for him to disown or

abandon the ministry of the Church, he at least

seeks to escape from the tax of a heavy parish,

and to find refuge in some nominally clerical

work, which involves no visiting duties ; or in

a parish where they are reduced to a minimum.

But no man ever yet found satisfaction or true

relief by running away from work, because it

might be somewhat irksome to him. And most

of all is this true in spiritual work, where the

promises are all to * him that overcometh,' and

never to him that shirketh.

And be it recognised that this shrinking from

visiting must be in some way or other a natural

tendency ; for it is practically universal. No
fulness of experience ever seems quite to overcome

it. Even older men, with many years of ripe

experience and glad proof of their ministry be-

hind them, are never able to free themselves

entirely from it. The feeling is still there ; it

continually oppresses them ; though at last they

learn firmly to thrust it aside, and to refuse to

be enticed away from their plain duty.

3. In the first place, it is no doubt due to the

direct force of personal temptation ; and it is of

vital moment to recognise this. To be fore-

warned is to be forearmed. It is ever when we
L
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are entering upon true work for God that we

are most certain to be met by some subtle tempta-

tion that is designed to cast us back from fulfilling

it. We are accustomed to warn our people of

this special danger when we prepare them for

Confirmation or for Communion, or when we

call upon them to take up some Church work;

it is no less necessary to warn ourselves, and

that repeatedly. The lesson of our Lord's own

Temptation, enticing Him to false methods and

ideals at the very outset of His Ministry, and

renewed again and again at the principal crises

of His work, is absolutely true for all His workers

too. But not for Himself alone did He resist

and overcome it. "For in that He Himself hath

suffered being tempted, He is able to succour

them that are tempted." In Him is our con-

stant ' refuge and strength,
1 our one resource

against the temptation that ' so easily ' besets

us in carrying out His commission. Day by day,

as the occasion arises, His ready help in answer

to the prayer of faith is proved to be all-sufficient.

The fear and the shrinking—the very sloth of

spirit—vanish, as from His presence His ac-

credited servant rises to go forth in His name.

The temptation is overcome, for the time, and

its power is weakened.
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4. Its power is weakened, but it is not de-

stroyed. For a temptation has no meaning or

force unless it can play upon some natural

temperament; and that ingrained tendency or

disposition still remains to be again assailed and

allured, whether in the same way as before or

otherwise. In this case the inherent reluctance

to visiting is probably due in great measure to

the inveterate dread which every true man

—

and, more even than others, every true English-

man—feels for laying bare before others the

deepest convictions of his own inner life. Men
do not talk readily of real religion. They can

be garrulous enough about side issues of party

prejudice ; they find no difficulty in discussing

points of criticism, or of historical interest, or

of formulated dogma ; they are prompt to enter

zealously into matters of practical administration.

But the inmost secrets of devotion and faith they

feel are too sacred to be drawn into conversations

with other men ; unless indeed they are assured

beforehand of their heartfelt sympathy.

And that is exactly what the parson cannot

count upon as he sets out on his visitation rounds.

If he had only to deal with earnest Christians,

with the settled members of his congregation, it

would not be so difficult. But he knows that he
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must go to ' all sorts and conditions of men ' ; to

call the sinners to repentance, to rouse the care-

less, to develope the spirit of devotion in those

who are slowly struggling upwards to a higher

life. He must visit those who have no interest

in religion, and yet he cannot hide away religious

matters in a discreet silence, but must in some

way or other make them the principal purport of

his visit. He has himself to create the sympathy

with spiritual things which alone can remove the

barriers from religious intercourse. Moreover, he

cannot degrade his conversation into a formal

professionalism. Unless it is personally very real

to him, as the expression of a life-sustaining con-

viction, it comes perilously near to being an empty

mockery.

5. So he is called upon to sacrifice his own

natural reserve continually, in order that he may

be able to inspire and to help others. There is

the secret of it all ! It is not for his own sake,

it is not with any thought of self, but for the

sake of those to whom he is sent to minister,

that he braces himself to throw open his Holy

of Holies to his people. They too are at least as

shy and reticent about sacred things as he is;

but they, on their part, are assured of his unfail-

ing sympathy in all that affects their religious
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life ; and so they learn to open out fearlessly to

him about it. He comes among them not to

seek, but to offer sympathy ; and in so doing he

finds abundantly the answering gift of a sym-

pathetic response.

It is the same, in its degree, with preaching.

It is comparatively no great task for a well-trained

mind to develope an intellectual argument, or to

work up a graphic description, or to expound an

interpretation ; and all these things have their

real value, and their rightful place, in the minis-

try of public preaching. But they are after all

only subsidiary to its main purpose. To touch

the hearts of men with a personal message of the

living Saviour—to penetrate reverently into the

most sacred mysteries of personal faith—this is

the teaching that men hunger for ; this is what

(according to the good old-fashioned phrase)

they ' can carry away with them, 1

to nerve them

with fresh enthusiasm and courage during the

week. And yet it is exactly this that makes the

severest demand on the resolute self-sacrifice of

the preacher ; for it requires him to put aside all

his deepest feelings of reserve, and to lay bare in

public his inmost heart. It can only issue from

sustained prayer and fasting. Just so in visit-

ing, anything is easier to talk about than real
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religion ; but it is that alone which can satisfy

alike the needs of the people and the conscience of

the priest. And therefore, in spite of all instincts

of reticence, he does not suffer himself to be

deterred from carrying spiritual help to the lives

of his people. It is as when a brave man, who

would be the last to parade and vulgarise his

own courage, dares openly to exhibit it for the

encouragement of the weak and the faint-hearted.

6. Again, the exercise of any spiritual ministry

must necessarily involve an arduous strain on

every power of body and mind, if it is to be kept

alert and fresh. This is proved to be so in the

case of private prayer. Who can really pray

when worn out with excessive physical weariness,

and overcome with sleep; or with a mind pre-

occupied and distracted by engrossing anxieties ?

But prayer does not therefore become impossible,

though it loses much of its vitality ; though it

becomes listless and uncertain, and is especially

prone to fail on the side of intercession. So too,

in a still greater degree, is ministry to others

hindered and enervated when it is attempted in

a state of physical or mental exhaustion. This

condition may be inevitable ; as, for example,

when it is the result of illness. Then it is an

imperative duty to husband wisely what residue
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of strength may be still available, and to devote

every possible energy to the most pressing cases

of spiritual need.

But far more often than not this lassitude may

be avoided by self-discipline ; by a jealous watch-

fulness over the pressure of other claims on time

or activity ; and by a determined effort to main-

tain a due proportion in attending to the various

demands that are made on a willing worker. For

pastoral ministrations, among which visitation

takes a foremost place, have a primary claim on

every man who is ordained to spiritual office in

the Church. Nothing can rightly supersede them.

They are the very raison d'etre of the ministry

;

and if other work is found to conflict with them,

then that other work and not they must yield

precedence, at whatever cost.

7. And herein lies the commonest and the

greatest obstacle to faithful visitation ; in the

many, and really urgent, claims that are increas-

ingly pressed on the parochial clergy. The mani-

fold institutions and organisations of a modern

parish are apt to become almost bewildering in

their variety. And further, they run very much

in fashions ; so that any schemes which are worked

successfully in one parish are at once imitated

and attempted in the neighbouring parishes as
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well ; until in some cases the burden grows to be

all but overwhelming. There is not much serious

need to argue on principle against this excessive

multiplication of parochial organisations ; every-

body at heart knows that non omnia possumus

omnes. But still the mad whirl goes on. And
yet the copying is generally prompted not by

any mean fear of losing prestige in a race for

statistics, or by any meaner ambition of personal

promotion, but by an honourable emulation in

perfecting the parochial machinery.

But, after all, these multifarious schemes are

no more than the machinery to help forward the

true work, and that is the spiritual work, of the

parish ; and there is an unmistakable need of

watchful care, and sometimes of no little resolu-

tion, to subordinate them to that one essential aim.

If the Pastoral Visitation of the parishioners comes

to be regarded as only a secondary matter, which

may be attended to fitfully in the fragments of

time that can be snatched from other avocations,

then it cannot but be that the spiritual life of

the parish must slowly ebb down, and the one

central aim of all Church work be frustrated.

Not that there is no call for new activities and

new methods in parochial work; far from it.

Under modern conditions of life new needs are
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constantly coming to the front; and the Church

could not hold its own, much less make any head-

way, without the continual promotion of fresh

plans of operation. It is all to the credit of the

clergy generally, that their zeal and energy rise

as they do to the occasion. It is by no means a

question of curtailing any vigour of initiative or

earnestness in other directions. But many a
j

parish priest is faced by the necessity of keep-
|

ing strict control over himself lest he be drawn

away from direct pastoral work by the pressure,

and the very attraction, of other duties.

8. And outside and beyond the limits of Church

work altogether, not a few of the clergy are called

upon to take up service on Public Bodies. And
very valuable that service may be. The moderat-

ing influence of an educated and cultured man
who can be patient and tolerant because by his

position he stands apart from all partisan in-

terests, makes for all that is best and most truly

progressive in civic life. The business capacities

of many of the clergy—in spite of the trite and

vulgar gibe against them as a class on this score

—are of the first order, and they are ungrudg-

ingly given to the community. It is a matter

of the utmost moment that the clergy of the

Church of England should not be an isolated
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professional caste, but that they, through special

representatives at any rate, should enter into the

ordinary interests of citizens. But no justifica-

tion can be urged to excuse a parish priest for

neglecting the supreme duty of his life—a duty

which, so long as he holds his benefice, no one

else can touch—to devote himself to the prose-

cution of secular work which others can very well

do. To some men public offices of this nature

have an almost irresistible attraction : on them

rests all the stronger claim for self-discipline, in

guarding against any encroachment thereby on

their true life work. They have offered them-

selves to God for His service, and have accepted

His commission. They cannot with impunity,

either to themselves or to those committed to

their care, set that service aside for any other

calling. Where the two interests are compa-

tible, each gains freshness from the exercise of

the other : but where they clash, it is not the

religious work that is bound to give way.

But the tendency of modern civic life is more

and more to exclude the clergy from serving on

Public Bodies. It is comparatively rare now—

a

century ago it was the rule—to find the parochial

clergy acting as Justices of the Peace. The

Councils of boroughs are closed to the clergy
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by the Municipal Corporations Act. Their

opportunities of taking an active part in the

administration of elementary education seem

likely to be very much curtailed in the near

future. They are less readily elected on to

Boards of Guardians than was the case a gene-

ration ago. But is it a misfortune that this

should be so ? Certainly not, if it means that

all energies, all powers, all endowments of mind

and place, are to be reconsecrated without dis-

traction to pastoral duties and opportunities.

9. Of all impediments to the free exercise of a

pastoral ministry, the most distressing is the sense

of ' dryness of soul,
1 which sometimes comes over

even the most faithful visitors. It is true that it

is very often due to reaction from an overstrain

of work, and, as a nervous depression, is in effect

a form of physical weakness. But it is none

the less on that account a bitter experience. To

know the power of grace, and yet to be tongue-

tied in telling of it ; to yearn to give help, and

yet to be conscious of seeming to exert only a

benumbing influence ; actually to lose interest in

all the glorious message of life that is entrusted

to a minister of Christ to make known ;—this is

the darkest cloud that can overshadow a true

worker. Strictly speaking, it appears to be the
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last thing that can call for self-discipline : rather

it would seem to be an affliction to be borne witt

patience and humility. And yet it is not alto-

gether out of the range of self-help. For it may

be a summons to more watchful care of bodily

health. A man has no right recklessly to waste

his strength. And what discipline is so hard to

an energetic and earnest man, as to be compelled

deliberately to refuse work? Or it may more

probably be an indication of neglect of the priest's

own personal spiritual life : and that cries aloud

with startling insistency for more than a renewed

earnestness of private devotion.

10. It is in just such a case that a ' Retreat

'

or a ' Quiet Day ' affords invaluable help. There

a man is for the time being drawn aside and com-

pletely sheltered from every distraction of the

claims of others on him. He is set free from

the haunting consciousness of crowded engage-

ments waiting to be fulfilled. For once his privi-

lege is not to give out, but to receive. Then he

lays his burden down at the foot of the Cross,

and, leaving it there, refuses to take it back again

into his life. The help of the strong, wise counsel

of an experienced leader brings him face to face

with new ideals, and puts all his struggles in a

new and less dispiriting light. The restfulness
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of it all, in the seclusion and the certain security

from interruptions, gives him fresh strength ; and

he returns to his work cheered by a real inspi-

ration.

But if no opportunity offers for recourse to aid

of this kind, the wearied worker may yet, in a

sense, conduct his own s Retreat 1

; and find the

needed spiritual refreshment by withdrawing him-

self for a whole day, or longer, from all active

work, that he may be alone with his Master. He
hears the invitation—his very need voices it

—

and it is the call of the Master Himself, ' Come

apart into a desert place, and rest a while.
1 And

in retirement for a brief interval from all extrane-

ous duties he renews his flagging strength : and

he comes forth again to work with such a fresh-

ness of faith, that all men 6 take knowledge of him,

that he has been with Jesus.' It is not, however,

an easy thing to do. For the very lethargy of

spirit which oppresses him, while it constitutes in

itself the need for renewal of earnest devotion, at

the same time holds him back from making the

required effort. And there are sure to be some

more or less urgent matters claiming his atten-

tion, which he hardly dares to lay aside. But

whatever may stand in the way, for the sake of

his work even more than on his own account, a
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priest is bound to take himself seriously in hand

when he becomes conscious of lapsing into dull-

ness of faith.

11. It is the special privilege of the clergy

that it is left entirely to themselves to apportion

their time in the carrying out of their daily work.

For most men, in other walks of life, there are

fixed hours which must be devoted to particular

duties ; and after those hours are passed they are

free to follow their own pursuits. If there is no

master or foreman to regulate the workers time,

and so to relieve him of that responsibility, the

customs and the necessities of business still guide

him within a prescribed groove. But the clergy

are left to themselves to make their own plans

;

they are virtually responsible to themselves alone

for the regular performance of their duties. It

is a great freedom, which is invaluable to a strong

and resolute man. For it enables him to secure

a far fuller day's work than could be possible if

he were bound by an unalterable time-table. It

sets him free to attend at once to anything that

is most pressing at the moment. But all men

are not strong and resolute ; and with those who

are weak, or vacillating, or self-indulgent, liberty

may very soon degenerate into licence. What
need not be done immediately is deferred, and
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may easily be left undone altogether. An excuse

can always be found for taking up the more attrac-

tive sides of parish work, to the neglect of those

which are more arduous. Need it be said, that

there is a very real danger of sinking lower and

lower into a careless sloth of habit ? The privi-

lege is a great one, if rightly used ; but the temp-

tation to abuse it is very strong.

Now in this matter nothing can avail but a

chivalrous loyalty to the trust committed to our

charge, and a constant and stern self-discipline.

Of all duties Pastoral Visitation is most liable to

be crowded out of a self-appointed day. The

very shrinking from it, which has been already

referred to, helps to gloze over the impulse to

turn to more congenial occupations in preference

to it. It rests with the clergy themselves to see

that it is not neglected.

12. Nothing can be effectively done without a

fixed plan of action. The plan may be laid out

on general lines, permanently, or for a lengthened

period ; or it may be formulated each morning.

But a plan there must be. And it must be as

strictly adhered to as circumstances will allow.

Of course it may be necessary at times to break

through it. Thus, a day may have been marked

out for visiting a distant portion of the parish,
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when a message arrives to tell of a case of illness in

some other direction. It would be worse than folly

to refuse to go to the more pressing need because

of a previous resolution to devote the day to a

comparatively less important service. The work

of a parish priest is always liable to interrup-

tion : but unless it is mapped out carefully in

some definite order, it is foredoomed to ineffici-

ency and failure. The only safe way is to con

over the prospective duties of the day in the hour

of private prayer in the morning, and then to

allow no self-gratification to interfere with the

line laid down. The claims of others may be

irresistible : the attractions of selfishness must be

met with a determined suppression.

It is a wise method to parcel out the parish

into districts, and to visit each of them impar-

tially in turn. Otherwise some parts are sure to

be neglected. It is also found to be helpful in

practice to adopt the simple rule that no single

day (except Sunday) shall be allowed to go by

without some real visiting, if it be only a single

visit. In this way a safeguard is secured against

becoming so immersed in organisations, or meet-

ings, or other things, that visitation is gradually

crowded out altogether. Some men practically

sterilise their ministry, in spite of all their un-
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doubted activities, simply from the lack of some

such rule of self-discipline.

13. But even a general plan of action is not of

itself sufficient. If visits are to be spiritually effec-

tive, they cannot be left to depend on a chance

inspiration at the moment. Each visit is reviewed

at the end of the day with special prayer. Each

visit that is foreseen beforehand must also be pre-

pared for and prayed over. So only can God's

minister dare to undertake the tremendous trust

which is committed to him. It need not be said,

that the strain of this is an exceptionally heavy

one ; but the gain is so immeasurable, that no one

whose heart is in his work can afford to go with-

out it. It is God's work ; by His grace alone can

it prosper ; and His grace is given to those who

seek it. It is the man of prayer who is the true

spiritual counsellor. As each case is brought

before God in prayer, the difficulties do not

indeed disappear, but they become less formid-

able. For light is gained as to the best way of

meeting them ; courage and faith are renewed

;

and hope is restored. For no case can be beyond

hope that is committed to God.

And again, it is not guidance only that is re-

ceived in answer to prayer. All is not left to the

worker now; but he finds the way wonderfully

M
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opened for his influence when he comes face to

face with those for whom he has prayed. God
has been there before him, and has prepared the

hearts of his people to receive and profit by his

ministry. Earnestness and self-discipline in in-

tercession are the secret of true visitation.

And to prayer must be added careful thought

over the special aim and method of each visit.

The teaching to be given to a sick man needs

close preparation, if it is to be saved from being

desultory. And it is not enough even in an ordi-

nary visit to have some general purpose vaguely

in mind. So much depends on the way in which

a subject is approached ; and it makes all the

difference to have thought this out beforehand

No doubt the plan formed often has to be altered

or abandoned ; for the actual mode of dealing

with any particular case turns very largely upon,

the circumstances of the moment, and the open-

ings that are given in the course of the visit.

But these do not take the visitor at unawares,

if he has done his best to consider the whole

matter before he calls. Prayer assures him of

God's guidance and help : preparation puts him

in a position to make the best use of his op-

portunity.

14. The most powerful of all factors in paro-
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chial work is the parish priest's own devotional

life. It is not merely that he prays for his people,

and studies for their instruction, and labours for

their good with self-sacrificing zeal : in himself he

is the exponent to them of vital religion. They

are influenced far more by what he is, than by

what he says or what he does. And if none

would presume to make his own the bold appeal

of the Apostle, " Be ye followers of me, even as

I also am of Christ,
r>

yet none can avoid this

highest of all offices, in being consistently ' an

ensample to his flock.
1 This is the charge laid

upon the clergy of the Church at their ordina-

tion .
" That ye may so endeavour yourselves,

from time to time, to sanctify the lives of you

and yours, and to fashion them after the Rule

and Doctrine of Christ, that ye may be whole-

some and godly examples and patterns for the

people to follow." " Will you be diligent to

frame and fashion your own selves, and your

families, according to the Doctrine of Christ

;

and to make both yourselves and them, as much

as in you lieth, wholesome examples and patterns

to the flock of Christ?"

It is a weighty responsibility, the very greatest

that can be laid on any man ; and one that calls

for all the self-discipline of which he is capable,
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as he bears ever in mind the immensely potent

influence of his own example. And yet, happily,

it does not depend on his own unaided efforts :

if that were so, he must inevitably fail : but he

is furnished with all the armoury of grace to

enable him to fulfil even this ministry. His

professional position places him more than any

other member of the Church within constant

reach of every spiritual help which God supplies

to His servants ; and it rests with himself to make

full and faithful use of his privileges.

15. And so, in full realisation of his exceptional

needs, the parish priest must set himself, in

humble faith, and with redoubled watchfulness,

to nurture his own spiritual life. He * applies

himself thereto, the Lord being his Helper.' He
must be much in prayer, for himself as well as

for his people and his work. He must be a

careful and constant student of the Bible, until

he is saturated through and through with its

life-giving truth. To the critical study of its

books he gives the closest attention ; for that is

the foundation of all true understanding of their

meaning. But that is not all : that by itself is

wholly unsatisfying to the religious life, unless it

is followed up by earnest devotional study, and

quiet prayerful meditation. Most of all, in
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regular and frequent use of the Holy Com-

munion he finds his true strength for every

need, the corrective of all false ideals, and the

consecration of all his endeavours in the service

of his Lord. And of all his special privileges,

there is none greater than the Daily Mattins and

Evensong in Church. It is a wise provision

which enjoins this as an imperative duty on

every parish priest. For it is no mere for-

mality : it is no irrelevant interruption to his

pastoral work. It is at once the truest inspira-

tion, and the most refreshing solace, of all his

labours in the parish. It binds him closely, as

nothing else does, to his parish and to his

people.

Thus he tempers his own life. Thus in youth

he is saved from any assumption of priestly arro-

gance : and in middle age he is rescued from the

entanglement of statistics and business cares.

Personal ambition is lost in devotion to others.

No weariness appals him in the ceaseless throng-

ing of many cares and multiplied duties. Quietly

and bravely he goes forward, ' one day at a time,
1

without fearfully counting the far-off future.

From youth to experience, from experience to

ripe and hallowed age, he proceeds on his way re-

joicing; ever fulfilling his ministry with gladness
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and faith, because he watches always for his

people, and keeps guard over himself with a con-

stant self-discipline. " Blessed is that servant,

whom his Lord when He cometh shall find so

doing.
1'

THE END
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young and old. We need more priests, and such a book may well increase their
number by explaining the nature of the life to which a vocation to Holy Orders
calls men ; but we need still more that priests should realise the life to which
they are called and pledged ; and this they can hardly fail to do if they listen to
Mr. Robinson's prudent and tender counsels."

—

Church Quarterly Review.

PATRISTIC STUDY. By the Rev. H. B. Swete, D.D., Regius
Professor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge.

" The whole of the work which this little volume contains is most admirably
done. Sufficient is told about the personal history of the Fathers to make the
study of their writings profitable."—Church Quarterly Review.

THE MINISTRY OF CONVERSION. By the Rev. A. J. Mason,
D.D., Master of Pembroke College, Cambridge, and Canon of Canterbury.

" Canon Mason has given a manual that should be carefully studied by all,

whether clergy or laity, who have in any way to share in the ' Ministry of Con-
version' by preaching, by parochial organisation, or by personal influence."—
Scottish Guardian.

FOREIGN MISSIONS. By the Right Rev. H. H. Montgomery,
D.D., formerly Bishop of Tasmania, Secretary of the Society for the Pro
pagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.

"Bishop Montgomery's admirable little book. . . . Into a limited compass he
has compressed the very kind of information which gives one an adequate im-
pression of the spirit which pervades a religion, of what is its strength and
weakness, what its relation to Christianity, what the side upon which it must
be approached. "

—

Church Quarterly Review.

THE STUDY OF THE GOSPELS. By the Very Rev. J. Armitage
Robinson, D.D., Dean of Westminster.

" Nothing could be more desirable than that the Anglican clergy should be
equipped with knowledge of the kind to which this little volume will introduce
them, and should regard the questions with which Biblical study abounds in the
candid spirit, and with the breadth of view which they see here exemplified "—
Spectator.
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A CHRISTIAN APOLOGETIC. By the Very Rev. Wilford L.
Robbins, Dean of the General Theological Seminary, New York.

" We recommend this handbook with confidence as a helpful guide to those
clergy and teachers who have thoughtful doubters to deal with, and who wish
to build safely if they build at all."—Church of Ireland Gazette.

PASTORAL VISITATION. By the Rev. H. E. Savage, M.A.,
Vicar of Halifax, and Hon. Canon of Durham.

" This is an excellent book."—Spectator.

AUTHORITY AND THE PRINCIPLE OF OBEDIENCE. By
the Very Rev. T. B. STRONG, D.D., Dean of Christ Church.

" This is a valuable and timely book, small in bulk, but weighty both in style

and substance. . . . The Dean's essay is an admirable one, and is well calcu-

lated to clear men's minds in regard to questions of very far-reaching im-
portance."

—

Guardian.

THE STUDY OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY. By the Right
Rev. W. E. Collins, D.D., Bishop of Gibraltar.

"This little book is worth its weight in gold. As a well-informed and
thorough-going discussion of historical method we do not know its equal. It is

written in a clear and attractive style. ... It should be read by all students of

history. "

—

Cambridge Review.

RELIGION AND SCIENCE. By the Rev. P. N. Waggett, M.A.,
of the Society of St. John the Evangelist, Cowley.

" The main result of this remarkable book is to present the clergy for whom
it is intended primarily (but we hope by no means entirely, for it should appeal
even more forcibly to the other camp, to the professors than to the preachers),
with a point of view."—Church Times.

LAY WORK AND THE OFFICE OF READER. By the Right
Rev. Hutshe YEATMAN-BlGGS, D.D., Bishop of Southwark.

"A wise and valuable little book. Bishop Yeatman-Biggs knows what he is

writing about; he has packed into a small space all that most people could
desire to learn, and he has treated it with sense and soberness, though never
with dulness."—Church of Ireland Gazette.

CHURCH MUSIC. By A. Madeley Richardson, Mus. Doc,
Organist of St. Saviour's Collegiate Church, Southwark.

"Probably scarcely a clergyman in the country would fail to benefit by Dr.
Richardson's fifth and sixth chapters on the clergyman's part of the church
services. Throughout the little book its earnestness and its thoughtfulness for

the reader command respect."

—

Record.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. By the Rev. W. Foxley Norris, M.A.,
Rector of Barnsley, and Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Wakefield.

CHARITABLE RELIEF. By the Rev. Clement F. Rogers, M.A.

INTEMPERANCE. By the Right Rev. H. H. Pereira, M.A.,
Bishop of Croydon.

THE LEGAL POSITION OF THE PARISH CLERGY. By
Philip Vernon Smith, LL.D. [In Preparation.

PREACHING. By the Very Rev. F. E. Carter, M.A., Dean of
Grahamstown. [In Preparation.
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Abbey and Overton—THE ENGLISH CHURCH IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By Charles J. Abbey, M.A. , Rector
of Checkendon, Reading, and John H. Overton, D.D., late Canon
of Lincoln. Crown Svo. js, 6d.

Adams—SACRED ALLEGORIES. The Shadow of the Cross
—The Distant Hills—The Old Man's Home—The King's Messengers.
By the Rev. William Adams, M.A. With Illustrations, ibmo.
3*. net.

The four Allegories may be had separately, i6mo. is. each.

Aids to the Inner Life.
Edited by the Venble. W. H. Hutchings, M.A., Archdeacon of Cleve-

land, Canon of York, Rector of Kirby Misperton, and Rural Dean of
Malton. Five Vols. ?p.mo t cloth limp, 6d. each; or cloth extra, is. each.

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. By Thomas X Kempis.

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.

THE DEVOUT LIFE. By St. Francis de Sales.

THE HIDDEN LIFE OF THE SOUL. By Jean Nicolas Grou.

THE SPIRITUAL COMBAT. By Laurence Scupoli.

Baily-Browne.—Works by A. B. Baily-Brown.
A HELP TO THE SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
PENITENTIAL PSALMS, consisting of Brief Notes from The
Fathers, gathered from Neale and Littledale's Corr.mentary. Witb
Preface by the Rev. George Body, D.D., Canon of Durham. Crown
8vo. is. net.

THE SONGS OF DEGREES; or, Gradual Psalms. Interleaved
with Notes from Neale and Littledale's Commentary on the Psalms.
Crown Svo. ts. net.
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Bathe.—Works by the Rev. Anthony Bathe, M.A.
A LENT WITH JESUS. A Plain Guide for Churchmen. Containing

Readings for Lent and Easter Week, and on the Holy Eucharist.

32^*0, is. ; or in paper cover, 6d.

AN ADVENT WITH JESUS. 320*0, is., or in paper cover, 6d.

WHAT I SHOULD BELIEVE. A Simple Manual of Self- Instruction

for Church People. Small 8vo, limp, is. ; cloth gilt, 2J.

Benson.—Works by the Rev. R. M. Benson, M.A., Student of

Christ Church, Oxford.

THE FOLLOWERS OF THE LAMB : a Series of Meditations, especially

intended for Persons living under Religious Vows, and for Seasons of

Retreat, etc. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

THE FINAL PASSOVER : A Series of Meditations upon the Passion of

our Lord Jesus Christ. Small Svo.

Vol. I.—The Rejection. 5s.

Vol. II.—The Upper Chamber.
Part 1. 5*.

Part 11. 5.r.

Vol. III.—The Divine Exodus.
Parts 1. and II. 5*. each.

Vol. IV.—The Life Beyond the
Grave. $s.

THE MAGNIFICAT; a Series of Meditations upon the Song of the

Blessed Virgin Mary. Small Svo. zs.

SPIRITUAL READINGS FOR EVERY DAY. 3 vols. Small Svo.

3s. 6d. each.

I. Advent. II. Christmas. III. Epiphany.

BENEDICTUS DOMINUS : A Course of Meditations for Every Day of

the Year. Vol. I.—Advent to Trinity. Vol. II.—Trinity, Saints'

Days, etc. Small Svo. 3s. 6d. each ; or in Ont Volume, 7s.

BIBLE TEACHINGS: The Discourse at Capernaum.—St. John vi.

Small Svo. is. ; or with Notes, y. 6d.

THE WISDOM OF THE SON OF DAVID : An Exposition of the First

Nine Chapters of the Book of Proverbs. Small Svo. y. 6d.

THE MANUAL OF INTERCESSORY PRAYER. Royal yzmo ; cloth

boards, is. 3d. ; cloth limp, gd.

THE EVANGELIST LIBRARY CATECHISM. Parti. Small Svo. 3s.

PAROCHIAL MISSIONS. Small Svo. as. 6d.

Bickersteth.—YESTERDAY, TO-DAY, AND FOR EVER :

a Poem in Twelve Books. By Edward Henry Bickersteth, D.D.,
formerly Bishop of Exeter. iSmo. is. net. With red borders,

l6mo, zs. net.

The Crown Bvo Edition (55.) may still be had.

THE HYMNAL COMPANION TO THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER.

*
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Blunt.—Works by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, D.D.

THE ANNOTATED BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER: Being an
Historical, Ritual, and Theological Commentary on the Devotional

System of the Church of England. 4/0. 12s. 6d. net.

THE COMPENDIOUS EDITION OF THE ANNOTATED BOOK
OF COMMON PRAYER : Forming a concise Commentary on the

Devotional System of the Church of England. Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
By various Writers. Imperial Svo. 21s.

DICTIONARY OF SECTS, HERESIES, ECCLESIASTICAL PAR-
TIES AND SCHOOLS OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. By various

Writers. Imperial Svo. 21s.

THE BOOK OF CHURCH LAW. Being an Exposition of the Lega-
Rights and Duties of the Parochial Clergy and the Laity of the Church
of England. Revised by the Right Hon. Sir Walter G. F. Philli-
MORE, Bart., D.C.L., and G. Edwardes Jones, Barrister-at-Law.

Crown Svo. 3s. net.

A COMPANION TO THE BIBLE : Being a Plain Commentary on
Scripture History, to the end of the Apostolic Age. Two Vols, small
Svo. Sold separately. Old Testamemt. 3^.6^. New Testament.
y. 6d.

HOUSEHOLD THEOLOGY: a Handbook of Religious Information
respecting the Holy Bible, the Prayer Book, the Church, etc., etc.

i6mo. Paper cover, is. Also the Larger Edition, Fcap. Svo. 2s. net.

Body.—Works by the Rev.GEORGE Body,D.D.,Canon of Durham.
THE LIFE OF LOVE. A Course of Lent Lectures. iSmo. 2s. net.

THE SCHOOL OF CALVARY ; or, Laws of Christian Life revealed

from the Cross. i6mo. 2s. net.

THE LIFE OF JUSTIFICATION. i6mo. 2s. net.

THE LIFE OF TEMPTATION. i6mo. 2s. net.

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE FAITHFUL DEPARTED. Small
Svo. sewed, 6d. ^zmo. cloth, is.

Book of Private Prayer, The. For use Twice Daily ; together
with the Order for the Administration of the Lord's Supper or Holy
Communion. iSmo. Limp cloth, 2s.; Cloth boards, 2s. 6d.

Book of Prayer and Daily Texts for English Churchmen.
320*0. is. net.

Boultbee.—A COMMENTARY ON THE THIRTY-NINE
ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. By the R-v.

T. P. Boultbee, Crown Svo. 6s.
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Brent—THE CONSOLATIONS OF THE CROSS : Addresses
on the Seven Words of the Dying Lord, given at St. Stephen's Church,
Boston (U.S.), on Good Friday, 1902. Together with Two Sermons.
By the Right Rev. G. H. Brent, D.D., Bishop of the Philippine

Islands. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Brett.—Works by the Rev. Jesse Brett, L.Th., Chaplain of All

Saints' Hospital, Eastbourne.

THE SYMPATHY OF THE CRUCIFIED. Fcap. 8vo. ss. net.

ANIMA CHRISTI : Devotional Addresses. Crown 8vo. is. net.

THE BLESSED LIFE: Devotional Studies of the Beatitudes. Crown
8vo. 2S. net.

THE WITNESS OF LOVE: Some Mysteries of the Divine Love
revealed in the Passion of our Holy Redeemer. Fcap. Svo. 2s. net.

Bright.—Works by William Bright, D.D., late Regius
Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University

of Oxford.

THE AGE OF THE FATHERS. Being Chapters in the History of

the Church during the Fourth and Fifth Centuries. Two Vols. 8vo.

28s. net.

LESSONS FROM THE LIVES OF THREE GREAT FATHERS.
St, Athanasius, St. Chrysostom, and St. Augustine. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE ROMAN SEE IN THE EARLY CHURCH, and other

Studies in Church History. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Bright and Medd.—LIBER PRECUM PUBLICARUM EC-
CLESIiE ANGLICANS. A Gulielmo Bright, S.T.P., et Petro
Goldsmith Medd, A.M., Latine redditus. Small 8vo. 55. net.

Brockington.—THE PARABLES OF THE WAY: a Com-
parative Study of the Beatitudes (St. Matt. v. 3-13) and Twelve
Parables of the Way (St. Luke ix. 51-xix. 11). By A. Allen
Brockington, M.A. Crown 8vo. zs. 6d. net.

Browne.—AN EXPOSITION OF THE THIRTY-NINE
ARTICLES, Historical and Doctrinal. By E. H. Browne, D.D.,
sometime Bishop of Winchester. 8vo. 16s.

Bruce.—THE COMMON HOPE. Firstfruits of Ministerial
Experience in lnought and Life. Edited by the Rev. Rosslyn
Bruce, M.A. , Rector of Clifton, Nottingham; with an Introduction

by the Right Rev. the Bishop of Stepney. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d. net.

Campion and Beamont.—THE PRAYER BOOK INTER-
LEAVED. With Historical Illustrations and Explanatory Notes
arranged parallel to the Text. By W. M. CAMPION, D.D., and W. J.

Beamont, M.A. Small Zvo. 7s. 6d.
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Carter.—LIFE AND LETTERS OF THOMAS THELLUS-
SON CARTER, Warden of the House of Mercy, Clewer, and Hon.
Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. Edited by the Ven. W. H.
Hutchings, M.A., Archdeacon of Cleveland. With 3 Portraits and
8 other Illustrations. 8vo. 10s, 6d. net.

Carter.—Works by, and edited by, the Rev. T. T. CARTER, M.A.
SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTIONS. Crown 8vo.

The Holy Eucharist. 3s. 6d.

The Divine Dispensations. 3*. 6d.

The Life of Grace. 3s. 6d.

Our Lord's Early Life. 3s. 6d.

Our Lord's Entrance on his
Ministry. 31. 6d.

The Religious Life. 3s. 6d.

A BOOK OF PRIVATE PRAYER FOR MORNING, MID-DAY, AND
OTHER TIMES. i8mo, limp cloth, is. ; cloth, red edges, is. 3d.

THE DOCTRINE OF CONFESSION IN THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. Crown 8vo. 5s.

THE SPIRIT OF WATCHFULNESS AND OTHER SERMONS.
Crown 8vo. $s.

THE TREASURY OF DEVOTION : a Manual of Prayer for General

and Daily Use. Compiled by a Priest.

i8mo. zs. 6d. ; cloth limp, zs. Bound with the Book of Common
Prayer, 3s. 6d. Red-Line Edition. Cloth extra, gilt top. i8mo.

zs. 6d. net. Large-Type Edition. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

THE WAY OF LIFE : A Book of Prayers and Instruction for the Young
at School, with a Preparation for Confirmation. x8mo. is. 6d.

THE PATH OF HOLINESS : a First Book of Prayers, with the Service

of the Holy Communion, for the Young. Compiled by a Priest. With
Illustrations. i6mo. is. 6d. ; cloth limp, is.

THE GUIDE TO HEAVEN : a Book of Prayers for every Want. (For

the Working Classes.) Compiled by a Priest. i8mo. is. 6d. ; cloth

limp, is. Large- Type Edition. Crown 8vo. is. 6d. ; cloth limp, is.

THE STAR OF CHILDHOOD : a First Book of Prayers and Instruction

for Children. Compiled by a Priest. With Illustrations, itmo. zs. 6d.

SIMPLE LESSONS ; or, Words Easy to be Understood. A Manual of

Teaching. 1. On the Creed. II. The Ten Commandments. III. The
Sacrament. i8mo. 3s.

MANUAL OF DEVOTION FOR SISTERS OF MERCY. 8 parts in

2 vols. 32mo. ioj. Or separately :—Part 1. is. 6d. Part II. is. Part

III. is. Part iv. zs. Part V. is. Part VI. is. Part vn. Part vm. is. 6d.

Coles.—Works by the Rev. V. S. S. Coles, M.A., Principal of the

Pusey House, Oxford.

LENTEN MEDITATIONS. i8mo. zs. 6d.

ADVENT MEDITATIONS ON ISAIAH I. -XII. : together with Out-
lines of Christmas Meditations on St. John i. i-ia. i8mo. «r.
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Company, The, of Heaven : Daily Links with the Household of
God. Being Selections in Prose and Verse from various Authors.
With Autotype Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Conybeare and Howson.—THE LIFE AND EPISTLES OF
ST. PAUL. By the Rev. W. J. Conybeare, M.A., and the Very
Rev. J. S. Howson, D.D. With numerous Maps and Illustrations.

Library Edition. Two Vols. Zvo. 21s. Students' Edition. One Vol.

Crown Svo. 6s. Popular Edition. One Vol. Crown Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Creighton.—LIFE AND LETTERS OF MANDELL
CREIGHTON, D.D., Oxon. and Camb., sometime Bishop of London.
By his Wife. With 8 Portraits (4 Photogravures), and 3 other Illus-

trations. Two Vols. 8vo. 28s. net.

Creighton.—Works by Mandell Creighton, D.D., late Lord
Bishop of London.

A HISTORY OF THE PAPACY FROM THE GREAT SCHISM
TO THE SACK OF ROME (1378-1527). Six Volumes. Crown Zvo.

z>s. each net.

THE CHURCH AND THE NATION : Charges and Addresses.
Crown 8vo. 55. net.

THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION : Speeches and Sermons. Crown Zvo.

55. net.

UNIVERSITY AND OTHER SERMONS. Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

THE MIND OF ST. PETER; and other Sermons. Crown Zvo.

2,s. 6d. net.

Day-Hours of the Church of England, The. Newly Revised
according to the Prayer Book and the Authorised Translation of the
Bible. Crown Zvo, sewed, 3s. ; cloth, 35. 6d.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE DAY-HOURS OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND, being the Service for certain Holy Days. Crown Zvo,

sewed, %s. ; cloth, 3s. 6d.

Drawbridge.—THE TRAINING OF THE TWIG: an Essay
on the Religious Education of the Young. By the Rev. C. L.
Drawbridge, M.A. Crown 8vo. 3s. net.

Edersheim.—Works by Alfred Edersheim, M.A., D.D., Ph.D.
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JESUS THE MESSIAH. Two Vols.

Zvo. i2J. net.

JESUS THE MESSIAH : being an Abridged Edition of ' The Life and
Times of Jesus the Messiah.' Crown Zvo. 6s.net.

Ellicott.—Works by C. J. Ellicott, D.D., Bishop of Gloucester.
A CRITICAL AND GRAMMATICAL COMMENTARY ON ST.

PAUL'S EPISTLES. Greek Text, with a Critical and Grammatical
Commentary, and a Revised English Translation. Zvo.

Galatians. Zs. 6d.

Ephesians. Zs. 6d.

Pastoral Epistles, ioj. 6d.

Philippians, Colossians, and
Philemon, ioj. 6d.

Thessalonians. 7s. 6d.

HISTORICAL LECTURES ON THE LIFE OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST. Zvo. 12s.
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Emery. — THE INNER LIFE OF THE SOUL. Short
Spiritual Messages for the Ecclesiastical Year. By S. L. Emery.
Crown Zvo. $s. 6d. net.

English (The) Catholic's Vade Mecum: a Short Manual of General
Devotion. Compiled by a Priest. 32*10. limp, is. ; cloth, 2s.

Epochs of Church History — Edited by Mandell Creighton,
D.D., late Lord Bishop of London. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

each.

THE ENGLISH CHURCH IN
OTHER LANDS. By the Rev. H. W.
Tucker, M.A.

THE HISTORY OF THE REFOR-
MATION IN ENGLAND. By the

Rev. Geo. G. Perry, M.A.

THE CHURCH OF THE EARLY
FATHERS. By the Rev. Alfred
Plummer, D.D.

THE EVANGELICAL REVIVAL IN
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
By the Rev. J. H. Overton, D.D.

THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
By the Hon. G. C. Brodrick, D.C.L.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAM-
BRIDGE. By J. Bass Mullinger,
M.A.

THE ENGLISH CHURCH IN THE
MIDDLE AGES. By the Rev. W.
Hunt, M.A.

Eucharistic Manual (The).

THE CHURCH AND THE
EASTERN EMPIRE. By the Rev.
H. F. Tozer, M.A.

THE CHURCH AND THE ROMAN
EMPIRE. By the Rev. A. Carr,
M.A.

THE CHURCH AND THE PURI-
TANS, 1570-1660. By Henry Offley
Wakeman, M.A.

HILDEBRAND AND HIS TIMES
By the Very Rev. W. R. W. Stephbni
B.D.

THE POPES AND THE HOHEN-
STAUFEN. By Ugo Balzani.

THE COUNTER REFORMATION.
By Adolphus William Ward, Litt.D.

WYCLIFFE AND MOVEMENTS
FOR REFORM. By Reginald L.

Poole, M.A.
THE ARIAN CONTROVERSY. By

the Rev. Professor H. M. Gwatkin,
M.A.

Consisting of Instructions and
Devotions for the Holy Sacrament of the Altar. From various sources.

32OT0. cloth gilt, red edges, is. Cheap Edition, limp cloth, gd.

Farrar.—Works by Frederic W. Farrar, D.D., late Dean of
Canterbury.

TEXTS EXPLAINED ; or, Helps to Understand the New Testament.
Crown Zvo. 55. net.

THE BIBLE : Its Meaning and Supremacy. Zvo. 6s. net.

Fosbery.-VOICES OF COMFORT. Edited by the Rev.
Thomas Vincent Fosbery, M.A., sometime Vicar of St. Giles's,

Reading. Cheap Edition. Small Zvo. 3s. net.

The Larger Edition (js. 6d.) may still be had.

Gaminack.—GOOD FRIDAY. The Seven Last Words in their
Significanc for Life, with a Good Friday Address to Children. By the
Rev. Arthur J. Gammack, Rector of Christ Church, West Haven,
Conn. i6mo. 2s. 6d. net.
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Geikie.—Works by J. Cunningham Geikie, D.D., LL.D., late

Vicar of St. Martin-at-Palace, Norwich.

HOURS WITH THE BIBLE : the Scriptures in the Light of Modern
Discovery and Knowledge. Complete in Twelve Volumes. Crown Svo.

OLD TESTAMENT.
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With a Map and Illustrations. $s.

Moses to Judges. With a Map
and Illustrations. $s.

Samson to Solomon. With a
Map and Illustrations. 5s.
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Illustrations. 5s.
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the Contemporary Prophets. With
a Map and Illustrations. 5*.

Exile to Malachi. With the

Contemporary Prophets. With
Illustrations. $s.

NEW TESTAMENT.
The Gospels.

Illustrations.

With a Map and
5*-

Life and Words of Christ.
With Map. 2 vols. xos.

Life and Epistles of St. Paul.
With Maps and Illustrations.

2 vols. IOS.

St. Peter to Revelation. With
29 Illustrations. 55.

LIFE AND WORDS OF CHRIST.
Cabinet Edition. With Map. 2 vols. Post Svo. 10s.

Cheap Edition, without the Notes, x vol. Svo. 6s.

A SHORT LIFE OF CHRIST. With 34 Illustrations.

3s. 6d.
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gilt edges, 4s. 6d.

Crown 8v9.

Gold Dust: a Collection of Golden Counsels for the Sancti-

fication of Daily Life.

Translated and abridged from the French by E.L.E.E. Edited by
Charlotte M. Yonge. Parts I. II. III. Small Pocket Volumes.
Cloth, gilt, each is., or in white cloth, with red edges, the three parts

in a box, 2s. 6d. each net. Parts I., II., and III. in One Volume.
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Gore.—Works by the Right Rev. Charles Gore, D.D., Lord
Bishop of Birmingham.

THE CHURCH AND THE MINISTRY. Crown Svo. 6s. net.
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Popular Edition. Crown Svo. Sewed. 6d. net.

Goreh.—THE LIFE OF FATHER GOREH. By C. E.
Gardner, S.SJ.E. With Portrait. Crown Svo. 5*.

Great Truths of the Christian Religion. Edited by the Rev.
W. U. Richards. Small Svo. 2*.
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Secretary of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

THE STUDY OF THE GOSPELS. By the Very Rev. J. Armitage
Robinson, D.D. , Dean of Westminster.

A CHRISTIAN APOLOGETIC. By the Very Rev. Wilford L.
Robbins, D.D., Dean of the Theological Seminary, New York.

PASTORAL VISITATION. By the Rev. H. E. Savage, M.A., Vicar
of Ha'ifax.

AUTHORITY IN THE CHURCH. By the Very Rev. J. B. Strong,
D.D., Dean of Christ Church, Oxford.

THE STUDY OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY. By the Right
Rev. W. E. Collins, D. D. , Bishop of Gibraltar.

CHURCH MUSIC. By A. Madeley Richardson, Mus.Doc, Organist
of St. Saviour's Collegiate Church, Southwark.

LAY WORK AND THE OFFICE OF READER. By the Right
Rev. Huyshe Yeatman-Biggs, D.D., Lord Bishop of Worcester.

RELIGION AND SCIENCE By the Rev. P. N. Waggett, M.A. of
the Society of St. John the Evangelist, Cowley.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. By the Rev. W. Foxley Norris, M.A.,
Rector of Barnsley.

CHARITABLE RELIEF. By the Rev. Clement F. Rogers, M.A.
INTEMPERANCE. By the Right Rev. H. H. Pereira, Bishop of

Croydon.
PREACHING. By the Very Rev. F. E. Carter, M.A., Dean of

Grahams town. (on.
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Hatch.—THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EARLY
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES. Being the Bampton Lectures for 1880.

By Edwin Hatch, M.A., D.D., late Reader in Ecclesiastical History

in the University of Oxford. Svo. 5*.

Holland.—Works by the Rev. Henry Scott Holland, M.A.
Canon and Precentor of St. Paul's.

GOD'S CITY AND THE COMING OF THE KINGDOM. Crown
Svo. 2s' &d.

PLEAS AND CLAIMS FOR CHRIST. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

CREED AND CHARACTER : Sermons. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

ON BEHALF OF BELIEF. Sermons. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

CHRIST OR ECCLESIASTES. Sermons. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

LOGIC AND LIFE, with other Sermons. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

GOOD FRIDAY. Being Addresses on the Seven Last Words. Small
SVO. 2S.

Hollings.—Works by the Rev. G. S. Hollings, Mission Priest of

the Society of St. John the Evangelist, Cowley, Oxford.

THE HEAVENLY STAIR ; or, A Ladder of the Love of God for Sinners.

Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

PORTA REGALIS ; or, Considerations on Prayer. Crown Svo. limp cloth,

is. 6d. net ; cloth boards, 2s. net.

CONSIDERATIONS ON THE WISDOM OF GOD. Crown Svo. 4s.

PARADOXES OF THE LOVE OF GOD, especially as they are seen in

the way of the Evangelical Counsels. Crown Svo. 4s.

ONE BORN OF THE SPIRIT ; or, the Unification of our Life in God.
Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

Holmes.—IN WATCHINGS OFTEN: Addresses to Nurses.
By the Rev. E. E. Holmes, Honorary Canon of Christ Church,
Oxford. With a Frontispiece. Crown Svo.

Hutchings.—WT
orks by the Ven. W. H. Hutchings, M.A. Arch-

deacon of Cleveland, Canon of York, Rector of Kirby
Misperton, and Rural Dean of Malton.

SERMON SKETCHES from some of the Sunday Lessons throughout
the Church's Year. Vols. I and II. Crown Svo. $s. each.

THE LIFE OF PRAYER : a Course of Lectures delivered in All Saints'

Church, Margaret Street, during Lent. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

THE PERSON AND WORK OF THE HOLY GHOST : a Doctrinal
and Devotional Treatise. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

SOME ASPECTS OF THE CROSS. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

THE MYSTERY OF THE TEMPTATION. Lent Lectures delivered at

St. Mary Magdalene, Paddington. Crown Svo. 4s. dd.
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Inheritance of the Saints ; or, Thoughts on the Communion
of Saints and the Life of the World to come. Collected chiefly

from English Writers by L. P. With a Preface by the Rev. Henry
Scott Holland, M.A. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

Illustrated Edition. With 8 Pictures in Colour by Hamel Lister.
Crown Svo. 6s. net.

James.—THE VARIETIES OFRELIGIOUSEXPERIENCE:
A Study in Human Nature. Being the Gifford Lectures on Natural
Religion delivered at Edinburgh in 1901-1902. By William James,
LL.D., etc., Professor of Philosophy at Harvard University. 8vo.

X2S. net.

Jameson.—Works by Mrs. Jameson.
SACRED AND LEGENDARY ART, containing Legends of the Angels

and Archangels, the Evangelists, the Apostles. With 19 Etchings and
187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. 20s. net.

LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS, as represented in the

Fine Arts. With 11 Etchings and 88 Woodcuts. Svo. 10s. net.

LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA, OR BLESSED VIRGIN MARY.
With 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcuts. Svo. 10s. net.

THE HISTORY OF OUR LORD, as exemplified in Works of Art.

Commenced by the late Mrs. Jameson ; continued and completed by
Lady Eastlake. With 31 Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2 Vols.

Svo. 20s. net.

Jones.—ENGLAND AND THE HOLY SEE: An Essay
towards Reunion. By Spencer Jones, M.A., Rector of Moreton-
in-Marsh. With a Preface by the Right Hon. Viscount Halifax.
Crown Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

Jukes.—Works by Andrew Jukes.
LETTERS OF ANDREW JUKES. Edited, with a Short Biography,

by the Rev. Herbert H. Jeafferson, M.A. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

THE NAMES OF GOD IN HOLY SCRIPTURE : a Revelation of

His Nature and Relationships. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

THE TYPES OF GENESIS. Crown Svo. js. 6d.

THE SECOND DEATH AND THE RESTITUTION OF ALL
THINGS. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

Kelly.—Works by the Rev. Herbert H. Kelly, M.A., Director

of the Society of the Sacred Mission, Kelham, Newark.

A HISTORY OF THE CHURCHOF CHRIST. Vol. I. A.D. 29-342.

Crown Svo. 3s.6d.net. Vol. II. A.D. 324-430. CrownSvo. 3s.6d.net.

ENGLAND AND THE CHURCH : Her Calling and its Fulfilment

Considered in Relation to the Increase and Efficiency of Her Ministry.

Crmvn Svo. 4s. net.
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Knox.—PASTORS AND TEACHERS : Six Lectures on
Pastoral Theology. By the Right Rev. Edmund Arbuthnott Knox,
D.D., Bishop of Manchester. With an Introduction by the Right Rev.

Charles Gore, D. D., Bishop of Birmingham. Crown Svo. $s. net.

Cheap Edition, without the Appendices. Crown Svo. is. net.

Knox.—THE GRACE OF SACRAMENTS. Being Treatises
on Baptism and the Eucharist. By Alexander Knox. (1737-1831.)
Edited, with a Preface, by William Dalrymple Maclagan, D.D.,
Archbishop of York. Crown Svo. ^s. tiet.

Knox Little.—Works by W. J. Knox Little, M.A., Canon
Residentiary of Worcester, and Vicar of Hoar Cross.

HOLY MATRIMONY. Crown 8vo. $s - (
T"e Oxford Library of

Practical Theology.)

THE CHRISTIAN HOME. Crown Svo. 3s. td.

THE MYSTERY OF THE PASSION OF OUR MOST HOLY
REDEEMER. Crown Svo. 2s. td.

THE LIGHT OF LIFE. Sermons preached on Various Occasions.

Crown Svo. 3J. 6d.

Lear.—Works by, and Edited by, H. L. Sidney Lear.

FOR DAYS AND YEARS. A book containing a Text, Short Reading,
and Hymn for Every Day in the Church's Year. i6mo. zs. net. Also a

Cheap Edition, 32W0, is,', or cloth gilt, is. td.; or with red borders,

zs. net.

FIVE MINUTES. Daily Readings of Poetry . itmo. 3s. td. Also a
Cheap Edition, 22mo. is.; or cloth gilt, is. 6d.

WEARINESS. A Book for the Languid and Lonely. Large Type.

Small Svo. 5s.

DEVOTIONAL WORKS. Edited by H. L. Sidney Lear. New and
Uniform Editions. Nine Vols. i6mo. 2s. net each.

Fenelon's Spiritual Letters to
Men.

Fenelon's Spiritual Letters to
Women.

A Selection from the Spiritual
Letters of St. Francis de
Sales. Also Cheap Edition, 2>2mo,

td. cloth limp ; is. cloth boards.

The Spirit of St. Francis de
Sales.

The Hidden Life of the Soul.

The Light of the Conscience.
Also Cheap Edition, 2>2mo, td.

cloth limp ; is. cloth boards.

Self-Renunciation. From the

French.

St. Francis de Sales' Of the
Love of God.

Selections from Pascal's
'Thoughts.'

CHRISTIAN BIOGRAPHIES. Edited by H. L. Sidney Lear.
Crown Svo. y. td. each.
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Lear. — Works by, and Edited by, H. L. Sidney Lear.

continued.

Madame Louise de France,
Daughter of Louis XV., known
also as the Mother T£rese de St.

Augustin.

A Dominican Artist : a Sketch of

the Life of the Rev. Pere Besson,
of the Order of St. Dominic.

Henri Perreyve. By Pere
Gratry. With Portrait.

St. Francis de Sales, Bishop and
Prince of Geneva.

A Christian Painter of the
Nineteenth Century : being

the Life of Hippolyte Flandrin.

The Revival of Priestly Life
in the Seventeenth Century
in France.

bossuet and his contempora-
RIES.

Fenelon, Archbishop of Cam-
brai.

Henri Dominique Lacordaire.

Lenten Collects (The). A Series of Sermons. By the Author
of ' Praeparatio. ' Fcap. 8vo. is. 6d. net.

Liddon.—LIFE AND LETTERS OF HENRY PARRY
LIDDON, D.D., Canon of St. Paul's. By John Octavius
Johnston, M.A., Principal of Cuddesdon Theological College ; with

a Concluding Chapter by the Lord Bishop of Oxford. With 5
Illustrations (4 Portraits). 8vo. 15s. net.

Liddon.—Works by Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L.,LL.D.

SERMONS ON SOME WORDS OF ST. PAUL. Crown 8vo. 55.

SERMONS PREACHED ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS, 1860-1889.

Crown 8vo. 5J.

CLERICAL LIFE AND WORK : Sermons. Crown 8vo. 5*.

ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES : Lectures on Buddhism—Lectures on the

Life of St. Paul—Papers on Dante. Crown 8vo. $s.

EXPLANATORY ANALYSIS OF PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE
ROMANS. 8vo. 14J.

EXPLANATORY ANALYSIS OF ST. PAUL'S FIRST EPISTLE
TO TIMOTHY. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

SERMONS ON OLD TESTAMENT SUBJECTS. Crown 8vo. 5s.

SERMONS ON SOME WORDS OF CHRIST. Crown 8vo. 5s.

THE DIVINITY OF OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST.
Being the Bampton Lectures for 1866. Crown 8vo. 55.

ADVENT IN ST. PAUL'S. Crown 8vo. 5s.

CHRISTMASTIDE IN ST. PAUL'S. Crown 8vo. 5s.

PASSIONTIDE SERMONS. Crown Zvo. 5*.

{continued.
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Liddon.—Works by Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L.,

LL.D.

—

continued.

EASTER IN ST. PAUL'S. Sermons bearing chiefly on the Resurrec-

tion of our Lord. Two Vols. Crown Svo. y. 6d. each. Cheap

Edition in one Volume. Crown Svo. y.

SERMONS PREACHED BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY OF
OXFORD. Two Vols. Crown Svo. y. 6d. each. Cheap Edition in

one Volume. Crown 8vo. y.

THE MAGNIFICAT. Sermons in St. Paul's. Crown Svo. zs. net.

SOME ELEMENTS OF RELIGION. Lent Lectures. Small Svo.

2J. net. [The Crown Svo Edition (5*.) may still be had.]

POPULAR Edition. Crown Svo. Sewed. 6d. net.

Lowrie.—Works by the Rev. Walter Lowrie, Emmanuel
Church, Boston, U.S.

THE CHURCH AND ITS ORGANISATION IN PRIMITIVE AND
CATHOLIC TIMES : an Interpretation of Rudolph Sohm's ' Kir-

chenrechi '—The Primitive Age. Svo. 14J. net.

GAUDIUM CRUCIS: Meditations on the Passion and the Seven Last
Words of our Lord.

Luckock.—Works by Herbert Mortimer Luckock, D.D.,

Dean of Lichfield.

THE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.
Crown Svo. 6s.

AFTER DEATH. An Examination of the Testimony of Primitive

Times respecting the State of the Faithful Dead, and their Relationship

to the Living. Crown Svo. y. net.

THE INTERMEDIATE STATE BETWEEN DEATH AND
JUDGMENT. Being a Sequel to After Death. Crown Svo. y. net.

FOOTPRINTS OF THE SON OF MAN, as traced by St. Mark. Being

Eighty Portions for Private Study, Family Reading, and Instruction

in Church. Crown Svo. y. net.

FOOTPRINTS OF THE APOSTLES, as traced by St. Luke in the

Acts. Being Sixty Portions for Private Study, and Instruction in

Church. A Sequel to 'Footprints of the Son of Man, as traced by
St. Mark.' Two Vols. Crown Svo. 12s.

THE DIVINE LITURGY. Being the Order for Holy Communion,
Historically, Doctrinally, and Devotionally set forth, in Fifty Portions.

Crown Svo. y. net.

STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER. The Anglican Reform—The Puritan Innovations—The
Elizabethan Reaction—The Caroline Settlement. With Appendices.

Crown Svo. y. net.

Lyra Germanica : Hymns for the Sundays and Chief Festivals

of the Christian Year. Complete Edition. Small Svo. y.
First Series. x6mo, with red borders, 2s. net.
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MacOoll.—Works by the Rev. Malcolm MacColl, D.D., Canon
Residentiary of Ripon.

THE REFORMATION SETTLEMENT : Examined in the Light of
History and Law. Tenth Edition, Revised, with a new Preface.
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

CHRISTIANITY IN RELATION TO SCIENCE AND MORALS.
Crown Svo. 6s.

LIFE HERE AND HEREAFTER : Sermons. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Marriage Addresses and Marriage Hymns. By the Bishop of
London, the Bishop of Rochester, the Bishop of Truro, the Dean
of Rochester, the Dean of Norwich, Archdeacon Sinclair,
Canon Duckworth, Canon Newbolt, Canon Knox Little,
Canon Rawnsley, the Rev. J. Llewellyn Davies, D.D., the Rev.
W. Allen Whitworth, etc. Edited by the Rev. O. P. Wardell-
Yerburgh, M.A., Vicar of the Abbey Church of St. Mary, Tewkesbury.
Crown 8vo. 5J.

Mason.—Works by A. J. Mason, D.D., Master of Pembroke
College, Cambridge, and Canon of Canterbury.

THE MINISTRY OF CONVERSION. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

{Handbooksfor the Clergy.
)

PURGATORY; THE STATE OF THE FAITHFUL DEAD;
INVOCATION OF SAINTS. Three Lectures. Crown8vo.3s.6d.net.

THE FAITH OF THE GOSPEL. A Manual of Christian Doctrine.
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. Cheap Edition. Crown Svo. 3s. net.

THE RELATION OF CONFIRMATION TO BAPTISM. As taught
in Holy Scripture and the Fathers. Crown Zvo. 7s. 6d.

TRUE TALES OF EARLY CHRISTIAN FORTITUDE.

Maturin.—Works by the Rev. B. W. Maturin.
SOME PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF THE SPIRITUAL

LIFE. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

PRACTICAL STUDIES ON THE PARABLES OF OUR LORD.
Crown 8vo. $s.

Medd.—THE PRIEST TO THE ALTAR ; or, Aids to the
Devout Celebration of Holy Communion, chiefly after the Ancient
English Use of Sarum. By Peter Goldsmith Medd, M.A., Canon
of St. Albans. Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. Royal Svo. 15J.

Meyrick.—THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH OF
England on the Holy Communion Restated as a Guide at the Present
Time. By the Rev. F. Meyrick, M.A. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Monro.—SACRED ALLEGORIES. By Rev. Edward Monro,
Complete Edition, in. one Volu„.t, with ///uu/u/ionj. Crown Svo.

y. 6d. net.
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Mortimer.—Works by the Rev. A. G. Mortimer, D.D., Rector
of St. Mark's, Philadelphia.

THE CREEDS: An Historical and Doctrinal Exposition of the

Apostles', Nicene and Athanasian Creeds. Crown 8vo. $s. net.

THE EUCHARISTIC SACRIFICE: An Historical and Theological
Investigation of the Sacrificial Conception of the Holy Eucharist in the

Christian Church. Crown 8vo. xos. 6d.

CATHOLIC FAITH AND PRACTICE: A Manual of Theology. Two
Parts. Crown 8vo. Part I. 7s. 6d. Part II. gs.

JESUS AND THE RESURRECTION : Thirty Addresses for Good
Friday and Easter. Crown 8vo. 55.

HELPS TO MEDITATION : Sketches for Every Day in the Year.

Vol. 1. Advent to Trinity. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Vol. 11. Trinity to Advent. 8vo. js. 6d.

STORIES FROM GENESIS : Sermons for Children. Crown8vo. 4J.

THE LAWS OF HAPPINESS; or, The Beatitudes as teaching our

Duty to God, Self, and our Neighbour. i8mo. 2s.

THE LAWS OF PENITENCE : Addresses on the Words of our Lord
from the Cross. i6mo. is. 6d.

SERMONS IN MINIATURE FOR EXTEMPORE PREACHERS:
Sketches for Every Sunday and Holy Day of the Christian Year.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

NOTES ON THE SEVEN PENITENTIAL PSALMS, chiefly from
Patristic Sources. Small 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MEDITATIONS ON THE PASSION OF OUR MOST HOLY RE-
DEEMER. Part I. Crown 8vo. 5*.

THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF OUR MOST HOLY REDEEMER :

Being Meditations on some Scenes in His Passion (Meditations on
the Passion. Part 11.) Crown 8vo. 55.

LEARN OF JESUS CHRIST TO DIE : Addresses on the Words of our
Lord from the Cross, taken as teaching the way of Preparation for

Death. i6mo. 25.

Mozley.—RULING IDEAS IN EARLY AGES AND THEIR
RELATION TO OLD TESTAMENT FAITH. By J. B. Mozley,
D.D., late Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Professor of Divinity

at Oxford. Svo. 6s.

My Communion : Twenty-six Addresses in Preparation for

Holy Communion. By the Author of ' Praeparatio,' with Preface by
the Rev. G. Congreve, S.S.J.E.

Newbolt.—Works by the Rev. W. C. E. Newbolt, M.A., Canon
and Chancellor of St. Paul's Cathedral.

PRAYERS. PSALMS, AND LECTIONS FOR THE HOUSEHOLD.
Fcap. 8vo. "zs 6d. net.

APOSTLES OF THE LORD: being Six Lc .tures on Pastoral !

logy. Crown 8vo. 3.$. 6d. net.
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Newbolt.—Works by the Rev. W. C. E. Newbolt, M.A., Canon
and Chancellor of St. Paul's Cathedral.

—

continued.

THE CHURCH CATECHISM THE CHRISTIANS MANUAL.
Crown 8vo. y. (The Oxford Library ofPractical Theology.)

RELIGION. Crown 8vo. y. {The Oxford Library of Practical

Theology.

)

WORDS OF EXHORTATION. Sermons Preached at St. Paul's and
elsewhere. Crown 8vo. y. net.

PENITENCE AND PEACE : being Addresses on the 51st and 23rd

Psalms. Crown 8vo. zs. net.

PRIESTLY IDEALS ; being a Course of Practical Lectures delivered in

St. Paul's Cathedral. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

PRIESTLY BLEMISHES ; being a Second Course of Practical Lectures

delivered in St. Paul's Cathedral. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

THE GOSPEL OF EXPERIENCE ; or, the Witness of Human Life

to the truth of Revelation. Crown 8vo. y.
COUNSELS OF FAITH AND PRACTICE: being Sermons preached

on various occasions. Crown Zvo. y.
SPECULUM SACERDOTUM ; or, the Divine Model of the Priestly

Life. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT. Being Ten Addresses bearing on
the Spiritual Life. Crown 8vo. zs. net.

THE PRAYER BOOK : Its Voice and Teaching. Crown Zvo. zs. net.

Newman.—Works by John Henry Newman, B.D., sometime
Vicar of St. Mary's, Oxford.

LETTERS AND CORRESPONDENCE OF JOHN HENRY NEW-
MAN DURING HIS LIFE IN THE ENGLISH CHURCH. With
a brief Autobiography. Edited, at Cardinal Newman's request, by
Anne Mozley. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 7s.

PAROCHIAL AND PLAIN SERMONS. Eight Vols. Crown Zvo.

y. 6d. each.

SELECTION, ADAPTED TO THE SEASONS OF THE ECCLE-
SIASTICAL YEAR, from the « Parochial and Plain Sermons.' Crown
8vo. y. 6d.

FIFTEEN SERMONS PREACHED BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY
OF OXFORD. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

SERMONS BEARING UPON SUBJECTS OF THE DAY. Crown
8vo. y. 6d.

LECTURES ON THE DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION. Crown
Zvo. y. 6d.

%* A Complete List of Cardinal Newman's Works can be had on Application.

Old, Old Story, The, and other Verses. Being a complete
Collection of the Author's Poems. Squarefcap. 8vo. zs. 6d.

Old, Old Story, The. Large-type Edition. Fcap. Svo. id.

Limp cloth, 6d. Small-type Edition. \d. Musical Edition, with

Author's Music for both Parts, 4/0. 6d. Musical Leaflet. Part I.

xoo for is. 6d. Broadside Sheet for Cottage Walls. 2d.
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Osborne.—Works by Edward Osborne, Mission Priest of the

Society of St. John the Evangelist, Cowley, Oxford.

THE CHILDREN'S SAVIOUR. Instructions to Children on the Life

of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Illustrated. i6mo. is. net.

THE SAVIOUR KING. Instructions to Children on Old Testament
Types and Illustrations of the Life of Christ. Illustrated. x6mo. 2s. net.

THE CHILDREN'S FAITH. Instructions to Children on the Apostles'

Creed. Illustrated. i6mo. 2s. net.

Ottley.—ASPECTS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT: being the
Bampton Lectures for 1897. By Robert Lawrence Ottley, M.A.,
Canon of Christ Church. Svo. js. 6d.

Oxford (The) Library of Practical Theology.—Edited by the
Rev. W. C. E. Newbolt, M.A., Canon and Chancellor of St. Paul's,

and the Rev. Darwell Stone, M.A., Librarian of the Pusey House,
Oxford. Crown 8vo. $s. each.

RELIGION. By the Rev. W. C. E. Newbolt, M.A., Canon and
Chancellor of St. Paul's.

HOLY BAPTISM. By the Rev. DARWELL Stone, M.A., Librarian of

the Pusey House, Oxford.

CONFIRMATION. By the Right Rev. A. C. A. Hall, D.D., Bishop
of Vermont.

THE HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. By
the Rev. Leighton Pullan, M.A., Fellow of St. John Baptist's

College, Oxford.

PRAYER. By the Rev. Arthur John Worlledge, M.A., Canon and
Chancellor of Truro.

HOLY MATRIMONY. By the Rev. W. J. Knox Little, M.A.
Canon of Worcester.

THE INCARNATION. By the Rev. H. V. S. Eck, M.A., Rector of

St. Matthew's, Bethnal Green.

FOREIGN MISSIONS. By the Right Rev. E. T. Churton, D.D.,
formerly Bishop of Nassau.

SUNDAY. By the Rev. W. B. Trevelyan, M.A., Vicar of St.

Matthew's, Westminster.

THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION. By the Rev. Leighton Pullan,
M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford.

BOOKS OF DEVOTION. By the Rev. Charles Bodington, Canon
and Precentor of Lichfield.

CHURCH WORK. By the Rev. Bernard Reynolds, M.A.,
Prebendary of St. Paul's.

HOLY ORDERS. By the Rev. A. R. Whitham, M.A., Principal of

Culham College, Abingdon.

[continued.
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Oxford (The) Library of Practical Theology.—continued.
THE CHURCH CATECHISM THE CHRISTIAN'S MANUAL.

By the Rev. W. C. E. Newbolt, M.A., Joint Editor of the Series.

THE HOLY COMMUNION. By the Rev. Darwell Stone, M.A.,
Joint Editor of the Series.

CHURCH AND STATE IN ENGLAND. By the Rev. H. W.
Abraham, D.D., Vicar of St. Augustine's, Hull. \In the press.

RELIGIOUS CEREMONIAL. By the Rev. Walter Howard
Frere, M.A., Superior of the Community of the Resurrection,

Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Rochester. \In preparation.

VISITATION OF THE SICK. By the Rev. E. F. Russell, M.A.,
St. Alban's, Holborn. \In preparation.

OLD TESTAMENT CRITICISM. By the Very Rev. Henry Wace,
D.D. , Dean of Canterbury. \In preparation.

NEW TESTAMENT CRITICISM. By the Rev. R. J. Knowling,
D. D. , Professor of New Testament Exegesis at King's College, London.

\In preparation.

Paget.—Works by Francis Paget, D.D., Bishop of Oxford.

CHRIST THE WAY : Four Addresses given at a Meeting of School-
masters and others at Haileybury. Crown Zvo. is. 6d. net.

STUDIES IN THE CHRISTIAN CHARACTER: Sermons. With an
Introductory Essay. Crown Zvo. 4s. net.

THE SPIRIT OF DISCIPLINE : Sermons. Crown Zvo. 4s. net.

FACULTIES AND DIFFICULTIES FOR BELIEF AND DIS-
BELIEF. Crown Zvo. 4s. net.

THE HALLOWING OF WORK. Addresses given at Eton, January
16-18, 1888. Small Zvo. zs.

Percival.—THE INVOCATION OF SAINTS. Treated Theo-
logically and Historically. By Henry R. Percival, M.A., D.D.
Crown Zvo. $s.

Petre.—THE SOUL'S ORBIT; or, Man's Journey to God.
Compiled with Additions, by M. D. Petre. Crown Zvo. 4s. 6d. net.

Powell.—CHORALIA : a Handy-Book for Parochial Precentors
and Choirmasters. By the Rev. James Baden Powell, M.A.,
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